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• Abstract

This thesis explores three fundamental issues in the phonology and morphology of

Ethiopian Semitic languages: mobile morphology, reduplication and epenthesis. In each chapter l

draw on comparative evidence from different Ethiopian Semitic languages, an approach which

provides greater insight into how the languages vary with respect to these three issues, and how

the issues themselves are best analyzed.

The fIfst issue is that of 'mobile morphology' a tenn l coin to describe the ability of a

particular morphological category to he realized on various segments within a stem. The two

major types in the South Ethio-Semitic languages are palatalization and labialization. l develop an

analysis of palatalization in five different languages which relies on a hierarchy of preferred

targets, along with a number of constraints regulating the appearance of palatalization within the

stem.

• Ethio-Semitic languages have several different types of reduplication. l draw a distinction

between phonological and morphological reduplication and argue that phonological reduplication

should be viewed as copying rather long-distance geminate structures created by spreading. l also

examine the interaction of reduplication with mobile morphology and r present an analysis of

double reduplication, showing how languages will avoid the creation of double reduplication

relationships.

l develop an analysis of epenthesis which contrasts the behaviour of one set of languages

which epenthesize following final consonant clusters with other languages which epenthesize

between consonant clusters. l show that while all Ethio-Semitic languages follow the same general

pattern, this may be overridden by templatic constraints and more importantly, by sonority

considerations holding of adjacent syllables in coda-onset sequences. This last observation is

important because it shows that while languages may on the whole violate heterosyllabic contact

constraints, in particular circumstances, the constraints will be obeyed, giving cise to an

• emergence of the unmarked scenario.
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Résumé

Cette thèse s'adresse à trois problèmes îondamentaux dans la phonologie et la

morphologie des langues éthio-sémitiques: la morphologie mobile, la reduplication et l'épenthèse.

S'inspirant des données de plusieurs langues éthio-sémitiques différentes, chaque chapitre adopte

une approche comparative, ce qui aide à éclaircir la variation qui existe entre des langues en

fonction des trois problèmes identifiés, et ce qui mène aussi à des solutions plus satisfaisantes.

La 'morphologie mobile' consiste en la réalisation d'une catégorie morphologique sur un

des plusieurs segments dans un radical donné. Les deux tyPes principaux qui se trouvent dans les

langues ethio-sémitiques méridionaux sont la palatalisation et la labialisation. Je développe une

analyse de la palatalisation dans cinq langues différentes qui se base sur une hierarchie de cibles

possibles, ainsi que sur un nombre de contraintes qui détenninent la réalisation de la palatalisation

à l'intérieur du radical.

Les langues éthio-sémitiques possèdent deux types de reduplication. Je propose une

distinction entre la reduplication phonologique d'une part et la reduplication morphologique

d'autre part. Je fournis des arguments en faveur d'une analyse de la reduplication phonologique

en termes du mécanisme de copie au lieu de celui de la propogation qui sert à créer des structures

de géminées à longue-distance. Je présente aussi une analyse de la reduplication double qui

démontre comment les langues cherchent à éviter la création des relations de reduplication double.

Je développe une analyse de l'épenthèse qui établit un contraste entre deux groupes de

langues: celles dont l'épenthèse apparaît après une suite consonantique fmale et celles dont la

voyelle épenthétique apparaît entre les deux dernières consonnes. Toutes les langues éthio

sémitiques suivent le même système général d'épenthèse, mais ce système est sujet à des

modifications dûes soit à des contraintes gabaritiques soit à une contrainte de sonorité qui obtient

entre une suite de consonnes appartenant à des syllables adjacentes. Cette dernière contrainte est

importante dans le sens qu'une langue peut en manifester plusieures violations mais dans des

circonstances précises, l'épenthèse peut quand même y obéir, ce qui donne lieu à une situation

d'apparition de traits non-marqués (emergence of the unmarked).
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation examines several theoretical issues in Ethiopian Semitic languages

from a comparative perspective. The topics l have selected are Mobile Morphology,

Reduplication and Epenthesis. These represent the most interesting and probably the most

studied of the phonological and morphological issues in these languages. Nevertheless,

approaching them from a comparative viewpoint gives new insight not only into how the

languages differ, but also into the nature of the theoretical issues themselves. The

dissertation is couched within Optimality Theory (prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy &

Prince 1993a, 1995).

1 . 1 The Issues

Mobile morphology, or the realization of a morphological category on one of any

number of segments within the word, is one of the most intriguing problems in South

Ethio-Semitic languages. l give an in-depth analysis of the behaviour of one SUfflX whose

realization both across and within this group of languages is extremely complex and

touches on issues pertaining to markedness, locality, the internal structure of segments and

the whole concept of 'floating' affIXes. Another important issue which arises from this kind

of morphology is the idea of 'morphemic expression' through allomorphy. l show how

allomorphy may actually aid in the realization of a morphological category.

Reduplication is interesting for a number of reasons. In Ethio-Semitic, only root

segments are reduplicated, serving one of two functions: phonological copying whose sole

purpose is to fulfill a template, and morphological reduplication which fills the more

standard morphemic role. l will argue that what were formerly known as lIang-distance

1
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Chapter 1 -Introduction

gerninates' should be abandoned in favour of reduplicative copying. This eliminates severa!

problems associated with the derivational tool of Tier Conflation, interaction with

segmental changes, and the differences between true and long-distance geminates. 1 also

examine restrictions on 'double reduplications'.

The fmal issue is that of epenthesis. Three Ethio-Semitic languages are unusual in

that they resolve final consonant clusters by epenthesizing after the consonants and not

between them. 1 show how this process interacts with templatic constraints, at least in one

of the languages. l also examine the role of 'directionaliti and the issue of intersyllabic

sonority. l show that while Ethio-Semitic languages on the whole do not appear to care

about the sonority relationships between a coda and a following onset, in certain languages,

epenthesis which is independently required, will occur in positions to avoid bad sonority

contours between coda and onset.

1.2 Ethio-Semitic languages

Before embarking on a detailed study of the three topies, 1 will gÏve a general overview of

the structure of Ethiopian Semitic and its place within the larger Semitic family. Semitic

languages belong to the Afroasiatie family, which also comprises Coptic, Berber, Chadic,

Cushitic, Omotie and aceording to Hetzron (1980), Beja, spoken in Eritrea. The most well

known and intensely studied living Semitic languages are, of course, Arabic and Hebrew.

But the majority of present-day Semitie languages are spoken in Ethiopia and Eritrea, and

these languages present the greatest diversity.

The Semitie family is divided into various branches, of which Ethiopian Semitie is

included in the Southem branch. Hetzron (1974) gives the following classification of

2
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Semitic, where South-Arabian refers to the languages spoken in Yemen: Soqotri, Mehri,

Harsusi and Jibbali:

(1)

PROTO-SEMITIC

West Semitic East Semitic
(Akkadian)

•

•

Central Semitic South Semitic

AramaiC\ South~Pian
Arabic Canaanite
~

Hebrew Phoenician

Within Ethiopia and Eritrea, there are four main language familles: Sernitic,

Cushitic, Nilotic (Nilo-Saharan) and Omotic. There is aIso the language, Beja, sometimes

classified as Cushitic, but now recognized by sorne researchers as a separate branch of

Afro-Asiatic (Hetzron 1980). Nilotic and Omotic comprise many of the minority languages

of Ethiopia and are spoken in the south-west part of the country (Bender et.al 1976).

Members of the Cushitic family include Somali, Afar, and the widely-spoken Oromo

(formerly known as Galla). The Semitic languages are: Ge'ez, Tigre, Tigrinya, Arnharic,

Argobba, Gafat, Harari, East Gurage, Western Gurage and North Gurage. Bach of the

Gurage groups include severaI diaIects (Leslau 1969b): Chaha Ezba, Inor, Endegen,

Gyeta, Muher, Masqan (Western Gurage), Gogot, Soddo (aka Aymelell, Kastanaiiiia)

(North Gurage) and Selti, Wolane, Zway (East Gurage). Gelez is no longer spoken, but

remains the liturgicallanguage of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. Ge'ez, along with Tigre
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and Tigrinya form the North Ethio-Semitic group. Tigre is spoken in northem Eritrea, and

Tigrinya in central Eritrea, and in the province of Tigray in northeastem Ethiopia The rest

of the languages form the South Ethio-Semitic branch. Amharic is spoken in the central and

southem highlands of Ethiopia and in the capital city of Addis Ababa. Amharic has

traditionally dominated Ethiopia as the language of the Emperors since at least the 14th

century (Marcus 1994: 19), and even following the downfall of the last Emperor Raile

Selassie, continued to enjoy the role of official language of Ethiopia. 1 As a result it is

spoken as a second language by a large portion of the population, even though the most

widely spoken frrst language is probably the Cushitic language, Oromo. Argobba is spoken

in a few scattered regions in Ankober north of Addis Ababa, but is a dying language. Gafat

was spoken in Gojjam, but bas died out within this century (see Leslau 1956). Harari (also

known as Ge Sinan by its speakers or as Adare/Adarinya) is spoken in the walled city of

Harar in eastem Ethiopia. Finally, the Gurage languages are spoken in a small region

southwest of Addis Ababa, surrounded by Cushitic-speaking areas. The following map

illustrates the major regions where the Ethio-Semitic languages are found:

l While Arnharic is still the working language of Ethiopia. its dominant role since the fall of the
government of Mengistu Haile Mariam in 1991 is Jess entrenched. The EPRDF govemment (Ethiopian
People's Revol utionary Democratie Front) under Meles Zenawi has instituted a policy of regional autonomy
based on ethnic and linguistic lines, aIlowing each region to deeide on the language of local govemment and
instruction in sehools.
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Our knowledge of Ethio-Semitic, especially the languages with relatively smalI

numbers of speakers, such as Gurage, has been greatly advanced due to the pioneering

workofMarcel Cohen (1931), Wolf Leslau (1936,1941,1979,1992,1995 to namejust a

few) and Robert Hetzron. Hetzron's (1977) classification of Ethio-Semitic is shown below:

(3)

~
South-Ethiopic North-Ethiopic

/~6::TIgre
Transversal South-Ethiopic

~
Centrnl Eastern

Amh~obba ÎHni

Western Gurage East Gurage

MlIS~ Sel~Zw:IY
Ce ntrai Perip heral

Western Gurage Western Gurage

.--ï~ ~
Ezha Chaha Gumer Qua Gyeta Inor Enœgen Ener

nUer South-Ethiopic

~
Gafilt /\

(Northern fiurage)

/ ' "
Sod:b Goggot Muher

•
Sorne of the detailed Gurage classifications may he questioned, as the dialect continuum is

difficult to divide. For example, l classify Muher as a Western Gurage dialect, as does

Leslau (1969). While sorne authors present a different classification of the South Ethio-

Semitic languages (Ullendorf 1955), the arguments in Hetzron (1972, 1977) are detailed

and persuasive, and the overall picture in (3) is generally accurate. Irnportantly, Retzron

notes the label 'Gurage' is a geographical term rather than a genetic linguistic term., East

Gurage being more closely related to Rarari.

•
l will concentrate my attention on Western Gurage (Chaha and Muher), as weil as

Raran, Tigrinya, Tigre and Arnharic, leaving aside the dying or dead languages Argobba,
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Gafat and Ge'ez. l have also left aside East Gurage, as there is little detailed information

available, apart from the work of Ernst-August Gutt, and l have not worked with any East

Gurage consultants. l have also not dealt with Peripheral Westem Gurage (my own work

on Gyeta was too scant ta he of substantial interest), but for those interested in recent

descriptive and theoretical work on Inor, see Chamora (1996, 1997), Prunet (1996a,b) and

Prunet and Chamora (1995). The data will be drawn both from primary sources, and from

consultation with native speakers.

1.3 Phonological preliminaries

The general phonemic inventory of Ethio-Semitic is given below. The vowel system is a

seven vowel system, although sorne languages, such as Western Gurage, have the open

vowels [s] and [:>], normally a combination of lai with [i/y] or [ulw] respectively. The

vowel/i/ is epenthetic in all languages except Harari, which employs [il, although [il may

occur in closed syllables. The vowel [a] is often transcribed as [a] or [A], although in

Leslau's work [a] represents the high central [il. This mid-central vowel is often fronted in

North Ethio-Semitic:

(4) Vowels

1

e

i

a

a

li

o

(:> )

•
The combined consonant system is given below. The full set of guttural sounds (1 h ? h)

are only found in the modern languages in Tigre and Tigrinya, although Harari has n h hl.

The other languages may have a single glottal sound, either [hl (Arnharic) or [1] Peripheral

Western Gurage. The velar fricative [x] is often realized as [hl. In Central Western Gurage
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[1] is rare and tends to occur in borrowed words, as do [pl or [p'} in all languages, in

words such as 'pappas', 'Petros' or 'Ethiopia' (from Greek). The [il] is not found in

certain languages, such as Chaha. The ejective series are found in all languages, with the

exception of [s'] which is not found in Gurage, Harari, or Argobba.2

(5) Consonants

Cp) b t d c 1 k g ~ 7.

f !3 s z S Z x h h

kW Wg

W
X

(p') t' cr W
q q

s'

m n il

• l

r

w y

The palatoalveolars are found in allianguages except Ge'ez. The labialized velars are found

in allianguages except Tigre, but Western Gurage aIso has a series of labialized labials CPw,

bW, fW, mW- and 7.w in Peripherai Western Gurage; Gafat has bW), as weil as palatalized

velars (kY, gf, xY). Prunet and Petros (1996) argue that all of these secondarily articulated

consonants are derived in Western Gurage.

• 2 Transcription follows the North American-IPA system with the following Ethiocentricities: a=mid
centraI vowel (a). q = velar ejective (k').
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1.3.1 Syllable structure

The two main syllable types are CV and CVC in Ethio-Semitic. In word-initial position~

onsetless syllables are permitted~ but vowel hiatus is strictly excluded~ being resolved by

vowel fusion, or by epenthetic glides or glottal consonants. In word-final position in sorne

languages (such as Gurage), CVCC syllables are permitted. Unlike Arabie, however, there

are restrictions on the sonority sequence of consonants allowed to occupy these two final

positions (see Chapter 4). In Tigrinya~ Gafat~ Harari and Tigre CVCC syllables are not

attested~ although Raz (1980:10-11) states that in Tigre, the actualization of the epenthetic

vowei [il is often weak enough to give the impression of consonant clusters~ particularly

with the flap Er]: [kars] 'inside'.

1.3. 2 Stress

The stress system of Ethio-Semitic has not been investigated in any detail. Most

phonological descriptions state that stress is non-salient or that it follows intonational

phrasing. More specific descriptions are as follows. Dillmann (1907: 110) states that Ge'ez

is quantity-sensitive, with long vowels and closed syllables attracting stress. Final short

vowels or closed syllables do not bear stress, and in a sequence of two long vowels~ the

penultimate one will attract stress. However, he states that while stress appears to favour

the penultimate, this is far from a stead-fast mIe. Bergstrasser (1928) concurs, but aIso

declares that stress is dependent on sonority. Raz (1983:7) states that 'stress is non

distinctive and shifts easily from one syllable to another' in Tigre, but that there appears to

be a 'stress-timed' intonational rhythm. My own recordings of Tigrinya suggest that final

syllables carry higher pitch, but there is no consistent stress pattern. Leslau (1995:44) says

that Amharic bas an aImost even distribution of stress on eacb syllable, but that the final

syllable is not stressed. Other conditioning factors are morpheme boundaries and
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gemination. Bergstasser (1928) declares that stress is dependent on sonority in Ambaric,

and in disagreement with Leslau, picks the fIfst syllable as the favoured head. Hetzron

(1970) discusses Inor stress and vowel length, and declares that closed final syllables or

fmal -i and -e are stressed, otherwise the penult is stressed. In Chaha, it seems as if the

penultimate syllable is favoured. In conclusion, Ethio-Semitic stress awaits a more

thorough investigation.

1 .4 The structure of the Ethio-Semitic verb

Most of the work in this dissertation and indeed the large majority of research on Ethio

Semitic concentrates on the verb. Nominal morphology is fairly limited in the South Ethio

Semitie languages, although richer in the North Ethio-Sernitic languages (see Tewolde

1994 on Tigrinya). The North Ethio-Semitic languages boast broken plurals, for which see

Ségéral (1995) on Ge'ez, Angoujard & Denais (1989) on Tigfinya and Palmer (1962) on

Tigre.

Ethio-Semitic languages have subject-object-verb word order, except for Ge'ez,

and to a limited extent Tigre, which are primarily verb-subject-object. The verb consists of

a basic stem, comprising the root and aspectual vowels. Subject affixes are suffixal in the

perfective, but a combination of prefIXes and suffIXes in the non-perfective (imperfective or

jussive). Object markers are suffixed following the subject markers and show case

distinctions (accusative, malfactive, benefactive). In the Gurage languages, tense markers

(or main verb markers - Hetzron 1977) are found in the final position of the verb stem

following object suffixes. Negative markers are prefIXed, and derivational affIXes such as

passive, reciprocal or causative are prefixed directly to the verb stem between the subject

markers and the stem. This gives the overall structure as follows:
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Neg-- Subj-- Caus-PasslRecip- Verb Stem --Subj -Obj - Tense

In addition~ there may be particles~ auxiliaries and complementizers added to the ends of the

basic stem.

The verb in Semitic~ as is well-known~ is constructed around a consonantal root

normally consisting of three or four consonants. Interdigitated between the consonants are

vowels generally representing the aspect or tense of the verb. An example from Amharic is

shown below for the root ..../sbr 'break'. Subject affixes and auxiliaries are separated from

the main stem by hyphens~ and verbs are always given in the 3ms unless otherwise

indicated. The vowel [i] is epenthetic:3

•
(7)

a.

b.

c.

sabbar-a

yi-sabr-al

sibar

he broke

he breaks, he will break

break!

•

In Ethio-Semitic languages~ verbs are divided into lexical classes, labelled as 'Types'

(Cohen 1931). There are four basic types of surface triliterals: A, B, C, and D. Types refer

to the different patterns in which the consonants and vowels of the verb stem are arranged,

i.e. a vowel between the frrst two consonants, gemination of the penultimate consonant. An

illustration of Types A, Band C is given from Ezha (Western Gurage). The two forms of

the Type A jussive in Gurage reflect a (rough) transitive/intransitive distinction also found

in Ge'ez:

3 Leslau (1995) considers sorne instances of[i] as non-epenthetic in Arnharic, and Prunet (l996b) proposes
that not aIl [il are equal phonologically: sorne are truly epenthetic whereas others represent the interpretation
of templatic positions. The epenthetic vowel is ri] in Harari. sometimes realized as ri] in closed syllables.

Il
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Perfective Imperfective Jussive

A sabbar-a yi-sabir ya-sbir 'break'

baddar-a yi-badir ya-bdar 'precede'

B sakk:at-a yi-sakkit ya-sakkit 'repair'

C bannar-a yi-bannir ya-barir 'demoIish'

•

•

1 will discuss each of these Types in more detail. For illustration, 1 will he using verbs

which have only 'sound' consonants, ie. do not contain glides. In many of the South

EthiO-Semitic languages, particularly Gurage, glides are realized as vowels or as

palatalization or labialization of other root consonants. As a result these 'weak' roots tend

to have only two phonetic consonants. For arguments that weak roots have the normal

three or four consonants underlyingly, see Rose (1992), Petros (1993), Prunet (1996a),

Chamora (1997).

1.4.1 Type A

Type A is the basic triliteral type and is characterized by the presence of gemination of the

penultimate consonant, and a vowel (a] between the frrst two consonants in imperfective

and between the last two in the jussive (Western Gurage maintains a Proto-Ethio-Semitic

distinction between intransitive (CCaC) and transitive (CCC) jussives). In the North Ethio

Semitic languages, Type A verbs have no penultimate gemination in the perfective, but

geminate in the imperfective unless there are subject suffixes, as shawn by Tigrinya and

Tigre:

12
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• (9)

Tigrinya

Tigre

Perfective

sabar-a

sabr-a

Imperfective

yi-sabbir

yi-sabr-u (3mp)

lî-sabbir

lî-sabr-o (3mp)

Jussive

yi-sbar

a-sbar

'break'

In contrast~ in the South Ethio-Semitic languages~ Type A verbs have gemination in the

perfective but lack it in the imperfective, as shown by Amharic and Muher (Western

Gurage):

Sorne South Ethio-Senùtic languages have no gemination in the verb (although gemination

does occur in the language). This is the case of Harari and pardy true in East Gurage,

which shows 'random' gemination (Hetzron 1972:44, Leslau 1951):

•

(10)

(11)

Arnharic

Muher

Harari

Perfective

sabbar-a

sabbar-a

Perfective

sabar-a

Imperfective

yi-sabr-al

yi-sabr-u

Imperfective

yi-sabr-(i)

Jussive

yi-sbar

ya-sbir

Jussive

ya-sbar

'break'

•

In sorne Western Gurage dialects (Chaha, Inor, Gyeta, Gumer), geminates were devoiced

and then simplified, leaving stem altemations where related dialects have geminates (see

Leslau 1948, Hetzron 1977, McCarthy 1986b, Petros 1993, in preparation, Rose 1992).

Endegeii has inconsistent gemination, but the other Gurage dialects (Soddo, Goggot,

Muher, Masqan and Ezha) rnaintain gemination. Thus, Type A is mainly recognized

through the position and type of the vowels and by gemination if the language allows it.
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In the North Ethio-Semitic languages, Type B has gemination of the penultimate consonant

throughout the paradigm:

(12)

Tigrinya

Tigre

Perfective

baddaI-a

mazzan-a

Imperfective

yi-biddil

li-mazzin

Jussive

yi-baddil

Ii-rnazzin

'hurt'

'weigh'

•

In the South Ethio-Semitic languages, the situation is more complicated. In Harari and

Gurage, there is often a front vowel, either ri] or [e] between the frrst two consonants of

the root, and gemination of the penultirnate root consonant in all forms if the language has

geIlÙnation. In Ge'ez, an [e] appeared in the same position in the imperfective.

(13)

Harari

Chaha

Perfective

sedaq-a

mesar-a

Imperfective Jussive

yi-sidq-(i) ya-sedq-(i)

yi-mesir ya-masir

'split'

'resemble'

•

In Western Gurage, Type B verbs are characterized by palatalization of the initial consonant

if a coronal obstruent or a velar, otherwise palatalization of the penultimate consonant if

velar.4 If neither of these conditions are met, the front vowel appears in the non-geminating

languages (see above in (13) for Chaha) (and aIso Endegen), but no palatal element in the

geminating languages:

4 Inor has the front vowel with velars, too. Chamora (1997:100) maintains this is a cYe sequence.
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(14) Perfective Imperfective Jussive

Muher sa.kldit-a yi-sakkit ya-sakkit 'repair'

gYaddam-a yi-gYaddim ya-gaddim 'sell on credit'

laaaYam-a yi-Iagiim ya-Iaggim 'mount a horse'00

matt'ar-a yi-matt'ir ya-matt'ir 'choose'

In Amharic, Type B verbs tend to have an initial palatalized coronaI. Thus, in South Ethio

Semitic, Type B features gemination throughout, and a palatal element nonnally in the [ifst

syllable.

1.4.3 Type C

Type C in all the languages has a vowel [a] between the [Ifst two consonants. Gemination

varies. In the South Ethio-Semitic languages, there is gemination in the perfective and

imperfective, but in the North Ethio-Semitic languages there is no gemination (Argobba

apparently has gemination in all forms - Hetzron 1972:28):

(15) Perfective Imperfective Jussive

Tigrinya barax-a yi-barix yi-barix 'bless'

Tigre katab-a Ii-katib li-katib 'vaccinate'

Harari magad-a yi-magd-(i) ya-magd-(i) 'burn '

Arnharic gaIHib-a yi-gallib yi-galb 'gallop'

Muher dammat'-a yi-dammit' ya damt' 'card cotton'

Ezha bannar-a yi-bannir ya-barir 'demolish'
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1.4.4 Type D

Type D is relatively rare. Ir was noted by Leslau (1958) for Harari and Petros (1993) for

Chaha. Type D is characterized by a labialized consonant in the initial position and a vowel

[a] between the frrst two consonants in the jussive in ChahalEzha. In Harari, the rounding

is realized on adjacent vowels:

•

(16)

1.4.5.

Harari

Ezha

Perfective

bodida

w.. ....q annasa

QuadriIiteraIs

Imperfective

yu-burdi

. w ...
Yi-q a.n.ru:s

Jussive

ya-bordi

•. w .•ya-q ars

'arrive'

'break off a piece'

Roots consisting of four consonants are conjugated as follows. Once again, there is a

difference in gemination between the North Ethio-Semitic languages and the South Ethio-

Semitic geminating languages. In the South Ethio-Semitic, gemination occurs in the

perfective and imperfective:

(17)

Tigrinya

Tigre

Perfective

targam-a

Imperfective

yi-miskir

li-rargim

Jussive

yi-rnaskir

li-tiirgim

'testify'

'translate'

Harari rnisakar-a yi-msakr-(i) ya-msakr-(i) 'testify'

Amharic danaggat'a yi-danaggit' yi-dangit' tbe scared'

• Muher mïsakk:ar-a yi-msakkir ya-maskir 'testify'
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1.4.6 Other stem changes

Addition of other prefIXes such as the refiexive /t(a)-/, causative /a-/ or negation lal-/ or lan-/

can cause changes within the verb stem, usually in the quality or position of other lai

vowels or gemination:

(18)

Harari

Ezha

Imperfective

yi-gHibt'-(i)

yi-sabir

Imperfective It(ii)-/

yi-t-giHibat' 'tum over'

yi-t-sabbar 'break'

•
Ezha

Affirmative

sabbar-a

misakkar-a

Negative

an-sabar-a

an-maskar-a

'break'

'testify'

•

There are other quadriradicaI verbs which result from the reduplication of biliteral roots.

These usually take the sarne form as regular quadriliterals: bisiibbas- 'be rotten' (Muher).

There is also a form of internai reduplication, known as the 'frequentative' which copies

the penultimate root consonant, ex. sabbéir- --> sibiibbéir-. These forros will be dealt with in

chapter 3.

This completes the brief introduction into the main verb types and conjugation

patterns of Ethio-Semitic. Many of these issues will be elaborated on in chapters 3 and 4.
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1.5 . TheoreticaI Background

This dissertation explores the issues of reduplication, epenthesis and mobile morphology

within the general theoretical framework of Optimality Theory (prince & Smolensky 1993,

McCarthy & Prince 1993a, McCarthy & Prince 1995). It does not constitute an argument

per se for Optimality Theory or for extending the applications or boundaries of the theory,

but rather seeks to show how sorne recalcitrant problems as weil as sorne new data can he

more fruitfully and explanatorily analyzed within this framework than in previous accounts.

Optimality Theory (OT) places the emphasis on the well-formedness of output

forms and the faithful relation between the input and the output. To this end, it is viewed as

a non-derivational framework, since there are no intermediary derivational stages between

the input and the output, although reference may be made to morphological structure to

capture the notion oflexicallevels (Orgun 1994, 1996b). OT is a constraint-based theory,

and builds on other constraint-based models such as TCRS (Theory of Constraints and

Repair Strategies) (Paradis 1988), Declarative Phonology (Scobbie 1991) and even

government phonology (Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990). It differs from these

Lheories in two important respects: constraints may he violated and ranked (TCRS aIso

allows constraints to be violated, but they are repaired during the course of the derivation),

and candidates are evalutated in parallel.

The OT grammar consists of three components: GEN, EVAL and CON, a set of

constraints. GEN contains those components of grammar which are universal primitives,

such as feature theory or syilable structure, and it supplies an input form with a range of

possible output candidates. The constraints are vioIable, assumed to be universal, and are

ranked on a language-particuIar basis. EVAL assesses the candidates as to how weil they

satisfy the constraint system. Language differences lie in the way in which constraints are
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ranked. For a given input, that candidate which best satisfies the constraint system will he

the correct output. Constraints are arranged in tableaus from left to right, with higher

ranked constraints at the left. Candidates are listed on the side. For example, suppose a

language requires binary syllabic feet, but in an odd syllable ward, this constraint cannot be

satisfied. There are two options: allow a syllable to be unincorporated into a foot, or allow

a non-binary foot. Two constraints are involved:

(19)

Foot Binarity

Parse Syllable

Feet are binary at the relevant level (syllable, mora)

Syllables are parsed by feet

•
If Parse Syllable is ranked above Foot Binarity, a non-binary foot will result. If the ranking

is reversed, a syllable will remain unfooted. In the following tableau, Parse Syllable is

ranked above Foot Binarity. The input is in the upper left box, and possible candidates are

listed in the column below. A violation of a constraint is indicated by an asterisk.

Evaluation of the constraint system proceeds from left to right. In the frrst column,

candidate (20a) violates Parse-Syllable but candidate (20b) does oot. Therefore, candidate

(20a) is eliminated from contention, indicated by the exclamation point, a 'fatal' violation.

Since (20b) is declared the output candidate on the basis of the frrst constraint, the other

constraint, Foot Binarity plays no role, even though candidate (20b) does violate il. Its

irrelevance is indicated by shading:

•

(20)

bakolit

a. (bako)lit

IrE b. (bako)(lft)

Parse-Syllable

*!
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Sometimes, the ranking between constraints may be indeterminate, which is indicated by a

dotted line between them.

In the original manuscripts on OT, Prince & Smolensky (1993) proposed the notion

of Containment, which required that all input material must be contained in output

candidates. In other words, nothing was deleted, but it could he 'unparsed'. Recent

developments have abandoned this idea in favour of the theory of Correspondence, which

regulates the faithfulness of the output to the input. While previously, OT focused on the

output, with little reference to the input, Correspondence Theory assesses the relationship

of the input ta the output, and also of a base to its reduplicant. Output-output

correspondences are aIso proposed (Benua 1995). Correspondence is defmed as follows

(McCarthy & Prince 1995:262):

(21) Correspondence

Given two strings SI and 82, correspondence is a relation 9\ from

the elements of SI to those of 52. Elements aE 8 1 and ~ E 82 are

referred to as correspondents of one another when a9\~

GEN supplies correspondence relations between SI and S2 as a candidate-pair. Sorne

typical correspondence constraints are listed below, with their basic effect listed in

parentheses

•

(22)

MAX

DEP

Every element of S 1 has a correspondent in 52 (replaces PARSE)

(No deletion)

Every element of 52 has a correspondent in 51 (replaces FILL)

(No epenthesis)

20
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Correspondent segments have identical values for the feature F

(No featural changes)

LINEARITY S 1 is consistent with the precedence structure of S2 and vice versa

(No metathesis, no fusion)

INTEGRITY No element of SI has multiple correspondents in S2

(No breaking)

ANCH0 R Any element at the designated periphery of S 1 has a correspondent

at the designated periphery of S2.

(Alignment of morphologicai and prosodie categories)

Another major component of OT is Generalized Alignment (McCarthy & Prince 1993b),

which aligns prosodic and morphological categories or two prosodie categories as follows:

•
(23) Align-R (Foot, PWd) The right edge of every foot is aIigned with the right

edge of sorne prosodic word.

•

This formulation captures the fact that feet gather at the right edge of a prosodic word,

effectively mimicking the rule ofright-to-Ieft foot construction. Alignment of prosodie and

morphological categories has been replaced in Correspondence theory with Anchor, which

regulates input and output or output and output, rather than just output, as Alignment does.

1.6 Conclusion

This completes the summary of Ethio-SeIIÙtic languages and the theoretical framework in

which analyses of the languages will be presented. The remainder of the dissertation is

divided into three chapters, each dealing with a single main issue: mobile morphology,

reduplication and epenthesis. 1 leave aside the complicated issue of templates, although

there is sorne discussion in chapter 3.
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• Chapter 2

Mobile Morphology

2. 1 Introduction

Within the Gurage languages; certain morphophonological processes of labialization and

palatalization within verb stems bave come to signify, either alone t or in combination with

suffIxation, morphological categories. Former suffixes such as /-if or /-u/ which originally

triggered these processes have eroded, leaving the stem altemations to convey

•
morphological information. A typical example is that of the 3rd masculine singular

accusative light abject marker in Chaha l , which is the SUfflX /-nI combined with

lahialization of a rightmost labial or velar stem consonant, as illustrated in (1):

(1) kaf1ita-m 'he opened' kafW~ita-n-m 'he opened if

•

In this chapter, 1 will document and analyze the different kinds of secondary articulation

which convey morphological information in this manner. 1 will concentrate primarily on the

2nd person singular feminine non-perfective subject marker which is realized as

palatalization or vowel fronting t and 1 will compare the Western Gurage patterns to parallel

processes in Arnharic and Harari, which rnaintain the original suffix, as weIl as to Soddo.

Because these kinds of segmental altemations were analyzed in past literature as involving

'floating features' or floating segments (McCarthy 1983, Lieber 1987, 1988, Rose

1994a,b, Zo11 1994, 1996), they are often referred to as 'floating affixes'. However, 1 will

1 Light object markers are those which appear with singular subject markers except the 2sf. Heavy object
markers appear with plural forms, the impersonal and the 2sf. The terminology and the initial observation
of this distinction are due to Polotsky (1938). See also Hetzron (1977) Petros (in preparation) and Rose
(1995b, 1996c). In many cases, there is a cIear relationship between the two types, Le. Heavy 2ms [-ka] vs.
Light 2ms [-xa), but the 3ms heavy object marker is /-i/. See section 2.4 for more detaiIs.
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adopt the more theory-neutral tenn 'mobile morph%gy'. The 'mobiliti of these

morphemes is manifested by their ability to appear in different positions within a stem

depending on the quality of the stem segments. l will examine a number of different mobile

morphemes, which have different manifestations across the languages, in sorne cases

affecting vowels as weil as consonants, and in sorne cases only anchoring on specifie

hosts, at the right edge of the stem. l will develop a unified account of these morphemes

within Optimality Theory, based on ranked constraints pertaining to the segmental anchors

to which the morphemes attach, as weil as to more familiar locality constraints. These

constraints interact with others to maintain not only the featural makeup of the underlying

stem, but also the morphological unity the stem expresses. Subtle dialect differences and

variation will be modeled by minimal constraint ranking differences.

This chapter is organized as follows. l will begin by exarnining the simple case of

labialization in Chaha as shown in (1). In section 2.3. l will discuss the variant realizations

of the 2nd person singular feminine subject suffix across the Ethio-Semitic languages. This

section incorporates a discussion of many issues, such as dialect variation, defrnition of

potential anchors based on markedness, preservation of vowel identity, consonant harmony

and the issue of what constitutes a morphological expression. l will then examine cases

such as the Impersonal verb fonn in Western Gurage, which displays hoth palatalization

and labialization. Finally l conclude with a survey of potential mobile morphemes.

2.2 3rd masculine singular accusative abject marker - Chaha

In Chaha, the standard Central Western Gurage dialect, the simplest featural morphology is

seen with the 3rd masculine singular light accusative object marker, as illustrated in (1).

The affix consists of a suffix /-nf and lahialization of a rightmost velar or labial stem
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consonant.2 CoronaI consonants are never Iabialized in the language. This affix is identical

in perfective, imperfective and jussive forms for a gÏven subject. Sorne illustrative

imperfective examples are given in (2). In (2a,b), the labialization appears on the rightmost

stem consonant. Labialization can migrate as far as the penultimate (2c) or antepenultimate

(2d) root consonant. Finally in (2e), when no labial or velar consonant is found,

Iabialization does not occur, and the suffix /-nI alone expresses the object agreement.

(2) without object with object

a. ti-katif ti-katfw-n 'YOll chop Cit)'

b. ti-darg ti-dargW-n 'YOll hit (it)'

c. ti-ldift ti-kafWt-n 'you open (it)'

d. ti-gadid ti-CTWadid-n 'you pierce (it)'b

e . ti-sadid ti-sadid-n 'you chase (it)'

• This morpheme has been analyzed in past generative literature, beginning with McCarthy

(1983), Rose (1992, 1994b), Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994) and more recently within

the Optimality Theory framework in Akinlabi (1996) and 2011 (1994, 1996). AIl of these

analyses assume an underlying floating feature suffix, such as [+round], which associates

from right to left or aligns with the right edge. In the autosegmental analysis, targets are

defmed as labials and velars. In the OT analyses, non-hosts are singled out by feature

cooccurence constraints and an Alignment constraint aligns the feature with the 'right-edge

of the stem', where we can take stem to indicate the verb stem with subject affixes which

•

directly precedes the object marker (final tense markers which appear following the object

marker are not considered). An example is illustrated in (3) from Akinlabi (1996) for the

perfective form nakwasan 'he bit it'.3 A constraint on the realization of the morphemic

2 While labialization usually affects a root consonant, if a subject suffix intervenes, its consonant may he

labialized: ex. Ildif"<it -xa -w...n -ml -> [kaf<itxwanim] 'you (ms.) opened it' and not *[kafWatxanim].
3 Akinlabi gives the stem with no final tense suffix /-mf.
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feature is aIso proposed: Parse [+round]. This constraint will incur a violation if the

[+round] feature is not present in the output. Since Align refers to the output only~ it is

assumed not ta he violated (Le. non-applicable) if the feature is not realized at all in the

ouput:

(3)

~Tr·· •• [+round]na.r..as-a- n *CORILAB Parse Align

a. nakaswan

b. nakasan

~ c. nakwasan

*!

•

•

Akinlabi (1996) rules out association of [+round] to coronaIs by a feature-cooccurence

constraint (*CORILAB). Sïnce there is an absolute prohibition on labialized coronals within

ail of Ethio-Semitic, it is reasonable to assume that this is an undominated constraint.

A problem crops up immediately with respect to round vowels. None of the

previous treatrnents of this suffix consider this possibility, but since round vowels do accur

in Chaha, and other mobile affIXes do affect vowels (see section 2.3.4), the possibility that

the [+round] feature might associate to a vowel must be considered. Sînce only labialized

coronaIs are ruled out by the *CORILAB constraint in the analysis in Akinlabi (1996), this

analysis predicts that the [+round) feature might show up on vowels, particularly if the

stem ends in a vowel. In fact, the 3ms perfective form that Akinlabi chooses to illustrate the

process does end in a vowel, the 3rns subject rnarker {-al. Unless sorne provision is

introduced to deal with vowels, the analysis predicts that the stem vowel should be rounded

as it is the best aligned position:
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• (4)

nazaz-a- (+round] n *COR/LAB Parse Align

.... w .•a. nazaz -a-n

b. nazaz-a-n

lGi' *c. nazaz-o-n

*!

Even excluding the rmal subject marker, verb stems which end in vowels behave the same

way as those that are consonant-rmaI. If no consonantal anchor is found, the [+round]

feature is not realized (Sc,d):

(5) without object with abject

ti-(3aqYir
. .. y. 'you brew (it)'a . ti-waq tf-n

• b. ti-ka{3a ti-kawa-n 'you bend (it)'

c. ti-rasa ti-rasa-n 'you pick Cit) up'

d. ti-dat' ti-dat'-n 'you trample on (it)'

There are two ways of solving this prcblem. First, a constraint could be invoked against

round vowels, or against altering the underlying features of the vowel with respect to the

feature [+round]. The other option would be to make the alignment constraint specify the

anchors as consonants.

•

The fust method of solving the round vowel problem is shown in (6). A constraint

prohibiting round vowels is introduced alongside the *CORILAB constraint, and by

ranking it above Parse [+round] and Align [+round], the correct candidate is chosen:
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• (6)

nazaz-a-(+round] n *CORfLAB No Round V Parse Align

•••• w ••a. nazaz -a-n

b. nazaz-o-n

IG? c. nazaz-a-n

*'

•

•

A potential problem with a constraint against round vowels is that central vowels are

commonly rounded in the environment of labialized consonants. To account for this fact, a

constraint requiring that an adjacent consonant and vowel share the [+round] feature would

have to be ranked over the general constraint against round vowels. Despite this potential

problem, there is sorne motivation for ruling out non-central voweIs. Round vowels and

front vowels constitute the peripheral vowels in the vowel space as represented in the

traditional vowel triangle, and l will argue in §2.3.4.6.1 that there is a preference for

central vowels over peripheral vowels in Ethio-Semitic, which l capture with a general

constraint No Peripheral Vowels. This constraint can subsume the No Round Vowels

constraint. Although there are no other cases of round vowels being avoided, front vowels

are often avoided in other cases of mobile morphology. l will further show in 2.3.4.3 that

peripheral vowels are produced only when there is no other means to express the

morpheme in question. In the case of the 3ms object marker discussed above, the SUfflX

/-nI expresses sufficiently the 3ms object, so there is no need to create a rounded vowel to

express the morphosyntactic features of a 3ms object.

The second option to deal with round vowels would he to have the alignment

constraint refer specifically to consonant anchors as in the following fonnulation:
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Alïgn..R ([+round] Right, Stem consonants, Right)

'Align the right edge of the [+round] afflX with the right edge of the string

of stem consonants'

•

One criticism of this approach might be that 'stem consonants' do not constitute a legitimate

morphological category, but rather part of a category. Unfortunately, with this particular

affix, we cannot make reference to the 'root' as a morphological category since the

[+round] affix does show up on non-root consonants. Even if this formulation were

accepted, this !Gnd of constraint faces another hurelle: there is no formai method of

assessing how many violations of Align would be incurred by a candidate that had the

[+round] feature on a vowel. For example, consider the following candidates, where the

[+round] is realized as a full vowel ru] (Sb), lodged onto a vowel (8c) or is not realized

(Sd):

(8)

nazaz-ii-[+round] n *COR/LAB Align R Parse

,. '. w ..a. nazaz -a-n

b. nazaz-a-un

c. nazaz-o-n

~ d. nazaz-a-n

*'

Stem Cons.

*'

•

The correct candidate is selected, but only if one interprets Align as vacuously satisfied if

there is no [+round] feature to refer to. This is the general assumption in Akinlabi (1996)

and ZoU (1994), but Align merely requires that designated edges coïncide; there is nothing

in the formai statement of Align which determines what ifany violations occur when one of

the designated categories is missing in the output. This is a problem specifie to Align and
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not provided for by the general theory of EVAL, which only compares candidates for

violations. Furthermore, as ZoU (1996:102) correctly points out, there is nothing in the

defmition of Align which assumes that violations have ta he multiple and gradient. It is

stipulated in McCarthy & Prince (l993b) that constraints on representation can he violated

minimally. IfAlign were interpreted categorically, i.e. are the categories alignecL yes or no,

then there would be no way of deciding between candidates (8c-d) unless another

constraint were invoked, such as No Round Vowels. This problem with a gradient

interpretation of Align will be explored further in section 2.3. In conclusion, the postulation

of a constraint on round or peripheral vowels seems the optimal way to solve the problem

of preventing the 3ms object marker from associating to vowels.

The analysis presented here differs from that of Zoil (1994, 1996) and AkinIabi

(1996) in that l consider the possibility of the feature [+round] affecting stem vowels as

weil as consonants. The issue of the round vowels did not arise in the autosegmentaI

approach of McCarthy (1983), where vowels and consonants were arrayed on separate

tiers, and the [+round] feature associated ta the consonantal tier only. However, l show in

Rose (1994a) that tier separation of this kind cannot be maintained at the point in the

derivation where mobile morphology takes place. In chapter 3, l will reject tier separation

as well as long-distance gerninates entirely. McCarthy specified labials and velars as hosts

for the [+round] suffix, so in sorne sense, his analysis resembles the second proposai

where a set of consonantal hasts are specified. In the following sections, l will he

assuming that 'floating affixes' like the 3ms abject marker are not features but full

segments. The motivation for such a position is not obvious for the 3ms abject marker, so l

reserve discussion until §2.6 when the palatalization cases have been examined in detaiL
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2.3. 2nd singular non-perfective feminine subject marker

l now tum to the 2nd person singular feminine non-perfective subject marker. This marker

is particularly interesting because it has a range of surface realizations in all the Ethio

Semitic languages. In the Northern languages, Tigre and Tigrinya, the non-perfective 2nd

singular fenùnine subject marker is a simple SUfflX /-if, as illustrated below for Tigrinya:4

(9) Tigrinya

2sgmasc. 2sgfem.

a. ti-sabbir tî-sâbr-i 'you break'

b. ti-biddil ti-biddil-i 'you hurt'

In Harari and Amharic, the /-if triggers palatalization of a final alveolar consonant. In

Rarari, non-fmal alveolars may also he palatalized, and in sorne cases, two consonants in a

stem will be affected. In the Gurage languages, the former /*-if suffix has disappeared, but

leaves in its wake palatalization and/or vowel fronting of stem segments. In Soddo, a

Northern Gurage language, there is both palatalization and vowel fronting. In the Western

Gurage dialects such as Chaha and Muher, palatalization occurs preferentially, with vowel

fronting as a last resort option. l first examine the relatively straightfoward case of

Amharic, which forms the intermediary stage between the North Ethio-Semitic languages

like Tigrinya, and Rarari and Gurage.

4 Geminaùon does not QCcur in Type A verbs followed by aIl subject suffixes in the Tigrinya verb
paradigm. notjust the 2sf. ex. ti-sabr-u 'you (pl.masc.) break'. See Berhane (1991) and Rose (l995a) for a
possible explanation.
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In Arnharic, the 2sf suffix is aIso I-i/, and following coronal-final stems, the I-i/ palatalizes

the immediately preeeding alveolar consonant, excluding /rI (lOc-Os. The examples in (10)

are in the imperative, frOID Leslau (1995:14):

(10) Amharic 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. digam digami 'repeat!'

b. sidab sidabi 'curse!'

c. libas libas(i) 'get dressed!'

d. wisad wisaj(i) 'take!'

e. kifaI kifay(i) 'pay!'

f. Ummn HimmiiHi(i) 'beg!'

• The /-i/ is often dropped altogether following the palatalized fOnDS, so the feminine of Iibas

may be either libasi or Iibas. This is particularly true in the Wollo dialect of Amharie

(Leslau 1995: 14). There are three other cases of final palatalization of this type in Arnharic,

in which the triggering vowel or glide is normally absorbed: the gerund (lkafitt-e/ -->

[kaficce] 'having opened'), the active participle (taras-if --> [araS] 'one who ploughs') and

the instrumental (/makfat-(i)yal --> [mmaca] 'key'). 1 will assume that these can he

analyzed in the same way as the 2sf subject marker.

•

A conventional analysis of the 2sf facts would posit a morphophonological rule of

palatalization triggered by the 2sf suffix /-i/. The representation of palatalization has been a

much debated topie in recent years, particularly in the feature geometry literature (Lahiri &

Evers 1991, Hume 1992) but whether the palatalization feature is represented with a feature

S The same is true in Harari, but since Harari iovolves additional complications such as long-distance
palatalization and double palatalization, r will analyze it in section 2.3.2.
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[front}, V-Place Coronal or [+high], aIl proposals assume a rule spreading the feature

responsible for palatalization from the vowel to the consonant.6

Within Optimality Theory, one analysis holds that local spreading mIes of this type

should be replaced with Linkage constraints (Itô & Mester 1995, McCarthy & Prince 1995)

which simply require that a consonant be palatal before a front vowel, where it is

understood that CV linkage disfavours non-palatal consonants before front vowels:

(11) CV LINKAGE Consonants are palatal before front voweIs

•

•

Palatalization of consonants other than alveolars (with the exception of Ir!) would be ruled

out by undominated feature cooccurence constraints (No palatalized velars, No palatalized

labials). This kind of constraint does not explain the complernentary distribution of palatal

consonants - that they do not appear before back vowels, and being simply a statement of

the output, it has little ta say about locality or intervening segments. It will prove

problematic for Harari where palatalization may take place at a distance. In arder to capture

the Arnharic facts, 1 propose instead an Anchor constraint, where the second string is

defined as the root or elements which correspond to the root (i.e. reduplicants):7

6 Another possibility is available in Gestural phonology (Browman & Goldstein 1989) where gestures are
not spread but extended to overlap other gestures. The Tangue Blade wouId extend from the vowel over the
gesture for the consonant. This analysis faces problems in accounting for Harari, where 'frontable' voweIs
intervene between the palatalized consonant and the vocalic suffix.
7 In Gurage, there are root segments which are vocalic in nature and realized as (a]. Prunet (l996b) argues
that these segments are underlyingly pharyngeal consonants which undergo absolute neutralization to appear
as [a]. l will treat them as vocalic root segments. These same [a] root segments are found in Amharic, so
strictly speaking, the root is not purely consonantal in these languages. In this case, one could modify the
constraint in (12) to refer to root consonants only. But, with a word-final/-if suffix, the final [a] is dropped
in any case and so would not appear in the output as a potential anchor for palatalization: sima 'listent'
(2ms) vs. simi 'listen!' (2sf) or giza 'buy' (2srn) vs. mi 'buy' (2s0.
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(12) Anchor (2sf R - Root R)

Any input 2sf -i has a correspondent at the right edge of the output root

1 assume that the 'root' in the output rnay he the input consonants as weil as any

reduplicative correspondents of the input root consonants. As rnentioned in chapter l,

Anchor constraints are the Correspondence version of Alignment constraints. Since the root

consonants constitute a morpheme in Semitic, reference can be made to them as a coherent

morphological category despite their discontinous realization. Anchor constraints closely

resernble the association constraints of autosegmental phonology when dealing with

autonornous elements which map onto segments. However, the applicability of Anchor is

wider - it can refer to grouping of syilables into feet towards one edge, inIlXation, and in

the way 1 will be using it, to refer to the realization of certain characteristics of one sound

on another sound, essentially putting the two sounds in correspondence. Like Align, the

formulation of Anchor provides no rneans of assessing violations as minimally gradient or

categoricaL Anchor requires a specifie element at the designated periphery of String 1 to

have a correspondent at the designated periphery of String 2. Unlike Align, Anchor is

clearly violated if there is no correspondent in the output (McCarthy & Prince (1995:297),

but the constraint has nothing to say about whether there are minimal violations if there is a

correspondent, but the corresponding element does not coincide with the edge. The

formulation of the constraint implies a strict binary interpretation, and it should return a

single categorical violation. In the same manner that we determine whether an input element

has an output correspondent or not, we can assess whether the rrrst string has a

correspondent in the second string: yes or no. Before exploring the issue of Alignment and

Anchor further, 1 will show how the categorical interpretation of Anchor produces a

successful analysis for Arnharic.
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Two other constraints will be necessary to capture not just the basic case of

palatalization, but aIso the variant pronunciations, where the triggering vowel is deleted. In

order to distinguish the two pronunciations in Amharic, with or without the fmal f-if, there

must he a constraint Linearity (McCarthy & Prince 1995) which militates against complete

fusion of the consonant and vowel:

(13) Linearity 5 1 (input) reflects the precedence structure of 52 (output)

and vice versa

•

While other proposed constraints on fusion such a Multiple Correspondence (Lamontagne

& Rice 1995) or Unifonnity could be used here, they would not distinguish between the

two Arnharic forms with respect to the presence of fif, Le. Iibas vs. Iibasi. With the simple

case Is-i/ -> [Si], the /SI has two correspondents, the [il and the Es], since it contains

features ofboth. 5imilarly, with the fusion fs-i/ --> [5], there is the same correspondence.

But, only the fusion violates Linearity since the separate sequence of the input is not

rnaintained in the output. On the other hand, maintaining both the /-if and the paIatalized

consonant violates Integrity:

(14) Integrity No element of S 1 (input) has multiple correspondents in S2 (output)

•

In the output string [Si], both elements correspond to the input vowel /-if, thus violating

Integrity. By ranking Integrity and Linearity with respect to the Anchor-R constraint, the

two pronunciations of Arnharic can he accounted for. Work on variation in Optimality

Theory has converged on the analysis that not crucially ranking relevant constraints will

produce two possible outputs or variant pronunciations (Reynolds 1995, Reynolds & Nagy

1994). If Linearity and Integrity are unranked with respect to each other, the two variant
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pronunciations are produced. For Arnharic, Anchor-R is ranked higher than either Linearity

or Integrity. This is shown in (15):

(15) Amharic

lbas - i

a. !ibasi

~ b. !ibasi

~ c.libas

Anchor-R

*!

*

*

•

•

Ifone pronunciation begins to win out over another, a crucial ranking becornes established.

For example, in Wollo Arnharic, the suffix is routinely absent when there is palatalization,

so candidate (I5c) must be favoured. This would entail having Integrity outrank Linearity.

The constraint Linearity serves another function, to distinguish cases where the

SufflX may not palatalize the fmal consonant when it is not coronal (assuming high-ranked

constraints against palatalized labials and dorsals and /rI). Each of the following outputs

would violate Anchor-R equally since none of them have correspondence between the final

I-i/ and the final root consonant Ir/. Other constraints must select the winning candidate.

Note that the [el represents the fusion of Iii and Ri/:

(16) Isïkar-i/ --> a. siker

b. sikeri

c. Sikari

d. sikari

The fust candidate (16a) violates Linearity as the arder of the Irl and rll is reversed in the

output. The second candidate violates Integrity as the 2sf I-il corresponds to two segments
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in the output. The third candidate also violates Integrity, whereas the fourth candidate

violates neither Integrity nor Linearity. Sînce all outputs violate Anchor-R, the extra

violations of Linearity and Integrity in the first three candidates eliminate them in favour of

the candidate WiÜl no palatalization or vowel fronting:

(17)

sikar - i

a. siker

b. sikeri

c. sikeri

Anchor-R Linearity

* *!

*

*

Integrity

*!

•
~ d. sikari *

A constraint requiring the suffix to appear in the output (MAXI-O) must also be

considered, since a form in which the SUfflX is not present in the output would still incur a

violation of Anchor-R:

(18)

sikar - i

a. sikar

~ b. sikan

MAXI-O

*'

•

l will now compare the Anchor-R constraint with a more familiar Alignment theoretic

account of mobile affIXes (ZoIl 1994b, Akinlabi 1996). The first difference is that

Alignment in those accounts may he gradient, but Anchor in my treatment is categorical.

Either there is a correspondent at the right edge in the output or there isn't. This is not the

interpretation taken in McCarthy et al (1996) who assume the same kind of gradient
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interpretation of Anchor as assumed previously for Alignment. ZoU (1996) examines the

formulation of Alignment in considerable detail and reaches the same conclusion re

gradiency: 'ALION as stated fails to retum the multiple violations required to distinguish

between competing candidates, all ofwhich violate ALIGN (p. 104).' The problem lies in

the defmition of Align which merely requires that edges are aligned, but has no fonnal

mechanism for computing degrees of violation. Zoil goes on to show how Anchor suffers

from the same problem. Her solution is ta reformulate Align as another constraint NO

INTERVENINO, originally proposed by Ellison (1995), which returns a violation for each

segment occurring between the edge and the element under consideration. Thus, with No

Intervening used to capture gradient violations, l maintain the constraint Anchor,

interpreted categorically.8

The second difference between gradient Alignment and Anchor is that Alignment

may he satisfied if the input affix is not found in the output, but Anchor will be violated.

This is due to the fact that Alignment assesses outputs only, whereas Anchor assesses the

relationship between input and output. If the afflX is not in the output, Alignrnent cannot he

evaluated and the candidate therefore vacuously satisfies Alignment. This conception mns

into problems when dealing with languages like Arnharic, in particular the case where the

/-il is not realized as an overt suffix. In ZoU (1994b) it was proposed that Align outranks

Parse if the feature (or segment) is only realized on the \vord-final position, as she daims is

true for Chaha 2sf9 and would be true of the Arnharic palatalization. If the SUfflX cannot

appear as palatalization on the fmal consonant due to a feature cooccurrence constraint, then

the ranking of Align over Parse predicts that the suffix is not realized. This is illustrated for

Amharic in (19):

8 ZoU (1996) replaces Anchor/Align with a constraint Coincide (p. 147) which is less restrictive than Align
in that specification of the edges of each consitituent is not required.
9 This is not the case for Chaha 2sf. as l will show in section 2.3.4, but her conclusions are based on
erroneous descriptions from secondary sources.
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Parse -iAlignR

(19) Ambaricr---------,..-------r------,
sildir - i

~ b. *sikar

a. sikar *t*

•

•

But, restriction of palatalization to word-rmal position is not correlated with failure of the

afflX. to appear in Amharic. If the fmal consonant cannot be palatalized, the afflX. appears as

a full segmental suffix. In Chaha, if the [mal consonant cannot be palatalized, the

morpheme is realized elsewhere in the stem. Ranking Align over Parse (or MAX) in

Arnharic would incorrectly select a candidate with no expression of the morpheme.

Disregarding Linearity and Integrity, the reverse ranking would predict initial palatalization,

which is not a possible output either. If Alignment were instead seen as a Correspondence

style constraint requiring the feature or segment in the Input to be aligned in the Output,

then if the segment failed to appear in the output, the input-output correspondence would be

violated. For example, /sikaril-> *[sikar] would not violate Align, but would necessarily

violate AnChOf, since the input category /-if has no correspondent in the output. If Align

were not interpreted as gradient, both candidates in (19) would violate it and then other

constraints such as Parse would decide between the candidates. 1 showed in (18) that

MAXI-O is high-ranking enough to force the afflX to be realized somewhere, such as in the

form of an overt sufflX..

•

There are indeed cases like those that ZOU (1994b) describes - fmal position or

nothing. One such case is the impersonal verb form in Western Gurage and another is the

Inor 2nd and 3rd person plural forms, which l will discuss in section 2.4. l will show

however, that the morphological category itself is still realized elsewhere, wruch l claim is a

prerequisite for Parse (MAXI-O) violations to be tolerated in a winning candidate. In

conclusion, the defmition of the Anchor constraint leads directly to a categorical
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interpretation which has clear henefits over a gradient interpretation. In addition, Anchor

will be violated if the SufflX is not present in the output.

I will now compare the analysis I am advocating to a standard autosegmental

approach to the kinds of altemations where there is no overt suffix, such as the object

lahialization (§2.1) or the Arnharic case with no overt suffix. The main ingredients of my

analysis are that the afflX is a full segment, not a feature or a latent segment. A latent

segment lacks a root node (Zoll 1994a,b, 1996) or sorne other means of association, such

as an X-slot. The realization of the full segment Ci] within the stern is driven by

requirements on palatalization combined with constraints on multiple correspondence. A

typical autosegmental analysis would instead posit a floating feature representing the

morphological category as part of the input (McCarthy 1983, Lieber 1988). But, the

optionality of the two types of Arnharic pronunciation, with or without the final vowel, is

not directly captured under an autosegmental analysis. In the one case, the input is a full

suffix /-iJ and in the other only a feature [front]. The rules or constraints change from a

spreading constraint for the full suffix, to an association constraint for the feature. The

feature [front] must be left behind when the /-i/ is deleted to explain the residue of

palatalization. Thus, for the sarne morpheme, there are two separate representations and

two separate accompanying association conventions. On the one band there is a full

segment which requires a spreading rule (20), and on the other hand, a floating feature

whicb requires an association mIe (21).

•

(20) Ilibas-i/
1

[front]

-->

Spread [front]

[libàSi]
\ 1

[front]
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Linking of a floating feature [front] is shown in (21):

(21) IIibas-[front]1 ---> [libâS]
1

[front]

•

•

Associate [front]

Another possibility would be to invoke a latent segment instead of a floating

feature. Under Zo11's (1994a,b) analysis, a latent segment is representationally different

than a full segment because it lacks a root node. While Zoll argues that a latent segment and

a floating feature are unified in that they lack a root node, a latent segment does differ in her

theory in that it associates to an inserted root node rather than a segment already present in

the input. In the Arnharic case, if the suffix were latent, it should not have reason to

palatalize the fmal consonant, unless by a separate rule or constraint. In conclusion, while

all analyses must capture the requirement of palatalization (by rule or constraint), under my

analysis presented above, all else is equal. The input remains the same, and the only

difference between the two pronunciations in Amharic is with respect to whether the suffix

vowel/-iJ has been fused with the fmal consonant or not, wrnch occurs to minimize an

Integrity violation. The constraints are the same, but with a minimal ranlrjng difference.

2.3 .2 Harari

l now turn to Harari, in wmch the 2sf subject SUfflX is also /-i/. Like Amharic, it is overtly

realized as a SUfflX, but there are no altemate pronunciations. Harari differs from Amharic

in allowing non-final consonants to be palatalized. My data are drawn from Leslau (1958)

and my own work with Abdi Mohammed Idris. Representative examples of the final I-if

suffix are shown in (22) with imperative forms:
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a.

b.

2sg masc

c'imaq

birar

2sg fem

c'imaqi

biriiri

Chapter 2 - Mobile Morph%gy

'squeeze, wring!'

'fly!'

As in Arnharic, fmal alveolars are palatalized, with the exception of Irl (23a-e). The lateral

f1I is palatalized to [y], but no fmal/-il appears (presurnably an OCP effect) (23d). It is clear

that the III is palatalized for three reasons. First, there is no apriori reason why *kifali

would not be acceptable. Secondly, when III is palatalized~ it should show up as a palatal

lateraI or sorne other approximant. Harari has no [À], so [y] is the next available palatal

approximant, and thirdly, medial [I] is palatalized to [y]: /dilag-i/ -> [diyagi] 'work!'.

(23) 2sg masc 2sg fem

• a. kifât kiÎaci 'open~'

b. zimad zimaji 'drag!'

c. rigat' rigac'i 'kick!'

d. kifâl kifay 'pay!'

e. libas libàSi 'dress!'

So far, Harari appears to resemble Arnharic. But, if the fmal consonant is not a coronal,

palatalization may affect coronaIs in C2 position (24a-b) or Cl (24c-f):

•
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• (24) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. kitab kicabi 'write!'

b. sidtib sijabi 'insult!'

c. sixar Sixari 'be drunk!'

d. t'irag c'iragi 'sweep~'

e. diraq Jiraqi 'be dry~'

f. sibar sibari 'break!'

•

If the fmal consonant is a sonorant, /li or InJ, palatalization also affects an obstruent in

penultimate position. If bath the fmal consonant and the Penultimate consonant are

obstruents, only the final one is palatalized (25e). Palatalization of the second root

consonant with final coronal obstruents may occur optionally: bit'asi and bic' asi. Leslau

aIso reports palatalization of the flfst consonant in addition to the final one, but Abdi Idris

rejects this, Le. nikasi but not *iiikasi, siUibi but oot *sijabi. In addition, if the initial

consonant is a coronal obstruent and the medial or final one a coronal sonorant, only the

sonorant is palatalized (25f-g). 1 have no verb which has the structure of a media! [1] or [0]

and a final coronaI obstruent.

(25) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. xidan X11aiii 'cover!'

b. fifao fic'aili 'hurry!'

c. gidaI gijayi 'kil!!'

d. nidaI nijayi 'make a hale!'

e. bit'as bit'asi *bic'asi 'rip ~'

f. dilag diyagï *jiyagi 'work!'

• g. a-dagn-i a-dagii-i *a-jagii-i 'hit! 1
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Finally, as opposed ta Gurage, but similar to Arnharic, only the fmal consonant is required

ta he palatalized in a sequence of identical consonants (double paIatalization may occur

optionally):

(26) 2sg rnasc 2sg fem

a. kisas kisasi 'take to court'

b. sidad sidtiji 'chase away'

c. abnin abniiii 'sprinkle! '

If no palatalizable consonants occur in the root, the difference between masculine and

feminine is expressed only by the /-i/ suffix. Note that coronal sonorants in initial position

may not be palatalized (27a):

• (27)

a.

b.

2sg rnasc

nika?

niqah

2sg fem

nika?i

niqahi

'toucht'

'be awake!'

•

The same kind ofpalatalization is seen in the imperfective form in (28). In Harari,

as opposed to the other Ethio-Sernitic languages, the epenthetic vowel is [il and not [il,

although [il occurs in closed syllables. 1O In the case of fmal consonant clusters, the

epenthetic vowel appears following the cluster, as in Tigrinya (see chapter 4). Thus the

fmal [il in the masculine forro. of the verbs in (28) is an epenthetic vowel, due to the CaCC

shape of the stem in the imperfective. The difference between the two [il is apparent in that

the epenthetic vowel in the 2sg masc. forms does not trigger palatalization:

10 CeruIli (1936) considers this feature to be due ta Cushitic influence from Oromo or Sidamo.
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• (28) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. tildifti tikaféi 'you open'

b. tisabri tisabri 'you break'

c. tiqadrni tiqajmi 'you advance'

d. tisagdi tisag'ji 'you prostrate'

In Harari, there are obviously restrictions on which consonants may host palatalization:

only the coronaIs, with the exception of Irl.ll

•

•

Palatalization is not restricted to just the final coronal, as it is in Amharic. We must

then ask whether it might be considered a case of consonant harmony, as it is long-distance

and there are forms in which two caronaIs may he palatalized as in (25). It has been

observed that consonant harmony affecting place is restricted to coronaI (Shaw 1991),

although other consonantal harmonies for other non-place features do exist, such as voice

harmony between sibilants in Berber (Elmedlaoui 1992). Flemming (1995b) proposes that

this constraint on place harmony derives from the non-interference of coronaI consonants

with vowel articulations. Vowe1s involve use of the tongue body or lips, but coronaIs

involve the tangue blade, not utilized by vowels. Therefore, aligning the coronal

articulation of the consonant across other vowels and consonants will have no noticable

acoustic effect on intervening segments. The Harari 'long-distance' palatalization would

thus be seen as extending the palatal gesture over other consonants. There are several

arguments against applying this kind of analysis to Harari. First, coronaI hannony which

involves sIS altemations excludes stops (Chumash, Tahltan), but in Harari, stops are

palatalized to affricates. Second, in typicaI coronal harmonies, the trigger is always another

li While Leslau (1958) lists the palatoaIveolars as phonemes of the language, an examination of their
distribution may reveal them aU to be derived from morphophonological processes such as the one above.
This is the conclusion reached by Prunet & Petros (1996) for Chaha and Inor.
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consonant. In the Harari case, it is clearly a vowel, the same kind of vowel which causes

velar palatalization and vowel fronting in related languages, i.e. affecting other kinds of

intervening consonants and vowels. Third, and most darnaging to a consonant harmony

analysis, double palatalization applies to an obstruent and a sonorant but not to two

obstruents, and reduplicative forms do not show double palatalization: kisas --> kisasi and

not kisasl. If this were consonant harmony, these reduplicative forInS would he the prime

sites for harrnony to occur, since they involve two identical obstruents, and the sIS

altemation is the most widely attested consonant harmony, found in Chumash, Tahltan

(Shaw 1991) and Berher (Elmed1aoui 1992). However, the optional palatalization bears the

hallmarks of consonant harmony, with the exception of the sibilant generalization. If

optional palatalization were triggered not by the vowel but by the consonant required to he

palatalized, then it would count as an instance of consonant harmony. This could he

analyzed as a separate constraint aligning the palatal feature or gesture of the consonant to

other obstruents in the word. In this section, however, 1 will focus on the obligatory

paIatalization.

Harari has a requirement that the /-if correspond with a root segment, where

correspond is understood to mean that the /-if anchors to a segment. If no coronal

obstruents are present, then a coronal sonorant is palatalized, except in initiaI position. If

the rightmost coronal obstruent is not fmal, a coronal sonorant in final position will aIso he

paIatalized. While it seems intuitive to treat the Harari examples with a single right edge

constraint and feature cooccurrence constraints on palatalized labials or velars and front

vowels, this will not capture the subtle mechanisms of the paIatalization, which targets

obstruents preferentially. The different behaviour of coronal obstruents and sonorants will

be captured by a separate markedness constraint, which l will introduce in (35). The

correspondence of the SUfflX with the root consonants will be captured by a general Anchor

constraint which makes no reference to edges:
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(29) Anchor (2sf, root)

For every 2sf I-if, there is a correspondent in the root

This closely resembles the Coincide constraint of ZOU (1996) which requires that

constituents coincide but does not specify edges.

Palatalizing non-coronal consonants is ruled out by feature cooccurrence constraints,

NO LABY (No palatalized labials) and NO DORY (No palatalized dorsals), which l have

collapsed ioto the foUowing single constraint pertaining to peripheral consonants:

(30) NO PERY No palatalized dorsals or labials

There must also be a constraint against palatalizing Ir/. A case of final obstruent

palatalization such as lkifàtil --> [kifaci] satisfies Anchor and does not violate NO PERY as

seen by the winning candidate (31c). A form with no palatalized consonant violates Anchor

(31 a) since the 2sf sufflX does not correspond with any root segments, and a form with a

palatalized labial violates the constraint on palatalized peripheral consonants:

(31)

kifat -i

a. kifàti

b. kifati

No PerY

*1

Anchor

*!

•
Non-fmal palatalization was not permitted in Arnharic, but it is in Harari. In

Arnharic, the Anchor constraint referred specifically ta the right word-edge. Consonants
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not at the word-edge were not palatalized. We are now in a position to revise this approach.

Instead of having a more specifie Anchor constraint for Amharic and a general one for

Harari, we can incorporate a constraint on locality. In Arnharic, non-fmal coronals cannot

be palatalized because they are not adjacent to the SUfflX /-if. This is expressed by the

following Adjacency constraint (see Odden 1994, McCarthy 1996 on Adjacency):

(32) Adjacency

For each output segment corresponding to two input segments a and ~, assess a

violation for each a-element intervening between ex and ~ which does not also

correspond to ~ and vice versa.

Therefore, if a is the target, no other segments of the same categol)' as a may intervene

between a and ~. The vice versa caveat may reverse the raIes if ~ is the target - there may

be no ~ elements which do not also correspond ta a. A 2sf form such as (kicabi] from

/kiUib-i/ violates Adjacency. The palatalized [cl corresponds to both Et] and [il, but there is

another root consonant ([b]) intervening between the [C] and the ri] which does not

correspond to the vowel. Although reference is made to intervening consonants (a

elements), the position of the aspectual vowels is not predetermined in the input with

respect to the root, so would be difficult to assess for Adjacency in any case. Thus,

Adjacency is basically a locality constraint, requiring that other segments within a domain

cannat be skipped. In fact, it closely resembles the non-OT Adjacency defmition of Odden

(1994:300): 'nodes a and ~ are adjacent iff they are on the same tier and no element on that

tier intervenes between ex and ~ '. The Adjacency constraint would be ranked over Anchor

in Amharic, whereas it is ranked below Anchor in Harari to account for the fact that

coronals can be palatalized in non-final position in Harari. No PerY mIes out any peripheral

consonants (labial or dorsal) with palatalization. In Harari, the non-final palatalized

candidate is selected because it satisfies Anchor:
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(33) Harari

sidlib -i

a. sidlibi

~ c. sllibi

No Pe2'

*!

Anchor

*!

In Amharic, the non-palatalized candidate wins out because it does not violate Adjacency:

(34) Amharic

•
sdlib -i

~ a. sidlibi

c. silibi

No PerS

*1

•

When there is a fmal sonorant and a medial obstruent, palatalization affects both

consonants. Just palatalizing the fmal sonorant would satisfy Anchor and Adjacency. Why

then is the obstruent palatalized as weIl? l propose that there is a preference for palatalizing

obstruents over sonorants. This is captured by the following palatalization hierarchy:

(35) Palatalization hierarchy

Coronal obstruents > Coronal Sonorants > trI, Dorsals > Labials
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This hierarchy is based on the targets of palatalization within Ethio-Semitic, but aIso cross

linguistically. CoronaIs are more likely to be palatalized than other sounds, most likely due

to ease of articulation (which would explain why labials are so low on the scaIe). The

coronal sonorant Ir! is less likely to be palatalized than the other sonorants, but l have little

evidence ta decide its exact position in the scale \Vith respect to dorsals and labiaIs. Placing

dorsals over labials is representative of Ethio-Semitic patterns, but this is harder to

determine cross-linguistically without a statistical survey of palatalization processes, as

opposed to frequency of secondarily-palatalized segments (Le. with off-glides). As Lahiri

& Evers (1991) point out, there are at least two different ways of paIatalizing - shift of

place of articulation (lsi -> [$]) or secondary off-glide It! -> [tY]. Both coronals and

dorsals usually shift their primary place of articulation to palato-alveolar or palatal when

palatalized (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:365) but labials do not, and maintain the off

glide. In the UPSID survey (Maddieson 1984), an exarnination of segments with off-glide

[y] in phonemic inventories gives the misleading impression that labials are more likely

than dorsals to support palatalization, because they occur slightly more frequently.

However, the large number ofpaIato-alveolars (c- 141,J- 80; S - 146, Z -61; c -41 j - 31; ç

-11, j - 7) may include velars which have been fronted. The usual situation for off-glides is

for them ta occur at all the major places of articulation, as in Irish or Lithuanian, but there

are a few cases of gaps. Languages with phonemic palatalized coronaIs and labials but not

dorsals include Russian (although palatalized velars are derived), Yurak and Igbo.

Languages with palatalized coronals and dorsals but not labials include Hausa (although it

has [q/]), and Kabardian. Languages with a single off-glide series include Songhai, Ocaina

and Nyangumata (just coronals) and Lakkia (just dorsals). As for the sonorants, the high

occurrence of [il] (107) in the UPSID survey could aIso be an indicator of palatalization

targeting coronaIs. The proposed palatalization hierarchy is therefore justified on the

grounds of Ethio-Semitic facts, and is not incompatible with cross-linguistic tendencies. l

predict that a more thorough survey of palatalization processes would reveal that it is
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correct. The hierarchy is implicational and languages will differ in the cut-off point, i.e.

whether they allow only coronal obstruents to he palatalized (Soddo), both coronal

obstruents and coronaI sonorants (Nyangumata, Harari, Amharic) or all coronals and

dorsals (Westem Gurage) or all consonants (Zoque).

Markedness scales are commonly interpreted as representing a series of universally

ranked constraints ruling out certain segments (Prince & Smolensky 1993). Applying this

method to palatalized segments would not work for cases with double palatalization like

/fitanil -> [ficaiii]. The winning candidate requires that the coronaI obstruent he palatalized

as weIl as the coronal sonorant. If the ranking were simply Anchor > Adjacency > *Cor

SonY > *Cor ObsY, then the winning candidate would incur violations of both *Cor SonY

and *Cor ObsY, whereas a candidate with the single coronaI sonorant palatalized would

only L'lcur a violation of *Cor SonY and should win out. l propose that the palatalization

hierarchy instead dictates that the most optimal anchor for palatalization in a given domain

will be palatalized, or else a violation results:

(36) Palatalization Markedness

For each output segment corresponding to two input segments a and f), assess a

violation for each a-element in the output higher on the palatalization hierarchy

which does not correspond to ~

In the candidates in (37), the coronal obstruent must be palatalized to satisfy Markedness

(the ranking of this constraint with respect to Adjacency is not determined, so l have placed

it at the bottorn of the tableau). Furthermore, Adjacency is not violated in the winning

candidate because the [n] corresponds to the [il and so does the [cl. In other words, there

are no intervenining non-~ elements, where ~ refers to the ri]:
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(37)

fit'an -i

a. fit'fuli

b. fit'aiii

b. fic'ani

lG!i'" c. fic'aiii

Anchor

*!

*!

*!

•

1 now tum to forms wruch have two obstruents in the final two foot positions. A

form like /bit'fu;i/ only bas one palatalization: [bit'asi]. Markedness is satisfied, so it falls to

the Integrity constraint to mIe out superfluous palatalization (note that Linearity would

outrank Integrity to preserve the /-i/ 5OOlX, as was proposed for Arnharic):

(38)

bit'fu; -i

a. bit'asi

b. bic'asi

c. bic'asi

~ d. bit'asi

Anchor

*!

*

•

Reduplicated roots act like any other kinds of foots with respect to the double

palatalization of obstruents or sonorants. McCarthy and Prince (1995) account for cases

where a base consonant and its reduplicant are identical by a constraint IDENTITYB-R.

The high fanking of this constraint with respect to other constraints can account for cases
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where one of the segments does not match the phonological environment for a process to

occur and yet it still undergoes the process because its correspondent does.

(39) IDENTB-R Correspondent base and reduplicant segments must agree in

features

This constraint must be ranked below Integrity. A candidate with double palatalization

incurs an extra Integrity violation, even though it would satisfy IDENTB_R. 12 In the

following example, the second Es] is a reduplicant of the original root Es] in penultimate

position (see section 2.3.4.5 and chapter 3 on verbs with final doubling):

(40)

•
kisas -i

a. kistiS.i

b. kis'alii

~ c. kis~i

Anchor Ad·acency

*!

IntegrÏty

**!

*

IDENTB-R

•

Amharic behaves in a similar fashion, but in Gurage, reduplicated consonants like this have

double palatalization (see section 2.3), entailing the opposite ranking between IDENTB-R

and Integrity.

If the initial consonant is an obstruent and the final or medial one a sonorant, then

only the sonorant is palatalized. The optimal consonant anchor would be the obstruent, but

in initial position, it is only palatalized if there is no other possible anchor. This requires a

12 Another possibility would be ta rank IDENTI-O and IDENTI-R aver IDENTB-R as l do in §2.3.4.5.
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constraint preserving the Identity of the initial syllable, sa as to prevent palatalization in that

position13:

(41) IDENTI-Ocrl Correspondent segments in the root-initial syllable of

the Input and Output have identical values

This kind of constraint is proposed in Beckman (1995) for Shona height hannony. While

the initial syIlable in her analysis is seen as a position which resists neutralization and

favours contrasts, 1 am using Positional Identity in a different manner, to restrict the

creation of new segments in that position. This constraint must be ranked below the Anchor

constraint in order to aIlow initial palatalization in [Sibari], but to disallow it in [diyagi]. In

addition, Markedness must be ranked below IDENTI-Ocrl ta permit a coronal sonorant to

be palatalized and not a coronal obstruent. The forro. [diyagi] with a palatalized coronallll is

illustrated in (42):

(42)

dilag-i Anchor IDENT

I-Ocrl

Markedness Adjacency Integrity

a. dila 1

b. ïHi i

fGJ" c. diyaai

d. ïyaoi

*!

•
When there are no other potential anchors for the palatalization, an initial coronal obstruent

is palatalized in initial position in order to satisfy Anchor:

13 One rnight aIso conceive of this as being a distance threshold of how far away from the trigger the
paIataIized segment can be. Gradient Align or No Intervening might he usefuI here, but they only assess
output candidates with a palatalized segment and could not judge non-realization vs. bad aIignrnent.
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(43)

sibar-i Anchor IDENT

I-oerl

Markedness Adjacency Integrity

a. sibari *1

Q' b. sibari

•

The initial syllable constraint is never violated for sonorants, however, as a form such as

(27a) [nikaîi] shows. The explanation for this sonorantlobstruent difference cao he found

in a more general constraint in Harari: verb roots never begin with the palatal sonorants [il]

or [y], but they may begin with palato-alveolar obstruents. This is in fact true of verb foots

in other Ethio-Semitic languages (see Berhane 1991 on Tigrinya, Chamofa 1996 on

Inor). [4 The constraint against initial My must dorninate the Anchor constraint:

(44)

Q' b. nikaîi

a. ilikaLi * ~

nika1-i NO INITIAL Anchor

PALATAL

IDENT Adjacency Integrity

•

In conclusion, Harari is like Arnharic in that only coronal consonants are palatalized, and

there is an overt [mal suffix /-if. However, Harari differs from Arnharic in allowing noo

fmal palatalization, captured by a constraint ranking of Adjacency and Anchor. There is a

ban on paIatalizing initial consonants unless no other palatalization takes place in the foot,

in which case an initial obstruent only may be palatalized. This is reflected in a special

constraint on the initial syllable, which we will see is aIso active in Muller (Central Western

[4 Tigre has a few y-initial roots.
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Gurage) forms for Iabialization. In addition, l have introduced a markedness hierarchy for

palatalization which seeks out the best consonant host for the palatalization in a given form.

This constraint will also play a role in palatalization in Western Gurage.

One might counter that this Optimality analysis is no different than a rule-based

analysis with spreading nlles mimicking the effects of the Anchor constraints. However, a

rule-based analysis without the benefit of ranked and violable constraints is ill-equipped to

deal with the 'do something only when' nature of Harari palatalization. A rule-based

analysis would bave to specify the individual targets and have additional stipulations on

why coronal sonorants are palatalized only in particular circumstances. In contrast, the

Optimality analysis ranks the constraints of ancboring and initial impermeability, thus

allowing them to be violated in certain output candidates. The best targets are specified by

the markedness hierarchy, but the actual realization of palatalization on a sonorant or

obstruent is dictated by other independent constraints.

2.3.3. Northern Gurage (Soddo)

•

The next case of the 2sf is from the Northem Gurage dialect, Soddo, also known as

Kastenaiiiia. The data are taken from Goldenberg (1968).15 In this dialect, there is no overt

fmal suffix I-if and palatalization affects final coronal obstruents, as in Amharic. ft differs

from Arnharic and Harari in not allowing palatalized sonorants, which can be accounted for

with constraints on altering the identity of sonorants. In addition, the rightmost non-

epenthetic central vowel is aIso fronted (46a-c). If no palatalization occurs, the central

vowel/aJ is still fronted to [e], or the peripheral vowels 101 lui and lai are diphthongized (or

followed by a glide) as [oy] [uy] and [ay] respectively (46f-j). The contrast between (460

15 Although this is the most comprehensive discussion of the 2sf in Soddo, Goldenberg selects quite
irregular verbs ta illustrate the process.
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and (46g) shows that epenthetic vowels are ignored. The contrast between (46c) and (46d)

shows that peripheral vowels are not diphthongized if syllable structure violations result;

they may only appear in open syllables or followed by a single word-fmal consonant (46i

k). This restriction suggests that the glide is not part of a diphthong but is actually in the

coda:

(46) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. libas Iibes 'dress!

b. sanbit senbic 'pass the week!'

c. t-awd t-ewj 'you tell' (relative imperfective)

d. awd awj 'tell!!

e. aqqis aqqis 'stay! '

• f. sikar siker 'be drunk!!

g. ti-sakir ti-sekir 'you are drunk' (relative imperfective)

h. qilaI qilel 'be light!'

1. tarnar Uimayr 'learn!!

J. qilaqil qilayqil 'mix up!'

k. t'ur t'uyr 'carry!'

In order to account for the vowels being fronted in Soddo, another constraint is required in

addition to the one proposed for Arnharic and Harari which anchors the 2sf with the root.

This new constraint specifies anchoring of the SUfflX with a vowel (more specifically, an Ril

or lai or a morphologically-affiliated vowel). The necessary constraint is given in (47)16:

• 16 Base is defined as the string to which an affix attaches.
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(47) Anchor-V

Any 2sf -i has a correspondent in the string of input base vowels

The Integrity constraint is ranked below both Anchor constraints and Linearity. Since the

final /-il does not appear as a suffix, Linearity violations are tolerated to avoid extra

Integrity violations:

(48)

Iibas-i AnchorV Anchor Integrity Linearity

a.libasi *!

b.libasi *!

c. libas *~

• liai" d. libes

e. libesi

f. Iibesi

•

While the constraints given above account for cases in which a fmal alveolar and a

rightrnost vowel are palatalized, we have not yet considered cases where only the vowel is

affected. Again Integrity decides the winning candidate. It must be ranked belo\v the

Anchor V constraint in order for the vowel in the output to be fronted:
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• (49)

qilaI-i AnchorV Anchor

Root

Integrity Linearity

a. ileli

~ b. Hel

c. iHil

d. iHili

*t

*!

•

In Ambaric, when palatalization does not occur, the suffix is still realized outside the stem

as a true suffix. In Soddo, however, it is consistently realized within the stem, as we have

seen. Soddo requires fronting of the stem vowel due to the high-ranking constraint

Anchor V. The additional ranking of Integrity above Linearity favours a form with internai

fronting and no SUfflX /-if. A form like (sikar-i], which would be ruled out in Soddo by

Anchor V (see (50a)), would be optimal in Amharic since it violates neither Linearity nor

Integrity, and Anchor V would be ranked low in the constraint system of Arnharic, as can

be ~een by comparing (50) and (51):

•

(50) Soddo

sikar-i

a. sikari

~b. siker

c. sikeri

AnchorV

*'
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• (51) Amharic

sikar-i

le" a. sikari

c. sikeri

Linearity

Coopter 2 - Mobile Morphology

•

•

In summary the following chart shows the main differences in the realization of the 2sf /-i/

in Amharic, Harari and Soddo:

(52)

Phonological change Ranking Language

Local palatalization Adjacency> Anchor Amharic,Soddo

Long distance palatalization Anchor > Adjacency Harari

Suffix inside stem Integrity > Linearity Soddo, Amharic variant

Suffix outside stem Linearity > Inte!!rity Amharic, Harari

These facts were captured by general Anchor constraints pertaining to either the root or the

stem vowels. These constraints, ranked with respect to Adjacency, determine whether

palatalization will he long-distance or locaL The inside/outside position of the affix is

captured by the constraints Linearity and Integrity wrnch restrict the correspondents of the

2sf /-i/ in the output. l have treated Soddo on a par with Amharic and Harari with respect to

the representation of the suffix /-i/. Whether this afflX appears inside the stem associated to

another segment or not is due to the Anchor constraints and Linearity. By treating the

Soddo cases as floating features, the connection with the same suffix in Amharic and

Harari would be obscured. l now turn to Western Gurage, in which the realization of the

2sf follows a hierarchy of potential anchcrs.
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In Western Gurage, there is no overt {-if suffix to express the 2sf, only palatalization or

vowel fronting within the stem. In this manner it resembles Soddo, which is a Northern

Gurage dialecte I will focus my attention on two dialects: Muher, a dialect which l will

classify as Western Gurage, but which shares sorne traits of Northem Gurage,17 and

Chaha, a Western Gurage dialect, which is perhaps the rnost well-known of all the Gurage

dialects. AlI examples of the 2nd singuIar feminine are given in the imperative with no

abject marker, although the forms are similar for the imperfective. The following examples

are taken from Chaha, but the Muher verbs follow the same pattern. The masculine form

with no subject marker is contrasted with the feminine form in which palatalization

indicates a feminine subject. AlI verbs are triliterals, although quadriliterals follow the

same patterns. In (53), the fmal alveolar (53a-e) or velar (53f-h) is palatalized:

(53) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. kift kifC 'open!'

b. zirnd zirnJ 'pull !I

c. nikis nikis 'bite! '

d. giriiz giraz 'be oId!'

e. dift' dife' 'hit strongly!'

f. dirg dirgY 'hit!'

g. firax firaxY 'he patient!'

h. nit'iq nit'iqY 'snatch away!'

17 Hetzron (1977) classifies Muher as Northern Gurage based on certain morpholagical features such as
Main Verb Markers (tense markers) not found in Western Gurage. However, he aiso recagnizes that Muher
shares ather characteristics with Western Gurage that Soddo, the standard Northern dialect, does not, and is
therefare genetically connected to Western Gurage.
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Labial consonants are not palatalized. It was stated in McCarthy (1983) based on Johnson

(1975) (and repeated in Scobbie 1991 y Kenstowicz 1994, Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994,

Zoll1994) that when the fmal consonant is labial, the feminine sufflX is not realized. This

statement is not correct. When labials occur in final positiony the feminine sufflX is indeed

realized, but via options other than ward-final palatalization. For example, when the final

consonant is labial, a velar consonant in non-final position may he palatalized instead,

provided ail consonants to the right are labial:

(54) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. nixap nixYap 'find!'

b. Digif nigYif 'prune!'

c. niqim niqYim 'gather (wood)!'

d. gimim gYimim 'chip the rim of the utensil!'

• e . qifif qYifif 'eut the edges!'

Alveolars, on the other hand, cannot be palatalized except word-finally. Thus when

the final consonant is labial and an alveolar occurs in other positions within the word, the

vowel between the fmal two consonants undergoes fronting as in (55). Compare (54a)

above with (55a), and (54d) with (55d):

(55) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. nizap niz~~ *nizap 'be flexible t'

b. sirip siriP *sirYip 'spint'

c. tiriif tir~f *tirYaf, *Ciraf 'survive, be left!'

d. niM Didif *mjif 'sting!'

e . sirat sir~f *suYaf 'be scared!'

• f. t'imam t'im~m *"1' .. 'be contrary!'Cimarn
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We can summarize the realization of the feminine marker as follows:

(56) a. the final consonant is paIatalized ifpalatalizable (velar or aIveolar);

b. otherwise, a velar consonant is palatalized, or

c. otherwise, the vowel to the Left of the final consonant is palatalized (fronted).

2.3.4.1 Basic cases

•

Westem Gurage resembles Soddo in that the suffix is fully absorbed within the root. The

Anchor constraint captures the fmal palatalization. Integrity rules out any multiple

correspondence, and is ranked above Linearity:

(57)

zmd-i

~ a. zim

b. zirndi

c. zin(i

AnchorRoot

*!

Integrity

*!

•

In order to explain why the [mal coronal is palatalized, we must consider the constraint

Adjacency. As formulated, it is not obvious how Adjacency would apply in languages

where the SUfflX is found within the stern. If Adjacency may apply at either the input or the

output level (McCarthy 1996), then it captures the Westem Gurage facts 18:

18 The only problern would be posed by redupLicated roots such as batit where the second identical
consonant is the reduplicant. and therefore not strictly part of the input.
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(58) Adjacency

If a consonant in the output corresponds to two input segments ordered ex and ~,

assess a violation for each ex-element intervening between ex and b (in the input or

output) which does not aIso correspond to ~ or vice versa

This constraint cao aIso serve to explain the locus of paIatalization in Gurage roots with two

palatalizable consonants. Since Adjacency is nat violated, it will he ranked over Anchor.

Adjacency is violated in candidate (59b), since there are two consonants which do not

correspond to either Izl or Iii intervening between them:

•
(59)

zmd-i

~ a. zim""

b. Zirnd

Ad·acency

**!

AnchorRoot

In the discussion on Harari, the palatalization markedness hierarchy placed coronals

above dorsals; therefore, coronals should be better targets than velars for palatalization.

This requires that for an input fonu like Idrg! which produces [clirgY], Adjacency must be

ranked over Markedness:

•

(60)

dr -1

~ a. dir y

b. ''''irg

c. di ig

Ad·acency

*!*

*!
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Turning now to the second set of examples in (54), we note that velars are

palatalized in non-final position. Palatalized labials will of course be ruled out by the feature

cooccurrence constraint No LabY, and Adjacency determines that velar palatalization is

preferable to coronal-initial palatalization: 19

(61)

d f-i

a. di if

b. "'igif

Ad'acency

*

**!

AnchorRoot Markedness

•

•

Despite this result, a form with no velars like /ndfJ will not produce *[nijif] but

[nidif], with a violation of Anchor-Root. This shows that Adjacency must be ranked over

Anchor Root, but also that we need an explanation for the difference between coronals and

velars with respect to Adjacency. l will redefme Adjacency to refer to simplex fused

segments and not complex segments like palatalized velars, whicb have a secondary off

glide articulation. When coronaIs are palatalized, the coronal and front vowel are fused into

one segment with a single place of articulation. In Western Gurage, this can only happen

under strictly local conditions. For velars, on the other band, palatalization involves adding

a secondary off-glide articulation, and no fundamental change in the production of the velar

consonant. For example, it bas a consonantal (velar) component and a glide Cy) component,

which differs from ri] in Gurage only by its syllabic position. The coalesced palata..

alveolar, on the other band, is a pure consonant and contains no vowel-like component.

This same distinction is used in Zoll's (1996) analysis of Japanese mimetic palatalization,

19 This is not a common Chaha root, but it is a good illustrative verb ofhow velars are palatalized instead
of coronaIs when both are non-final,
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in which she treats palatalized velars as complex and palatoalveolars as simplex. The off

glide kind ofpalatalization is not subject to locality:

(62) a)

t + 1 -->

b)

k + i

coalescence addition of secondary articulation

•

•

This difference is reflected in feature-geometric representations of these segments. For

example, in the feature geometry of Clements & Hume (1995), the palatoalveolar has no V

place component, whereas the paIatalized velar has a secondary V-place node. Nf Choisâin

(1994) presents evidence from Irish which argues that palatal off-glides in segments such

as tY will be preserved even if the main consonant features are lost by debuccalization, so tY

--> hY, suggesting that the [y] is easily separable from the consonant to which it is attached.

l therefore reformulate the Adjacency constraint as fol1ows, but assume that

(simplex/complex) may be added to the general formulation of Adjacency

(63) Adjacency (simplex)

For each simplex output segment corresponding to two input segments ex

and p, assess a violation for each ex-element intervening between ex and Bwhich

does not aIso correspond to Por vice versa

By redefming Adjacency in this manner, the correct candidate will be chosen with coronal

velar-labial roots:20

20 There is one root which has two velars la-xWirq-ü --> [axwirqY] 'take off, slip off!'. In this case,
palatalization affects the righnnost velar. This can be handled via Linearity - the doser ta the location of the
input suffix the palatalization appears, the better Linearity is satisfied (see R. Rose 1997 on this use of
Linearity ta aIign the suffix)
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(64)

d -i

b. "ïgif

Turning now to the labial-final cases with no velars, these roots exhibit vowel

fronting. Since Adjacency rules out non-fmal palatalized coronaIs and palatalized labials are

always ruled out because of the undominated constraint against them, the only remaining

option is to front the voweJ21:

c. nidifY *!

•
(65)

ndf -i

a. nidif

b. niïf

~ d. nidif

No LabY

•

One question which must be addressed is why the /-if shows up within the stem as a vowel

(nidif) and not as a suffix (nidfi), since both violate Anchor equally. The second candidate

does not violate Linearity. There must he a constraint forcing the vowel within the stem.

Here, we can appeal to a similar constraint to the one used for Soddo vowel-fronting; the

Soddo case has a caveat that the base vowel must correspond to an input vowel, whereas

the Chaha case does nat, since the [i] simply appears within the base, attached to an input

vowel or not:

21 Note that if a simplex. vowel [e] resulted from fusing Rif and /-if, Adjacency could aIse apply, but would
reference intervening vowels only.
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Anchor (2sf R I-l R)

Any 2sf corresponds to the right edge of a string of base moras

The rightmost momie position in the base would he between the two final consonants,22

This eonstraint must be ranked below the Anchor Root and Adjacency constraints to ensure

that a winning candidate with a vowel will be chosen only when these constraints cannot he

satisfied in a winning candidate, For example, the violation of Anchor Root would mIe out

candidate (6Th) with the fronted vowel:

(67)

•
r -i

b, ni if

c. rugi!

Ad'acency

*!

AnchorRoot

*,

•

However, a fronted vowel would be chosen when there are only non-final coronals and a

final labial in a root, as example (65) illustrated.

Finally, it should be noted that Anchor I-l must be ranked over Linearity. The

candidate in (68a) shows the suffix outside the base, and therefore not attaehed with the

rightmost base mora:

22 See chapter 3, section 3.2.1.1 where largue that aIl roots have at Ieast two input moras.
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• (68)

rdf -i

a. nidfi

IŒ b. nidif

Anchor

*!

Furthermore, Integrity must be ranked above Anchor f.l to ensure that there is no

concomittfu""lt palatalization and vowel fronting:

(69)

In (70), l provide a list of the constraints proposed so far for Western Gurage, their ranked

order and the roles they play:
•

kft -i

a. kific

IŒ b. kiff

(70) Summary:

Anchor Root Integrity

•

CONSTRAINT EFFECT

No LabY Bans palatalized labials

Adjacency Prevents coronal palatalization non-fmally

AnchorRoot Requires palatalization of a root segment

Markedness Palatalizes coronals > velars > labials

Integrity Bans multiple correspondence of 2sf in output

Anchor J.l Requires /-i/ to appear in final moraie position

within the stem

Linearity Prevents /-i/ from appearing within the stem
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Muher and Chaha differ in how they treat alveolar consonants in coot-medial position. We

know that alveolars may only be palatalized in root final position. We also know that velars

may be palatalized in other positions when followed by labials (examples in (56)). But,

what happens when there is a velar-alveolar-Iabial root? Cao the initial velar he palatalized

in that type of verb? In Chaha, the velac may not he palatalized, and the suffix is instead

realized on the final vowel:

• (71) Chaha

2sg masc 2sg fem

a. gidif "dif *gtli f/*gYidif 'stop the fast!'gf-

b. kitif kitif *kiCif/*kYitif 'chap (meat)!'

The opposite result obtains in Muher, and the velac is palatalized:

(72) Muher

2sg masc 2sg fem

a. gidf gYidf 'stop the fast! 1

b. kitf kYitf 'chop (meat)!'

•
In other words, Chaha does not pennit skipping aver the medial alveolar consonant to

palatalize the velar, but Muher does. With the constraint rankings so far established, we cao
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capture the Muher forros; velar palatalization is always favoured over vowel fronting due to

high-ranking Anchor Root. But why should the alveolar block palatalization in Chaha? We

cannot simply introduce a constraint against palatalizing velars, since it is only in this

particular case that velar palatalization is avoided. Eisewhere, as in forms like nigYif. velar

palatalization is preferred to vowel fronting. The answer to this puzzle lies in considering

the linear order of the palatalizable consonants. Consonant anchors for palatalization in both

dialects are velars and coronaIs, as we have seen. When they are in the linear sequence

coronaI-velar, the velar is palatalized. When they are in the sequence velar-eoronal, the

velar cannot he palatalized, but neither can the coronal due to Adjacency; instead a vowel is

fronted. This reveals that given a root with velars and coronals, the suffix must correspond

to the rïghtmost paIatalizable consonant. If that consonant cannot he palatalized for

independent reasons, the suffix does not then correspond to the other consonant. In this

case, a form with vowel fronting results. So far, I have achieved the rightmost result

indirectly through Adjacency, but since velars are not subject to Adjacency, this constraint

will not help solve the problem posed by these particular velar-eoronal-Iabial roots. What is

needed is an adjacency constraint which refers to the markedness hierarchy introduced for

Harari:

(73) Adjacent Markedness

For each output segment corresponding to two input segments a and ~,

assess a violation for each a-element intervening between a and ~ which does

not aIso correspond to ~ and is higher on the markedness hierarchy

This constraint is different than the PaIatalization Markedness constraint introduced for

Harari in that it specifically refers to intervening segments. What this constraint does in

effect is to prevent palatalization of a segment if there is a hetter suited host intervening

between it and the right edge of the word, the input location of the 2sf /-if, even if that host
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cannat support palatalization due to other constraints. Note that simply using the constraints

Adjacency and Markedness would not account for the difference between [wgYif] and

impermissible *[kYitif] in Chaha - the order of the velar and coronal is what is important. In

(74), 1 list sorne input and output forms and which constraints they violate. In the fust

column, an alveolar is palatalized, which leads to violations of Adjacency if it is not in final

position. None of the candidates which violates Adjacency is a winning candidate. In the

second colurnn, the outputs have palatalized velars. In two cases, Adjacent Markedness is

violated because there is an alveolar to the right of the velar which would rnake a better hast

for palatalization. Again, in Chaha, neither of these forros is a winning candidate. Winning

candidates are rnarked with ~:

(74)
Input Coronal Violations Velar Violations

ouputs outputs

lkftJ lGi" kifc - kYift Adjacent

Markedness

Idrg! jirg Adjacency llW dirgY -

Idgf/ jigif Adjacency llW digYif -

Igdfl gi}if Adjacency ar·dif Adjacent0 1

Markedness

The constraint Adjacent Markedness repeats sorne of the work of the constraint

Markedness, used for Harari, but it plays a different role. Given a form (dirgY] ,

Markedness is violated because a velar is palatalized instead of an alveolar, but Adjacent

Markedness is not because there are no intervening coronaIs between the edge of the word

and the velar. In Harari, the Markedness constraint forced palatalization of the best hast,

the coronal obstruent, even if the result was palatalization of bath the final and penultimate

consonants, sa (25b) lfitanil-> (ficaiii] 'hurryr. In Western Gurage, this is not possible,
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showing that Integrity is ranked high. For example, the input /masx-jf 'ruminate, chew'

does not produce [masixY], but [masixY].

Retuming to the difference between Muher and Chaha~ the constraint Adjacent

Markedness must be ranked lower than Anchor Root in Muher to allow palatalization of the

velar despite the violation of Adjacent Markedness candidate (75a) incurs. Tolerating this

violation is better than having the SUfflX realized as a front vowel, which would violate

Anchor, the constraint requiring association with a root segment:

(75) Muher Anchor Root > Adjacent Markedness

ktf -i Adjacency Anchor Adjacent Anchor !J.

• b. kitif

c. kicif

Root Markedness

In Chaha, on the other hand, Adjacent Markedness must he ranked above Anchor to rule

out any consonants being palatalized in the velar-alveolar-Iabial roots. The final labial

consonant is of course ruled out by No LabY:

(76) Chaha Adjacent Markedness > Anchor

ktf -i Adjacency Adjacent Anchor Anchor !J.

•
lliY b. kitif

c. kiCif *!

Markedness Root
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The ranking of Anchor Root and Adjacent Markedness in both dialects ensures correct

results with the other forros, since association to a root consonant is always preferred as

long as it does not violate either of the Adjacency constraints. In conclusion, the main

Chaha 1Muher difference is due to the relative ranking of Adjacent Markedness.

2.3.4.3 Irl and variability

Additional differences between Chaha and Muher are seen with respect to the consonant Ir/.

In final position in Chaha, Irl is palatalized, just like other consonants, whereas in Muher,

Irl is never palatalized. l begin with examining the Muher examples. As shown in (77), Irl

is never considerd a host for palatalization and is passed over just like labial consonants:

• (77) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. si13ir si13ir 'break!'

b. bidar bider 'be first!'

c. qi{3ir qYi13ir 'plant!'

d. xïriim
y•.. 'spend a year!'x ifam

e. qiri13 qYiri13 'be nead,

In order to account for the fact that Ir/ resists palatalization, l propose the following

•

constraint, which prevents Irl from hosting the I-i/. In Chaha, as we shall see, /rl is

palatalized to [y] and not [rY]. Therefore, since the output is not a secondarily palatalized

sound, l will capture this with a constraint preventing the change from Irl to [y] rather than

a constraint banning [rY]:23

23 This constraint could be formulated in other ways, such as avoidance of glides or peripheral vowels.
More generally, there may be a resistance of high sonority consonants to acquiring a high-sonority off-
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Any correspondent of an input segment /rI must

be identical in the output for features

•

The consonant /rI displays similar resistance to palatalization in Japanese mimetic

palatalization (Mester & Itô 1989), but the underspecification analysis they advocate for

Japanese cannot be extended to Gurage, as will be discussed in §2.3.4.5.

In Muher, IDENTI-O-r is undorninated, and /rI is excluded from the class of

consonant hosts for palatalization, just like labials. This shows that on the markedness

seale, Irl is ranked below dorsals, and the eut-off point for palatalization in the hierarchy in

Muher is after dorsals, excluding labials and Ir/. A fmal /rI will therefore behave just like a

labial consonant with respect to palatalization. If there is a velar elsewhere in the root, the

velar will he palatalized:

(79) Muher

qj3r -i IDEI\ilI-O-r Adjaceney Anchor Adjacent

a. if3ir *!

b. if3i *t

Root Markedness

•

Similar results are seen when Irl is in medial position. The only possible anchor for

palatalization is the velar Iq/:

glide. which could be why Irl resists palatalization compared ta other sonorants cross-linguistically (Walsh
1995).
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• (Sa) Muher

qrf -i IDENTI-O-r Adjacency Anchor Adjacent

b. irif

c. iyif * ~

Root Markedness

•

l now turn to the more complex exarnples from Chaha. In Chaha, a fmaI Irl is

paIatalized to [y]. However, glides can never appear in coda position in Chaha, so the [y]

fuses with the preceding vowel to produce ri] or [el. Thus in (Sla), Is~r/ --> [si~i]. These

fmaI vowels thus contain the input segments Irl and Iii. l have expressed this serially ta

make it easier to understand why the output has no final Er] or [y] and yet l daim that Irl is

paIatalized. One might counter that the /rI is simply skipped over and then deleted following

a front vowel. Despite the fact that there is nothing illegal about an [ir] or [er] sequence,

this analysis would aIso not explain (SIc). If the Irl were really being skipped like a labial,

we would expect the velar to be palatalized and not the vowel fronted, since it would be the

best consonant host. The fact that Irl is palataIized shows that the eut-off point in the

paIatalization hierarchy in Chaha is between labiaIs and other consonants, including Ir/. The

three fmai segments are fused, so /bicllir-il --> [bide], where [el corresponds to the tbree

segments [a], Er] and ri]:

(SI) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. si~ir si{3i 'break~' <si~iy

b. bidar bide 'be first!' <biday

c . qi~ir qi~i 'plant!' <qi~iy

•
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The behaviour of /rI in other positions in Chaha~ however~ is less clear-eut. In media!

position~ an /rI may be skipped in favour of palatalizing an initial velar or the final vowel

may he fronted:

(82) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a.

b. qirf

xYüam or xirem

qYirf or qirif

'spend a year!'

'knock down!'

There are tberefore two major problems ta be solved: 1) why Irl is always palatalized in

fmal position, and 2) why Irl sometimes blacks initial velar palatalization and sometimes

doesn't. We can divide these data into two variants:

•
(83) Variant 1:

Variant 2:

Irl is palatalized in final position

Irl blocks velar palatalization in initiaI position

Irl is palatalized in fmaI position

Irl allows velar palatalization in initial position

•

In arder to capture final palatalization, IDENTI-O-r must be ranked at least below Adjacent

Markedness. In the tableau in (84), l have simply placed it at the bottom of the tableau. By

ranking IDEN1):-O-r below Adjacent Markedness, we ensure that fmal Irl is always

palatalized, since a candidate with a palatalized velar or a fronted vowel would violate

Adjacent Markedness or Anchor:
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• (84) Variant 1:

q13r -i

Chaha final Irl

Adjacency Adjacent

Markedness

Anchor

Root

IDENTr-O-r

a. if3ir

~ b. if3i

*1

•

•

Tuming now to medial Irl, the variability can be accounted for by ranking Ir/ in a different

position with velars in the markedness scale. In Variant l, it is ranked with the other

coronal sonorants above velars (Coronals > Velars> Labials), and in Variant 2, it is ranked

on a par with velars (Coronals > Irl, Velars> Labials). While it might seem strange to

allow variability within a supposedly universal scale, the sonority scale, another potential

universal also allows variabitity. Sorne languages enforce only a general version of

sonority, making no distinction between obstruents, whereas others make fmer distinctions

for continuancy or voicing among obstruents. This does not imply that the scale is invalid,

but only that languages may selectively use Ït. The different treatment of /rI for

palatalization is along those tines. If the language makes general place distinctions, Irl will

be treated as a coronal. If sonorancy is an issue, then Irl will he regarded as more

dispreferred, since the higher sonority consonants are less likely to be palatalized. This is

why ln! is more likely to be palatalized than /li which in turn is more likely than Ir/. In

Muher, while the other coronal sonorants are palatalizable, Irl is oot, reflecting a language

specifie interpretation of the hierarchy, placing /rI below velars. This kind of language

specifie interpretation seerns to be available ooly for certain segments, such as Ir/. For

example, with respect to sonority, Irl has higher sonority in English, but lower sonority

than nasals in Lebanese Arabic (Haddad 1984, Kenstowicz 1994a). This may be related to

different types of rhotic sounds.
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In both Chaha variants, Irl is considered a potential host, because the cut-off point

for palatalization is at labiais. In Variant 1, if Irl is ranked above velars with the other

coronaIs, it will behave like other medial aIveolars in Chaha, blocking initial velar

palatalization. This is due to Adjacent Markedness:

(85) Variant 1: r > velars

qrf -i Adjacency Adjacent

Markedness

Anchor

Root

Anchor !J. IDENTr-O-r

~ b. irif

c. i if *!

•
In Variant 2, on the other hand, if Irl is considered on a par with velars, it will not count in

the computation of Adjacent Markedness violations, because Markedness militates against

an intervening segment which has higher markedness only:

(86) Variant 2: r, velars

qrf -i Adjacency Adjacent

Markedness

Anchor

Root

Anchor !J. IDENTr-O-r

b. irif

c. i if *!

•
There is, of course, one difference between Variant 2 and Muher. In Variant 2, final/rl is

palatalized. This is because IDENTI-O-r is low-ranked in Chaha. Since Adjacent

Markedness is nct violated for the palatalized velar candidate in (8Th), it falls to the Anchor
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Jl constraint to decide the winning candidate. The winning candidate [qi~i], because of the

fusion of Irl and Iii to produce [il, satisfies both Anchor (the Irl of the consonant root is

palatalized) and Anchor Jl, since the output segment is in the [mal moraic position:

(87) Variant 2: r, velars

q13r -i Adjacency Adjacent

Markedness

Anchor

Root

Anchor Jl IDENTI-O-r

~ a. i13i

c. i13ir *!

•
In summary, the Muher 1 Chaha dialect difference with respect ta Irl is captured by the

different ranking of a constraint against palatalizing Irl, IDENTI-O-r, which basically

corresponds to a different cut-off point in the palatalization hierarchy. The variability within

Chaha itself with respect to Irl is captured by variably ranking Ir/ within the hierarchy. In

one variant, it is on a par with velars, and in another it ranks above velars with the other

coronal sonorants. Irnportantly, in bath Chaha variants, no matter the ranking, the cut-off

point is still at labials, sa Irl can be palatalized. The ranking of Irl cao he any of the

following possibilities, with the cut-off point marked by Il:

(88)

•

r > Dorsals > Il Labials

r, Dorsals Il Labials

Dorsals > Il r > Labials

Chaha variant 1

Chaha variant 2

Muher
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Before proceeding with more cases of the realization of the 2sf in Western Gurage, l will

consider sorne alternate analyses of these facts and weigh their success in relation to the

analysis l have proposed.

2.3.4.4. Previous analyses: Palatalization and blocking

•

•

In this section, l will outline why past approaches to the 2sfem fail to adequately and

explanatorily account for all the data, including the variation. Previous derivational

accounts of the Chaba ferninine morpheme which addressed the full range of data (Rose

1994a,Odden 1994), posited a floating SUfflX /-if, specified in feature geometric terms with

a Coronal node. Palatalization of an initial velar involves spreading the Coronal node of the

sufI1X /-if. Any intervening Coronal node will block this spread by the No Crossing

Constraint, the ban on crossed association lines. This is illustrated in (89) for the verb

lkitif-1j 'chop (meat)!1 from Odden (1994):

(89) k i t i f 1

c-PLfCE c-PLicE C-PLACE C-PL,CE

V-PLACE CORÛNAL V-PLCCE

CORONAL

As fronting the velar is blocked as in (89), the only other option to realize the morpherne is

as a front vowel, sa the actual output is [kitif].

Data with final palato-alveolars and front vowels confirm the blocking analysis in

Chaha. These segments all have a Coronal node and all block palatalization of a velar to

their left:
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• (90) Root 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. qasy qaS qas *qYaS 'throw away!'

b. x.ry Xl xi *xYi 'make a hole!'

c. aqry aqe aqe *aqYe 'crunch!'

The feature-geometric coronaI blocking approach mns into problems when faced

with Muher. We have seen how Muher allows for palatalization of velars even when

followed by an alveolar in non-final position (examples (72) repeated here):

(91) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. gidf gYidf 'stop the fast!'

b . kitf kYitf 'chop (meat)!'

• This suggests that the analysis of the suffix as spreading the Coronal node~ as frrst

presented in Rose (1994a) is misguided~ unless one were to assume that the media!

alveolars were underspecified for Coronal in Muher. However, there is no premise for

attributing this difference to underspecification, since the two dialects have almost identical

inventories. In addition, in both dialects, medial alveolars are palatalized in roots whose

fmai segment is /y/. In the exarnples in (92), a root -Yft'y does not derive the expected

*[fat'aya-m], but rather [Hic'ti-m]24:

•

(92) Root Chaha Muher

{3ky bakYa-m bakkYa-m 'cry, mourn'

ft'y fâc'a-m facc'a-m 'grind flour'

sqy saqYa-m saqqYa-m 'squeeze into'

24 Adjacency is not violated here, since the [t'] and [y] of the root are adjacent
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Ifmedial alveolars were underspecified, they should not support palatalization. Therefore,

any use of underspecification to explain the difference between the two dialects is

incompatible with other data.

Odden (1994) circumvents this problem by means of a parameter 'Transplanar

LocaIity" part of three Adjacency Parameters he proposes:

(93) Transplanar Locality:

Nothing which separates the nodes dominating target and trigger may aIso

dominate an element on the target tier.

If the target tier is defmed as Corona! (aithough it is unclear why the tier shouid be Coronai

if the target is velar), any Coronai node on either the C-place or V-place plane which

intervenes will block the mIe frOID applying, as is the case for Chaha. Because

'Transplanar Locality' is a parameter, it may be tumed off. If it is inactive, then C-place

coronais should not block the ruIe from applying. This is precisely the case of the Muher

data in (91). Alveolar consonants should not block palatalization to their left. Front vowels

should black palatalization of velars to their left in Muher, too, by normal locality

considerations, as in (94a). Palato-alveolar consonants should behave like alveolars and not

block, but (94b) shows that they do, posing a problem for Transplanar Locality:

(94) Muher

2sg masc 2sg fem

a. maggi maggi *maggYi 'burn!'

• b. qaS qaS *qYas lthrow away!'
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One way around this is to argue that the palatoalveolar consonant is the result of fusing an

alveolar with a palatal glide, like the verbs in (92). It is the palatal glide which blocks

palatalization of the velar and not the palato-alveolar consonant.

While Transplanar Locality can account for the Muher data, its fonnalism is

problematic. The Western Gurage data imposes a preferential hierarchy of possible

realizations of the ferninine SUfflX, as shown in section 2. This is repeated here with (95d)

and (95e) added:

(95) Hierarchy of hosts

a. the final consonant is palatalized if palatalizable (velar or alveolar);

b. otherwise, a velar consonant is palatalized, unless (d)

c. otherwise, the vowel to the left of the fmal consonant is palatalized (fronted).

d. in velar-alveolar-Iabial roots, velar is palatalized in Muher, but the vowel

is fronted in Chaha

e. Irl shows the same patterns as other alveolars in Variant 1 ofChaha, but may be

skipped over in media! position only in Variant 2 of Chaha.

These preferences are difficult to express under the type of rule-based approach sketched

above. First, there must be implicit ordering between palatalization within the root and

palatalization triggered by the suffixe In order for Transplanar Locality to work properly,

the SUfflX must associate to an unpalatalized form such as Iqasy/. The [y] of the stem must

block the palatalization triggered by the suffix. This must occur before the [y] lodges onto

the Isi making it a non-blocking palato-alveolar. The Iyl and fI! must fuse since final

coronaIs always host the floating afflX. Second, it is unclear how the floating segment ends

up on the vowel in forms like [nize(3]. Under the formulation in (93), the entire word must
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be scanned for an appropriate host before settIing on the 'last resort' option to front a

voweI. In this case, one is forced to conceive of palatalization as cyclic, or perhaps as

several ordered mIes applying succesively, whose non-applicability will be blocked by

other constraints:

(96) i)

li)

ili)

Fuse Coronal with a Final Corona!

Spread CoronaI leftwards to a Velar

Spread Coronal leftwards to a Vowel

•

•

FinaIly, the blocking approaches have difficulty capturing the variability of Ir/. In Rose

(1994a) l proposed that Irl lacks a Coronal node in Chaha. The fonns with fronted velars

such as [qYirf] are permitted because there is no Coronal node on the medial/rl to block

spreading of the Coronal node from the suffix. Finallrl is palatalized due to an adjacency

constraint with the floating suffix, which forces non-labiaIs to be palatalized stem-finally,

even if they lack place specification. l considered the alternate vowel-fronting forrns to he

secondary and due to influence from another dialect. My original consultant seemed to

prefer the paIataIized velar forms. However, other Chaha consultants in Ethiopia point to a

related dialect, Gura, to explain the palatalized velar forros, and consider the vowel-fronting

forros to be primarily Chaha. Nevertheless, preference for one forrn over another seems to

differ from consultant to consultant, and the variation is now an integral part of Chaha

morphophonology.

The Coronal blocking approach outlined above relies on underspecification of the

Coronal node to explain the behaviour of Ir/, but underspecification must be determined

according to certain well-defmed motivation, i.e. contrasts, markedness or evidence from

epenthesis. CUITent theories of underspecification are nat equipped to handle variable

underspecification, as would be required to fully explain the variable data. Under the
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Optimality account l presented above~ variation is a result of the compatibility of Irl with

palatalization~ rather than different representations for Ir/. l will also show in section

2.3.4.5 how the representational account fails to predict the right results for reduplicated

Ir/.

In Rose (1995b), l outline a different Optimality Theoretic solution to the problem

of the feminine morpheme. This solution is similar to the one presented here, but the Muher

1Chaha difference is captured with a transparency constraint:

(97) NO TRANS-ALV No transparent alveolars

This constraint would have to refer to the linear sequence of the input and compare it with

the output, in much the sa..TIle way as l proposed for Adjacent Markedness, but there is no

direct connection between the transparency of alveolars and the fact that they are the optimal

palatalization hosts. The transparency constraint prevents the SUff"lX from skipping over a

media! alveolar as in (98c) and being realized on the velar consonant. No Transparent

Alveolars is ranked above a constraint against peripheral vowels (NO PER-V) in Chaha.

The constraint FUSION=ADJ is the same as the Adjacency constraint l proposed above for

Western Gurage:

•

(98) Chaha

ktf -[i]

IG? a. kitif

b. kiCif

NOLABY FUS=ADJ

*!
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In Muher, on the other hand, associating to the initial velar is preferred over producing a

front vowel [il, and hence NO TR-ALVis ranked below NO PER-V:

(99) Muher

ktf -[i]

a. kitif

b. kiCif

FlTS=ADJ

*!

NOPER-V NOTR-ALV

•

•

Thus the difference between the dialects amounts to a difference in constraint ranking.

While the No Transparent AIveolars constraint can account for the data superficially, it is

worth questioning its status. We do not want to just randonùy stipulate consonants as being

transparent. Do we find this constraint active in other languages? Paradis & Prunet (1989)

argue that alveolar consonants are transparent in the West African languages Guere, Mau

and Fula, as vowels on either side of aIveolars are identical. Similarly, McCarthy (1994)

shows that alveolar sonorants are transparent in Bedouin .A..rabic. However, a closer look at

the cited cases for alveolar transparency reveals that only a subset of alveolars participate,

namely the alveolar sonorants, and aIl the cases Paradis & Prunet discuss involve

Morpheme Structure Conditions, which recently have been deemed poor arguments for

synchronic representations (Paradis & Prunet 1993, Sandler 1991). Chaha thus seems to

be the ooly case where alveolar obstruents are transparent.

The role of No Transparent Alveolars becomes even murkier when we examine the

treatment of Irl. As discussed above, in Muher, Irl is ignored in the same manner as labiaIs.

In Chaha, however, the Irl is palatalized in [mal position, but when in mediaI position, it

may be skipped to allow palatalization of an initial velar, or the vowel may be fronted:
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a.

b.

2sg masc

qirf

2sg fem
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'spend a year!'

'knock down!'

•

•

Working these data into the Optimality account requires two constraints: No Transparent

Alveolar Obstruents and No Transparent Alveolar Sanorants. With no universal

specification as to their ranking, however, this predicts that we may fmd languages where

alveolar obstruents are transparent but alveolar sonorants are not. No such cases are known

to me, although we do fmd the reverse (i.e. Bedouin Arabie). In addition, it requires tbat

No Per-V and No Transparent Alveolar Sonorants may be unranked with respect to each

other in Chaha to alIow for bath forms.

In conclusion, while bath of these alternative analyses arrive at a comprehensive

degree of explanation, they do not satisfactorily explain the full range of variability found in

Chaha nor sufficiently rnotivate the 'transparency' of alveolar obstruents. In contrast, the

solution 1 have proposed with potential anchors captures the hierarchy of possible hosts

and elegantly explains the variability with respect to /r/.2S

In order to complete this section, 1 will show how the data in which the stems end

in palatoalveolars or front vawels cao be easily handled under the analysis developed in this

chapter. The data are repeated here:

25 In Rose (to appear a), l proposed Anchor constraints pertaining specifically to vowel and consonant
'hosts'. In the present analysis, this has been captured by using the palatalization hierarchy and adjacency.
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• (101) Chaha

2sg masc 2sg fem

a. qas qas *qYas lthrow awayt'

b. xi xi *xYi 'make a hale t1

c. aqe aqe *aqYe 'crunch!'

Muher

2sg masc 2sg fem

d. maggi maggi *maggYi lburn!l

e. qas qas *qYas 'throw away!'

•
As proposed in Rose (1992), it is not that the palatal segments are blocking palatalization of

the velar, but rather that the morpheme is vacuously realized. Since the stem already ends in

a palatalized segment, adding another palatalization does not alter the segment. Skipping

over it, though, would violate Adjacent Markedness. l provide subscripts to show the

correspondence relationships:

(102) r--------,yo----oor----......,

Adjacent Anchor

Markedness Root

!GY b. qaS123

*!

•
Anchor Root is violated in (102c) since the -i has palatalized the vowel instead of the

consonant (the palatalization of the consonant is due ta the [y] of the root) .
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In conclusion, previous analyses of the Chaha feminine suffix founder in the face

of related data from Muher, unless an additional locality parameter is invoked. However,

unusual mIe ordering is still required (i.e. palatalization from a suffix before palatalization

inside the stem), and problems arise with, respect to the variability of Ir/. Similarly, or
analyses which propose transparency constraints do little more than describe the data. The

OT analysis argued for in this chapter not only offers a superior account of the Chaha data,

but does so with constraints motivated for related languages, such as Harari and Amharic.

The anaIysis of the variable forms is aIso a significant improvement over an analysis which

relies on variable structural specification, because there is an explanation behind skipping

Ir/: its treatment as a host in the palatalization hierarchy. Chaha appears to be undergoing a

shift, from Irl being treated as a better host than velar, to it being treated as a worse or equal

host to velar. This is in fact alluded to by consultants - that the vowel fronting forms (/r/>

velar) are more 'Chaha', and the velar palatalization forms (velar, Ir/) are a secondary

development. This would also expIain why Muher has no vowel-fronting forros whereas

Chaha does. If xirern and xYiriim are equally good candidates, why doesn't Muher also

have both? The speculation is that the Chaha system is moving towards a system where /rI

is being considered a bad host (see Rose (to appear a) for more on the development of chis

variation).

2.3.4.5 Reduplication

•

The 2sf morpheme interacts with reduplicated forms in interesting ways. This will he

discussed in greater detail in chapter three, but here 1 wish to provide further support for

my anaIysis of Irl palatalization. Ethio-Semitic languages have three patterns of

reduplication, illustrated by the Chaha examples in (103):
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• (103) Reet

Ca) Doubling of the final consonant: sd sidid 'chase!'

{3rg bargig 'boItt'

(b) Internal reduplication s{3r si{3a{3ir 'break in pieces!'

(c) Totalcopy km kamkim 'trim by clipping!'

In 2sf forros with these kind of roots, we expect either the rightmost or fmal consonant to

be palatalized, or both. Within South Ethio-Semitic, there is language variation. In Amharic

and Harari, only the second of the two consonants is palatalized. In Western Gurage, both

the fmal root consonant and its reduplicant are paIatalized. Sorne representative examples of

biliteral roots with final consonant doubling are given in (104). The second consonant is

the reduplicant:

• (104) Arnharic

2sg masc 2sg fem

a. izliz izàZ 'order!'

b. dasis dasis 'touch, caress!'

Chaha

2sg masc 2sg fem

c. niziiz mzaz 'dream!'

d. sikik sikYikY 'stick in/up!'

•
l will not be discussing the other cases of double palatalization or labialization which occur

with triliteral roots or the internai or total copy cases illustrated above in this chapter. See

McCarthy (1983) and chapter 3 for more details on these cases.
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In McCarthy (1986a), the difference between Amharic and Chaha was related to a

difference in mIe ordering. In his theory, consonants and vowels are arrayed on separate

tiers. Reduplicated roots of the kind given io (104) involve double-linking of a single

consonant to two skeletal slots, as shown in (105). In Cbaha, the floating suffIx [+bigh, 

back] palatalizes the doubly-linked consonant:

(105)
s d-- [+bigh, -back]
1 ~ 1
C v C v C -->

s J
/""-

CvCvC

Tier Conflation, the mechanism which aligns consonant and vowel tiers, then applies:

•
(106) s j j

1 1 1
CvCvC

In Amharic 00 the other hand, Tier Conflation applies before palatalization. When

palatalization takes place, it affects only the final consonant, since the two consonants are

no longer linked:

(107) s d d-----[+high, -back]
1 1 1
CvCvC -> [sidaj]

•

The difference in orderings is attributed to a differenee between levels. McCarthy daims

that Chaha palatalization is morphologieal, whereas Amharic is phonological. In fact,

Amharie palatalization only oeeurs in specifie morphological categories, such as the 2sf or

the agentive, and is therefore not purely phonologieal.26 In addition, in sorne dialects, the

triggering suffix is no longer present, putting it on a par with Chaha palatalization, in that

26 In sorne dialects of Amharic, there is an off-glide before all front vowels.
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both Iack an overt suffix. As l show in Rose (1994a), even if the mechanism of Tier

Conflation is utilized, additional facts from Chaha, notably the fact that voweIs may also he

affected by the 2sf morpheme, force the conclusion that palatalization occurs after the tiers

are aligned.

In Optimality Theory, Tier Conflation is a problematic derivational tooI.

Concatenation of morphemes in Semitic may proceed according to syllabification

constraints and templatic association, but it does not require sustained separation of

consonants and voweIs. Furthermore, Rose (1992) and Prunet (l996b) show how vocalic

segments may constitute part of the root in Gurage. Yet, for purposes of 2sf palatalization

they count as voweIs and not as 'root' segments. l will provide additional arguments in

Chapter 3 against Tier Conflation and against the representation of doubling verbs as

doubly-linked long-distance geminates. For the purposes of this section, these kinds of

verbs will he treated as reduplication, albeit Iacking a morphological function.

Reduplication occurs to satisfy the templatic requirement that verb stems be of a certain size

and shape (see chapter 3).

In the approach to reduplication outlined in McCarthy & Prince (1995), constraints

hold between the base and reduplicant requiring them to be identical. These may in tum he

dominated by other kinds of phonological or morphological constraints which may hinder

this identity. For example, sorne languages may impose identity between the input and

output base. Since the palatalization in Arnharic and Chaha is triggered by the same suffix,

and is not postlexical, whether it affects both base and reduplicant consonant should not he

attributed to a difference in leveIs, but rather to a difference in constraint ranking. The

relevant constraints are given in (IDS), where the palatalizing feature is expressed as the

feature [front] for convenience:
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• (108) IDENTB_R[front]

IDENTI_o[front)

Chapter 2 - Mobile Morphology

Correspondent base and reduplicant segments must

agree in the feature [front]

Correspondent input and output segments must agree

in the feature [front]

•

Following standard assumptions about left-to-right association of root ta template

(McCarthy 1979), the second of the two identical consonants in a verb fOfIn such as blitit

'be wide' would be considered the reduplicant. since it fills in the template. The following

diagram illustrates the relationships between the input, base and reduplicant. The input

output relationship is shown by the connection between the input ftJ and the fust output ft].

The base-reduplicant relationship holds between the two output [t]s and the third

relationship between the input ft! and the second output ft] is a relationship of input

reduplicant:

(109)
Input b

1
OutputJ b
Base

t

I~
t--{ t ] RED

•

I follow Urbanczyk (1996) and McCarthy & Prince (1995)27 in assuming that there are

three different relationships entailing between the segments. If the frrst ft! is palatalized, this

mcurs a violation of Input-Output, but if the second [t] is palatalized. this would incur a

violation of Input-Reduplicant. This is contrary the position in Orgun (1995), who allows

both base and reduplicant to correspond to the input as part of the same relationship. In

Arnharic, IDENTr-O is ranked over IDENTB-R. It is more important to maintain the

identity between the input and its output correspondent than between the base and

reduplicant. In the candidates, the reduplicant is underlined:

27 McCarthy & Prince acknowledge the Input-Reduplicant relationship but do not discuss it in detail.
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(110) Amharic

das -i

a. dasi~(i)

b. dasi~Ci)

~ c. dasiI(i)

d. dasilCi)

*'

Anchor IDENTr-o IDENTB-R

In Chaha, IDENTB-R is ranked above IDENTI-O, ensuring that the consonants are

identical even when palatalized28 :

b. baCit *'•
(Ill) Chaha

pat - i

a. batH

c. bati~

~ d. baCi~

Ad"acency Anchor IDENTB-R IDENTI-O

•

This palatalization overapplication is very sirnilar to the one in Hausa participles (McCarthy

1986a,Orgun 1995) where both the base a..,d reduplicant are palatalized, even though the

reduplicant only occurs in the relevant pre-front vowel position: Ifasaseel is realized

[fasasee] 'broken'. The difference between these cases and the Hausa case is that in Hausa,

palatalization is purely phonological and has an overt trigger. One unanswered question is

whether the overapplication seen in Chaha has any connection to the lack of an overt suffix;

there might be a limit on how many Integrity violations are pennitted, for example.

28 l assume that Adjacency is violated in candidate (lI lb), even though strictly speaking the reduplicant is
not present in the output. Either way, the result is the same, because of the high ranking of IDENTB-R.
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1 now turn to cases involving palatalization of /r/. In Amharic, Harari and Muher, Ir/

is never palatalized. However, in Chaha, as we have seen, it is palatalized in final position,

but always realized as a vowel representing the fusion of Ir/ rIi and base voweL In

reduplication cases, contrary to the other consonants, palatalization does not extend to the

first /r/:

(112) 2sg masc 2sg fem

a. qidir

b. zarir

qire

zan
*qiye

*zayi

'be light!'

'black the view with a curtain!'

•
The constraint against IDENTI-Q pertaining to /r/ must be ranked above IDENTB-R to

explain the fact that double palatalization does not occur. While IDENTI-o-r played a large

role in Muher morphophonology, it played Little role in Chaba until these reduplication

cases.

(113) ..------,r------,.----..,--------r-----,
ra

a. irer

~ b. ire

c. i e

Anchor

*!

IDENTI-O-r IDENTB-R IDENTr-O

•

The reduplication data highlight that Irl only undergoes palatalization to ensure satisfaction

of Anchor, but otherwise resists it.

In a purely rule-based feature-geometric analysis, this is extremely difficult to

capture. First, a decision has to be made regarding the Coronal specification of Ir/. In Rose
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(1994a) l proposed that consonants were linked at the Place node only when palatalization

takes place. If /rI is underspecified for Place~ then it follows that only one half will he

palatalized, since it is not linked:

(114)

t t
R R
~

Pl
1

Cor

r
R

r
R

•

However, this analysis only accounts for Variant 2~ which allows initial palatalization over

a medial Ir/. If Variant 1 is considered, in which medial Irl blocks initial palatalization, we

must assume that Ir/ has a Place and Coronal node in order to account for the blocking of

initial palatalization (qirf -> qirit). This in tum predicts that in reduplication, bath halves

should he palatalized since they would he linked at the Place node. But this is not the case.

Even in Variant 1, palatalization of Irl only occurs in final position. The following chart

SUffiS up the facts:

(l15) Variant 1 specified for Place predicts -->

2sm 2sf

•

Blocking qirf qirif

Double pal. qirar *qiye (actual form qire)
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• Variant 2

No blocking

Single pal.

unspecified for Place predicts -->

2sm 2sf

qirf qYirf

qirar qire

Chapter 2 - Mobile Morphology

There is no correlation between the underspecification of Irl and double palatalization.

There is no variability with respect to palatalization of media! Irl in reduplicated fonDS - it is

never palatalized in either dialect. The violable constraints of Optimality capture just this

effect, because there is nothing hinging on the specification of Irl, but only on its position.

The reduplicated forms provide an argument against a purely representational account of the

behaviour or Ir/, which makes inaccurate predictions for the variant behavior of Irl in

Chaha.

• 2.3.4.6. Multiple Exponence

•

In this section l will introduce a constraint, Morphological Expression, which will he used

to deal with cases of multiple exponence of morphological categories. There are two cases

of multiple exponence involving the 2sf which lead to outputs which avoid the peripheral

vowel [il or [el in Muher. These cases are la-final' verbs and the 2sf imperfective aspect or

present tense in Muher.

2.3.4.6.1. 'a-final' verbs

Verbs known as la-final' are a set of irregular verbs which, instead of having a rmal third

consonant, have a vowel [a]. Historically, the [a] is the residue of lowered vowels found in

the environment of guttural consonants, which are now lost in Western Gurage (with the
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exception of glottal stop in sorne dialects of Peripheral Western Gurage, such as Inor and

Gyeta)29 A cornparison with related roots in Ge'ez (Classical Ethiopic) shows the

connection with [al in all positions of the root:

(116) Ge'ez Inor Chaha

a. bal~a ban'la biina 'ate'

b. kal~a xan'la xana 'refused'

c. hakaka aldika akaka 'scratch'

d. ~aqada agada agada 'tie'

e. ka~aba xa'laba xaba 'do again'

'make double (Ge'ez)'

These verbs behave in a similar manner to the regular, triliteral verbs discussed in previous

sections. Final coronals are palatalized, although they are not in absolute stem final

position. Rightmost velars may also be palatalized. In addition, in the feminine fOnTI, the

tmal lai is raised to [a]. The examples are from Chaha, but the data are valid for Muher,

too:

(117) 2smasc 2sfem

a. qit'a qic'a 'punish!'

b. nisa ni!a 'lift, pick up!'

c. fika fikYa 'go away!'

d. wiga wigYa 'pierce!'

e. qi{3a q Yi{3a 'smear'

f. gi{3a gYi{3a 'enter!'

29Prunet (l996b) analyzes these [a] as consonantal 'guttural vowels' since they act as root consonants in
terms of verbal paradigms.
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Once again, we find a difference between Chaha and Muher. Ifpalatalization cannot occur,

due to lack of appropriate anchors, fronting of the fust vowel takes place in Chaha, but not

in Muher, as shown in (118):30

(118) Chaha

The raising of the fmal vowel is in fact not an exclusive property of 2sf forms. In Muher, it

occurs in the 2nd and 3rd plural forms of the imperfective andjussive and in the 3rd plural

•

2smasc

a. difa

b. sima

Muher

2smasc

c. tifa

d. sima

2sfem

dira

sima

2sfem

sima

'tum on its side!'

'listen!t

'slap, flatten r'

'listen!'

•

forros of the perfective (Note: /a+iJ --> [el and /a+uf--> [oD. In the examples in (119), the

raised vowel is highlighted and underlined. The fmal suffIXes in perfective and imperfective

are tense markers:

30 Leslau (1981) has [El in final position of 2sf: [simE I. reflecting the fusion of lai with I-if. My
consultants reject this pronunciation.
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PERFECITVE I1v1PERFECITVE

/-rn/ I-u, -t, -il

ls gabba-xu-m a-ga(3a-u

2sm gabba-xa-m ti-ga(3a-u

2sf "bb y ti-gYaf3i!-tga a-x-m

3sm gabba-m yi-ga{3a-u

3sf gabba-cc-m ti-ga(3a-i

1p gabba-na-m ni-ga{3a-na-u

2pm gabba-xmw_fi ti-ga13i!-mw_t

2pf gabba-xma-m ti-O"a13a-ma-te -

3pm gabbi!-mw_m
...•• w

Yl-ga13~-m -t

3pf gabbi!-ma-m yi-ga13i!-ma-t

•

Coopter 2 - Mobile Morphology

JUSSIVE

ni-g{3a

gi13a

gYilli!

ya-g{3a

ti-glla

ni-g{3a-na

gif3i!-m
W

gilli!-ma

.. •• w
ya-gll~-m

ya-g13i!-ma

•

In Chaha, the equivalent fOTIns show no correspondent of lai whatsoever. However, the

plural suffIXes in Chaha are vowel-initial, 1-0/ (masc. plural) and /-amal (fem. plural):

(120) PERFECT IMPERFECT JUSSIVE

1p gapa-na-m ni-galla-na ni-g13a-na

2pm gapa-xu-m ti-ga13-Q gi13-Q

2pf gapa-xma-m ti-ga13-ID"na gi{3-~

3pm gap-o-m yi-ga{3-Q ya-gf3-Q

3pf gap-.wna-m yi-gall-i!ma ya-gll-~

Chaha does not tolerate vowel hiatus. If the vowel-initial affIXes are added to a vowel-fmal

stem, the vowel sequence would be repaired by either coalescence or glide fonnation. The

following are regular repairs of similar vowel sequences in Chaha:
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• (121)

a+V a+o --> [0] markama+o markamo '0 beautiful one'

a+a --> [a] a13a + ana a13ana 'my father'

a+V a+o --> [0] dana+ 0 dano '0 judge'

a+a --> [a] biqWira + ana biqWidina 'my mule'

•

Only the verb stem with a shape CVCa in the 2nd and 3rd plural forms would be consistent

with the general patterns of resolving hiatus in the language. While the resolutian of either

[a] or [a] + [0] is consistently [0], if the fmal vaweI of the stem had the shape CVCa, the

resulting 3rd persan plural feminine forms shauld he *yigaêama not yigaêama. Only a

stem ending in the vowel [a] would praduce the correct output. This suggests that in

Chaha, aIso, the CVCa shape is found in the same persons as in Muher.

In the plural forms, the affixes serve ta indicate person. The follawing basic

interpretatians are given for Muher:

(122)

ti

yi-

=
=

2nd persan

3rd person

-IDW = masculine plural

-ma = feminine plural

•

In the absence of these affixes, and in the absence of palatalization or vawel fronting, the

raising of the vowel to [a] actually expresses 2sfem. In ather words, the cantrast between

2smasc and 2sfem in Muher is indicated by [a]: difa vs. difii. In Chaha, the difference is

always expressed by two properties, the raising of the vowel and palatalization or fronting

of the frrst vowel.
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We must consider why in Muher the 2sf{-il is not realized, but in Chaha it is realized

as fronting of the tIrst vowel. Avoidance of vo\vel fronting is captured by the following

constraint:

(123) NO PER-V No peripheral vowels Ci e 0 U)31

•

•

NO PER-V is based on the observation that peripheral vowels are rare in Ethio-Semitic,

and in Western Gurage usually result from the merger of glides with central vowels. While

this might seem counterintuitive to treat vowels like Iii or lei as undesirable, Flemming

(1995a) offers an interesting explanation. He argues that vowel systems have conflicting

goals: i) maximize the number of contrasts, ü) maximize the distinctiveness of contrasts,

and iii) minimize articulatory effort. He notes that central vowels are uncommon in front

back contrasts, due to the constraint on maximizing F2 distinctiveness. But, central vowels

are usual in the absence of such contrasts. In vertical vowel systems CCaucasian languages,

Marshallese and possibly Ethio-Semitic), therefore, minimizing articulatory effort appears

more important than maximizing distinctiveness, and peripheraI vowels will be avoided.

While Flemming proposes a range of comparative rnaximize/minimize constraints to

account for contrasts in vowel systems, for the purposes of this paper, the constraint NO

PER-V will suffice. The only evidence that the constraint might be positionally restricted is

that word-tmaI peripheral vowels are common. In Tigrinya, word-fmal lai is fronted and a

fmal epenthetic vowel is [il not ri]. But, in verbal paradigms, the vowels [a] and [a] are the

major indicators of aspect. The back vowels do not occur except when central vowels are

rounded adjacent to labialized consonants, and the front only in Type B verbs in certain

languages.32 NO PER-V is ranked with respect to another constraint MAXI-O:

31 This could abbreviate for a family of constraints, ie No [il, No [0], etc. On a markedness scale,
peripheral vowels are marked with respect to central vowels. and if translated into the Place feature
markedness hierarchy (Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy et al 1996), central voweIs which lack place
features (Clements 1991, Rose 1993) would rank below all others.
32 The only exception to this is Harari. which has epenthetic [il instead of the usual [il.
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Every segment of the input must correspond to a segment

in the output

In Muher, the MAXI-O constraint is ranked below No Peripheral Vowels. If this is the

correct ranking, then why are voweIs fronted at all in regular verbs in Muher? Why is it

only in a-final verbs, that voweI fronting is suppressed? Only in a-final verbs is there

another means of expressing the morphologicaI category of 2sf - by the raising of the final

vowel. So, even though the 2sf {-if SUfflX itself is not realized, the category of 2sf is

expressed. This is due to the constraint Morphological Expression:

The Muher fOnTIS with fmal raising satisfy Morphological Expression, even though they

violate MAXI-O. Importantly, Morphological Expression does not refer directly to the {-if

SUfflX, but to the category 2sf, and will be satisfied by any means of expessing the 2sf as

distinct from other forms, in this case, by the raised vowel:

•
(125) Morphological Expression A.L'l input morphological category must

be expressed in the output

(126) Muher No PerV» MAXI-O

sma-i Morphological NO PER-V MAXI-O

Ex ression

!GY a. sima

b. sima * !

•
In Chaha, MAXI-O must be ranked above No Peripheral Vowel since the SUfflX vowel /-if

is realized in the output despite violating the ban on peripheral vowels:
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(127) Chaha MAXI-O» No PerV

sma-i

a. sima

lGf> d. sima

Morphological MAXI-O

Ex ression

*'

NOPER-V

If we compare the 'a-final' verbs with a regular triliteral verb in Muher, Morphological

Expression will not be satisfied unless a vowel is fronted. This is because there is no other

means to satisfy Morphological Expression than by vowel fronting:

(128) Muher

sd{3 -i

• a. sidi{3

b. sfi{3

c. sidi{3

lG8" d. sidi{3

Morphological

Ex ression

*!

Adjacency NO PER-V MAXI-O

•

AIl the candidates considered in (126) and (127) have a fmal raised vowel [a]. To

ensure that this vowel and no other is found, a constraint is required, which l label

Allomorph33 :

33 This canstraint may be averridden when there are vawel-initial suffIxes such as the 3ms abject marker
/-if; such suffixes will cause the final vowel ta delete or ta fuse with them. However, when fused, the
vawel will be mid and not low.
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(129) Allomorph Given verb stem allomorphs {CCa and CCa}, 2sfrequires

CCii in output

While Optimality Theory assumes that all constraints are universal, there must be language

specific, usually morphologically related constraints which are not.34 While there may be an

underlying historical explanation for such an allomorph, synchronically, it is a learned

altemation, and simply must be specified in the grammar. This constraint will mIe out the

possibility of the fmal vowel being fronted to [~], or being realized as [a]. 1 illustrate this

for Chaha which has vowel fronting of the frrst vowel, even though this would violate the

constraint Anchor fl., requiring association of 2sf to the fmal templatic vowel position.

Anchor fl. needs to be ranked below Allomorph, but above No Per-V in order to account for

regular vowel-fronted forros.

• (130)

sma-i Allomorph

CCii

Morph.

Ex ression

MAXI-O Anchorf.l. NOPER-V

a. sima

b. sims *!

c. sima *!

~ d. sima

•

It is worth noting that the realization of /-if in other positions besides between the frrst two

consonants would incur violations of other undominated constraints:

34 This is an example of a language-particular constraint with no daim on universality. As 1 mentioned in
Chapter 1, the theory should allow room for language specifie constraints of trus type which are generally
due to morphological idiosyncracies.
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siffiay

No V hiatus

No glides in codas
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•

Finally, l will show why palatalization occurs in 'a-final' verbs with coronals and

velars. Coronals may he palatalized if they are the rightmost consonant in the root, even

though they are not the final root segment. The final root segment is the vowel [a].

Adjacency is not violated in candidate (132c) as no consonants (a-elemerrts) intervene

between the paIatalized consonant and the suffix. Adjacent Markedness is also not violated

in (132c), since the constraint references intervening consonants on the palatalization

hierarchy. Since only consonants are on the scale, it is only violated if consonants

intervene. The following ranking of Adjacent Markedness and Anchor Root is that found in

Chaha, but the same result obtains for Muher if these two constraints are reversed:

(132) ,.....----....-,r-----,------.------,

qta -i

a. ita

~ c. ica

Adjacency Adjacent

Markedness

*!

* !

Anchor

Root

•

In conclusion, the Muher / Chaha difference in a-rmaI verbs is related to the

relatively high-ranking of No Peripheral Vowels in Muher and the interpretation of the

Morphological Expression constraint. This constraint refers to morphosyntactic features,

and ensures that these features (in this case 2sf) are expressed somewhere in the output. In

cases of multiple exponence, sorne expressions of the morpheme may be suppressed if they
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violate other constraints. l now turn to the other case of multiple exponence in Muher

which has suppression of the SUffIX /-i/ if it were to he realized as a vowel.

2.3 .4.6.2. Present tense

Muher has verb suffIXes in the imperfective verb forro which have been labelled Main Verb

Markers (Hetzron 1968, 1977), as they do not appear in relative clauses. However, l

consider these suffIXes to he present tense markers for two reasons. First, they have

exactly the same distribution as ail tense markers (future and past) in that they do not appear

in relative clauses or in the negative. Second, their position on the verb in final position is

exactly that of the other tense markers. There is considerable allomorphy with respect to the

present tense marker. As shown in the following chart, it is [-u] (or [-w] following vowel-

final stems) in Is, 2sm, 3sm and Ip. It is [-t] in 2sf, 2pm, 2pf, 3pm and 3pf, and [-il in

3sf. If abject markers are added between the subject suffixes and the present tense marker,

its realization may also be affected (see Hetzron 1977 and Rose (1996c». In the following

conjugation, the present tense allomorphs are illustrated:

(133) Imperfective Muher conjugation for verb kft 'to open'

1s ni-kaft:-u Ip m-kaft-na-w

2sm tÏ:-kiift-u 2pm ti-kaft-mw_t

2sf tÏ:-kiifc-t 2pf ti-kaft-ma-t

3sm yi-kaft-u 3pm . kaft WYl- -m-t

3sf ti-kaft-i 3pf yi-kaft-ma-t
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It tums out that this allomorphy has a very important role ta play in the realizatian of the 2sf

I-if suffixe In a verb where we would expect vowel fronting (a root with fmallahial or Irl

and no velars), none occurs in the imperfect:

(134) 2smasc. 2sfem.

ti-nadf-u ti-nadf-it *ti-nadif-t 'you sting'

ti-sa~r-u ti-sa(3r-it *ti-sa~ir-t 'you break'

ti-sad~-u ti-sadf3-it *ti-sadi~-t 'you curse'

In the negative imperfect, the final present tense SUffIX is not present. In these forms,

vowel fronting does occur. Similarly, the imperative has no other suffIXes, and vowel

fronting takes place:

(135)

a.

b.

Negative Imperfect

Imperative

2nd sg. masc.

a-tt-sad.i(3

a-tt-saf3ir

sidi~

si~ir

2nd sg. fem

a-tt-sadi(3

a-tt-sa~ir

sidi(3

si(3ir

•

The 2nd persan singular present tense markers have different allomorphs: the 2smasculine

is [-u] and the 2sfeminine is [-t]. This allomorphic difference sufficiently conveys the

morphological category of 2nd singular feminine from 2nd singular masculine and satisfies

Morpholagical Expression. As a result, vowel fronting can he supressed as a means of

expressing the same category, just as it was in the a-fmal verbs. This is shawn in (136);

Anchor-J.l must be ranked at least below No Peripheral Vowels to explain these forms:
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• (136) Muher Imperfect

t-sad(3-i-t Morph

Ex r

NO PER-V MAXI-O Anchor J.l

a. ti-sadif3-t

!GY b. ti-sadf3-it

*t

The negative imperfective and imperative lack the present tense morpheme; the distinction

between masculine and feminine must therefore be realized another way: by the /-if suffix.

This is again due to Morphological Expression:

(137) Muher Negative Imperfective (no suffix)

a-tt-sad(3 -i Morph NO PER-V MAXI-O

Ex r•
~ a. a-tt-sadif3

b. a-tt-sadi(3 *!

Anchor J.l

(138) Muher Imperative

sd(3 -i Morph

Ex r

NO PER-V MAXI-O Anchor f.l

~ a. sidi(3

b. sidi(3 *!

•
The constraint requiring the morphosYQtactic features 2sf to be expressed in the output

allows for front vowels to be suppressed as a means of expressing 2sf in cases of multiple
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exponence of this morphological category. Chaha lacks these present tense markers and

therefore always has front vowels in these kinds of verbs. This analysis makes the

interesting prediction that if a mobile afflX is the ooly means of expressing the

morphological category, then it will be more likely ta show up within the stem and violate

another constraint than remain unparsed.

2.4. Western Gurage ImpersonaI

Two simultaneous cases of mobile morphology in Western Gurage are found in the

Impersonal verb foml. This is a special subject-Iess verb forro which can be conjugated in

perfective, imperfective and jussive forros and has the subject interpretation 'one'. In non-

perfective forros, it takes the 3rd persan prefix Iy-I or Iya-I, but it has no subject SUfflX

endings. Instead, when no other object marker occurs, the impersonal obligatorily carries

the 3rd masculine singular 'Heavy' abject I-i/, even with intransitive verbs.35 The

Impersonal has been the subject of a number of papers, beginning with Leslau's (1967)

descriptive study, and in the generative literature in McCarthy (1983), Lieber (1988),

ElmedIaoui (1992), Rose (1992, 1994b). The Impersonal is characterized by both

palatalization and labialization. Palatalization affects the [mal coronal obstruent of the root,

whereas labialization, like the 3rd masculine singular object marker in Chaha, affects the

rightmost labial or velar consonant. Sorne representative examples from Chaha and Muher

are given in (139):

35 The LightIHeavy object distinction refers to allomorphy conditioned by the subject markers. See
Polotsky (1938). Hetzron (1977).
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• (139)

Chaha Muher

mkr e.

sabbwar-i-m 'one broke'

sarrac'-i-m 'one forced through'

makkwar-i-m 'one advised'

b.

d.

f.

h.

.. w..sap ar-l-m

sanc'-i-m

a.

c.

sbr

srf

drg

rt'r

kft

1. nat'ar-i-m j.

1.

natt'ar-i-m 'one melted'

kaffàc-i-m 'one opened'

rmd .• \v••• ·m. nam aJ-l-m n. nammaj-i-m 'one loved'

•
When no hosts for either labialization or palatalization are found, vowels remain

unaffected, as seen in (139i-j). The major difference between Chaha and Muher

Irnpersonals is seen in examples (l39k-n). Chaha allows both Iabialization and

palatalization, but Muher onIy has palatalization. A further difference between the two

dialects is seen in (140). Muher labialization cannot affect the [lISt consonant of the root:

(140) Chaha Muher

br a. bWanar-i-m b. barrar-i-m 'one flew away'

The same pattern is found with the 3ms Light abject marker in Muher, which has

palatalization or labializatian and geminatian (recall from §2.1, example (1) that the 3ms

Light abject marker in Chaha is labialization plus /-nI):

•
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• (141) Imperfective Imperative

a. kft ti-kaficc-t kificc '(you) open it'

b. nks tï-nakiss-t nikiss '(you) bite it'

c. btx ti-(3atixw_t bitixw '(you) dig it up'

d. nfq ti-nafiqqW-t nifiqqW '(you) break off

e. ktf ti-katiffw-t kitiffw '(you) chop it'

f. sbr ti-sawifr-t siwirr '(you) break it'

•

•

1daim that the Impersonal (and the Muher 3ms Light object marker) is characterized by a

discontinuous suffix composed of two parts: /-u..-i/. While it might appear as if the overt

3rns Heavy /-i/ SUfflX is responsible for the palatalization, palatalization still occurs even in

fonns with a different object marker, as shown by the following Muher examples:

(142) nammad-a-m 'he loved'

narnmaj-nna-m 'one loved us'

narnmaj-kka-m 'one loved you (2sm)'

In order to account for the lack of velar palatalization in the Impersonal, a feature

cooccurrence constraint NO DORY is proposed. This requires that the Impersonal has a

specific ranking different from the 2sfwhere velars are palatalized (see Pater 1995, Itô and

Mester 1995 on alternate rankings within the same language). However, since

palatalization in 2sf forms favour velar palatalization, in those cases, it must be fairly low

ranked. It may seem unusual that a language would involve different anchors for different

morphophonological processes, but in Rose (1994b) largue that this reflects the historical

development of secondary articulation in Gurage. In Eastern and Northem Gurage, and

indeed in the rest of Ethio-Semitic, palatalized velars do not OCCUf. They are unique to
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Western Gurage, and are derived in the 2sf, Type B verbs and in verbs with a root of the

type Consonant-velar-y. If palatalized velars developed after palatalization came to

characterize the Impersonal, it is not surprising that velars are not palatalized. Most other

analyses of the Irnpersonal assume that because velars may he palatalized in the 2sf, they

must also be in the Impersonal, but are blocked by labialization which is ordered first

(McCarthy 1983, Lieber 1988). But as Hetzron (1971) points out, there are other cases of

only coronaIs being palatalized, even when lahialization does not take place. The relevant

examples come from Inor, a Peripheral Western Gurage dialect. In the 3rd masculine

perfective plural, palatalization of coronals and lahialization cooccur. In the 3rd feminine

perfective plural, only a final coronal is palatalized. Significantly, velars are not palatalized,

even though in the 2sfem in Inor, velars do undergo palatalization (data from Rose 1994b

via Berhanu Chamora):

• 3mascp 3femp

(143) a. kfd kafwaj-um kafaj-am 'they opened'

h. nks nakwas-um nakas-arn 'they bit'

c. drg danagW-um danag-am 'they hit'

d. sf3r sapW sapar-am 'they broke'um

For further arguments in favour of the distinction between different hasts for palatalization

in different verb forms, and against analyses that labialization of velars blocks palatalization

of velars, see Rose (1994b).

•
The difference between Chaha and Muher with respect to concommitant

palatalization and labialization could aIso be viewed as a response to morphological

expression, as l proposed in Rose (1996a). As we have seen with respect to No Peripheral

Vowels, Muher will suppress full expression of a morphological category if it violates
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another constraint. In the case of the Impersonal, this constraint might he one preserving

the identity of the input consonants for labiality. The Impersonal is uniquely characterized

by labialization, palatalization and the suffix /-if. However, when the SUfflX /-i/ is not

present and an alternate object marker occurs, in the perfective forros, the Impersonal can

still be recognized by its lack of an overt subject marker. In the following example, the

Impersonal form in (l44a) has no subject marker, but the regular perfective form in (l44b)

has the 3fp subject marker /-ma/:

(144)

natt'ar-kka-m lone melted you' vs.

melted-2smO-past

nattlar-ma-kka-m 'they melted you'

melted-3fpS-2smO-past

•
This distinction is difficult to maintain in the non-perfective forms, though, because the

impersonal stem is homophonous with the 3rd masculine singular. Nevertheless, the

impersonal selects Heavy object markers while the 3rd masculine singular selects Light

abject markers. In the following Chaha forms, /-kaJ and I-if aïe Heavy object markers

whereas I-xaf and IW..nI are Light:

(145)

yi-ratir-ka

yi-ratir-i

'one melts you'

'one melts (him)'

vs.

vs.

yi-ratir-xa

yi-ratir-n

'he melts you'

'he melts him'

•

While there is always sorne means of distinguishing the impersonal from the other forInS, it

is due to lack of overt markers. In the case of suppressed vowel fronting in the Muher 2sf

forms in §2.3.4.6, the lack of other subject affixes led to the interpretation of the I-tf

present tense SUfflX as representing the feminine only. Following this logic, since

Morphological Expression only refers to the morphosyntactic features being expressed, it
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cannot account for why labialization appears in impersonal fonTIS with no palatalization,

since these other methods of identifying the Impersonal form are available to the learner.

The lack of lahialization must be tied to the fact that the labialization and palatalization

together represent the Impersonal: they form one discontinuous morpheme. Petros (in

preparation) argues that there is only one segment, lui, which is responsible for rounding

and aIso causes palatalization by a feature [+high]. However~ cross-linguistically, it is rare

for back round vowels to cause palatalization (Ehat 1978), and even rarer for a single

vowel to cause two separate processes on separate segments. Lahiri & Evers (1991)

propose that [+high] may trigger palatalization, but this is only applied to Japanese, which

is actually a case of affrication not palatalization. Affrication involves frication in the

release, but there is no change in place of articulation or addition of a secondary off-glide.

In the Japanese case, Iti --> [tS) before high vowels. Until it can be shown that back round

vowels may trigger simuItaneous lahialization and paIatalization, l will adopt the

discontinuous morpheme analysis.

This difference between Muher and Chaha can he attributed to a difference between

rankings of Integrity with MAXI-0- An Anchor constraint ensures that a consonant is

palatalized unIess prevented by high-ranking Adjacency_ In Muher, it is more important that

the afflX not incur two Integrity violations than be completely parsed, whereas in Chaha,

complete parsing of both components of the Impersonal is preferred:
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• (146) lVIuher Inte· > MAX

kafat-u..i Anchor Integrity MAXI-O

a.kaffat

IGYb. kaffac

*!

•

l did not consider a candidate like [kaffwtit], which satisfies Anchor, but has only one

Integrity violation. We cannot appeal to Adjacency or Adjacent Markedness to rule it out

because [fw] is not a simplex segment, and (t] would not be a better host than Et] for

Iabialization. It seems that palatalization is preferred to Iabialization. We can capture this by

ranking the IDENT:I-O [front] constraint lower than an IDENTI-O [round].36 Both of these

constraints are ranked below Integrity and MAX, and play a role only when there is a

choice of palatalization or Iabialization:

(147) r-----,,----,--------"T------,
ktiftit-u..i Anchor IDENTI-O IDENTI-O

[round]

a.kaffât *1

IGY'b. kaffac

• 36 Anather passibility wauld be to have the Anchar canstraint specify the edge, thereby preferring
palatalization which is clasest ta the right edge.
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In Chaha, MAX is ranked above Integrity. The IDENT constraints, ranked below MAX

and Integrity, do not play a role in Chaha, since forms with only part of the Impersonal

suffix are eliminated by MAX:

(148) Chaha MAX> Inte

kafât-u..i Anchor MAXI-O Integrity

a.kaf"àt

b. kafàc

•

•

Just as with the 'a-final' verbs, Chaha prefers to faithfully parse its input morphemes, but

Muher will sacrifice full parsing if doing 50 would violate other constraints. Finally, there

must be a constraint on the initial syllable of the stem, as Iabialization may not affect the

frrst consonant in Muher. This can be captured by a constraint preserving the Identity of the

initial syllable, as we saw in section 2.3.2 for Harari:

(149) IDENTI-oal Correspondent segments in the root-initial syllable of

the Input and Output have identical values

This constraint is ranked above Anchor:
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• (150) Muher

barrar -u..i IDENTI-O

crI

Anchor Integrity MAXI-O

a.b \Varrar *!

u;syb. barrar

•

•

It is also possible that the lack of labialization in the initial position is due to sorne locality

principle, which would restrict the appearance of the labial segment too far from the right

edge. One way of thinking of this would be to align the labial feature within the final

syllable, but this wouid ooly hold of the perfective form: barrar-a. As syllabification is

different in the imperfective: yi-bm-u, restriction to the [mal syllable of the base (i.e. the

aspect vowels and root consonants without affIxes) would predict that the Ib/ could he

labialized. Thus, sorne kind of paradigm uniformity would have to be invoked, requiring

that the lack of labialization in the perfective is maintained in the imPerfective. While

intuitively more appealing, this account is difficult to impIement without invoking

otherwise unjustified output-output correspondences.

2.5 Tereno

Before discussing mobile affixes in general, 1 will briefly examine mobile morphology in

Tereno, an Arawakan language of Brazil, whose umlaut process is very similar to that seen

in Western Gurage with the 2sf morpheme (Bendor-Samuel 1960/1966). The second

persan, both a possessive and a subject marker on verbs, is expressed by what Bendor

Samuel terms 'vowel replacements'. It is also expressed by an initial glide [y-]:
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• (151) 3s 2s

Vowel-initial a. otopiko yotopiko cutdown

b. ayo yayo brother

u,e --> i c. kurikena kirikena peanut

d. yeno yino wife

a, 0 --> e e. piho pihe went

f. yono yeno walked

double 0- nene nini tonguee..

h. xerere xiriri side

insertion l. tuti tiuti head

J. paho peaho mouth

•

•

With vowel-initial words, a glide [y] appears in word-initial position (151a-b). In all other

words, the frrst vowel is 'replaced' if it is not [il. If the frrst vowel is [il, the second vowel

is replaced as seen in (ISle). As with the Gurage cases, we cau adduce that Tereno at one

time had a prefix *i-, which became incorporated within the stem, thus explaining the left

edge effect. With vowel-initial words, the li-I is realized as a glide, but with consonant

initial words, the li-/ is incorporated by fusing with the initial vowel. If palatalization were

permitted, we would expect a similar result to Gurage, or to Zoque (Wonderly 1951, Sagey

1986) where 2nd person is expressed by palatalization of the initial consonant. Fusion with

the first vowel is structure-preserving, as it is in Gurage. No new vowels are created.

Thus, the fusion of [il and [0] does not produce [6], but rather a front mid vowel [el. The

height of the vowel is maintained, but the rounding dropped, as it is for Eu]. This is an

attempt to maintain the features of the input vowel, while still allowing the prefIX to he

manifest in the output.
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As for the fusion of [el and [il, as in Iyenol --> [yino] (151d), no new intermediary

vowel can be created, so the onIy possible output would be ri]. If [el were the output, there

would he no realization of the [i-] prefIX, and no distinction between 2nd and 3rd person.

Morphological Expression forces the choice of [i]. In a similar vein, morphological

expression forces the ri] to skip over an [il in the frrst position and affect a second vowel,

as in /pihol-> [pihe] (151e)}? Interestingly, this patterns like Western Gurage, since the

only time when masculine and feminine are identical in Western Garage is when the final

segment is aIso a high front vowellglide or palatal segment. In that case, fusion occurs. In

Tereno, the surface contrast between persons is more important, and association to the frrst

vowel is sacrificed in favor of morphological expression.

The alternate light diphthong fonns in (15li-j) may be seen as an innovative attempt

to preserve the segmental makeup of the input, while still allowing the prefix to appear

within the stem. FinaIly, the replacement of both vowels in forms like (151g) nene or

(151h) xerere may be related to a reduplicative identity requirement, although it is difficult

to ascertain tbis based on two forms.

2.6. Towards a typology of 'mobile' affixes

Other accounts of Chaha 'mobile' affixes propose features [+round] or [+high, -back]

(McCarthy 1983, Lieber 1988, Akinlabi, 1994, ZoU 1994, 1996). In my analysis l have

proposed a full segment /-if. There are several reasons why a full segment /-if can he

justified. First, it captures the affinity with the other Ethio-Semitic languages which still

maintain an overt /-if. The difference between them is attributed to constraints on the

anchoring of /-if. Second, cases where a front vowel appears in the output where there is

37 Thanks to Rachel Walker for pointing out the applicability of Morphological Expression in this case.
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no vowel in the input are easily accounted for. These are cases such as an input /sr[!J/ 'spin'

--> siriê (2s0 where the masculine has only an epenthetic vowel siriê (2sm). In a theory in

which floating palatalizing features are used, projection of structure would be required to

generate the [i]. Third, locality in determining adjacency can be uncontroversially referred

to, since in the input, the segments are linearly ordered. If floating features are used,

locality becomes an ill-defined concept, as reference to segment linear arder, syllable

positions, etc. are required ta define locality (Odden 1994). One could imagine that floating

features are defmed with respect to the tier on which they reside, but this predicts that

intervening segments which lack those features will not he calculated for locality. It would

be extremely difficult to explain the restrictions on the Chaha 2sf /-il afflX without reference

to the order of stem consonants and affix.

Zoil (1994b, 1996) argues that ghost segments and floating affIXes can he unified

representationallyas Rootless subsegments. She argues that ostensible differences between

subsegments and full segments such as self-sufficiency (whether the feature can surface

independently of other segments) or no fixed position cannat be used as reliable criteria for

defining subsegments. We have already seen how the Chaha 2sf is sometimes realized as a

segment [i], independently of other segments in the stem, and Zoil cites the case of

Yawelmani (Yowlumne) glottalization, which can surface as glottalization on another

segment or as a full glottal stop. We also saw how I no fDœd position' is not true of the

particular realization of sorne suffIXes, such as the Inor 3fp subject marker in (143) which

is only realized on the final coronal obstruent. Zoll refers to this case, as well as Japanese

mimetic palatalization (Mester & Itô 1989) as examples of floating features which are Qot

free ta appear anywhere in the string. She also argues that since infIXes do not have flXed

positions with respect to stems, mobility is not a diagnostic of subsegments. This leaves

only 'exceptional parsing' as a reliable diagnostic. Latent segments and floating features

share the property that they are not always parsed, but this does not correlate with regular
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parsing of other segments in the language. For example, in Yawelmani (Yowlumne), the

Eh] of the suffix /-hinf is always parsed and epenthesis will occur ta ensure it. However,

the [hl of the suffix /-hnell will he deleted if it cannat be independently syllabified.

Therefore, there must be something which distinguishes these two segments, and Zoil

proposes that the [hl of /-hnelliacks a Root node. She discusses severa! advantages to this

analysis. First, by making a representational distinction, the immunity from parsing that

latent segments enjoy is related ta the ranking of MAX (subsegment) with respect to other

constraints on syllable structure. Other segments are regulated by a separate constraint:

MAX (segment). In Yowlumne (Yawelmani) epenthesis occurs to syllabify full segments,

which are regulated by MAX (segment) but not to syllabify latent segments which are

regulated by MAX (subsegment). Second, the limited inventory of latent segments cross

linguistically, particularly consonants, is related to the fact that they lack a Root Node,

thereby limiting the range of consonants available.

However, Iike the other ostensible differences between segments and subsegments,

the exceptional parsing diagnostic of subsegments is not consistent, either. An afflX like the

2sf /-if in Chaha always surfaces somewhere, as does the Tereno 2s morpheme. There is

no 'exceptional parsing'. If 'no flXed position' and 'self-sufficiency' are not reliable

diagnostics of subsegmental status either, how are these affIXes then regarded as

subsegments? If there is no reliable means of distinguishing between full segments and

subsegments, then it makes it difficult to make a case for a consistent representational

distinction. Instead, one must rely on other constraints to determine the appearance of these

segments, as 1 have done throughout this chapter for 2sf /-if.

The Rootless theory also predicts that floating unattached Class Dodes might appear

associated to neighbouring sounds. ZOU (1996) lists the following cross-linguistic latent

segments:
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•

The representations for these kind of latent segments are Class nodes such as C-Place or

Laryngeal. Other features are filled in by default mIes. While these kinds of consonants

may affect neighbouring consonants in various ways in the languages of the worId, such as

through voicing or other assimilations, except for [w y '1 hl, we never fmd them acting in

any mobile fashion when they are latent. They either appear or don't, depending on syllabic

requirements. However, if they are lacking an anchoring Root node and represented as just

Class nodes, we might expect them to pop up attached to sorne other segment, manifesting

themselves through a Place altemation, for example. Dnder this scenario, C-Place-[labial]

might attach to a preceding glottal stop and produce a labial stop, for example:

(153)

Hypothetical example: ca?l - (p)üt
~

[lab]

--> capliit

•

This would have to be ruled out somehow under the Rootless theory by constraints on

preserving segment structure, which are probably independently necessary.

While ZOU is right in that none of the criteria by themselves cao distinguish

subsegments from regular segments, there is one property which is constant for mobile

affixes: lack of self-sufficiency. This does not entail that the mobile affix always apPears

parasitically, but only that it does so in sorne, if not most, forros. A close examination of
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different kinds of 'mobile' affIXes reveals that they are a very restricted set: those that

impose secondary articulations on other segments, and those which display 'stability'

effects:

(154)

1 palatalization

u labialization

N nasalization

? glottalization

h aspiration

(A retracted tangue root)

•

•

By mobile, l refer to the ability to appear on different targets within the stem, and not

simply at the edges.38 Features such as [coronal] or [consonantal] are simply never found

as mobile (see Cole 1987, and Nf Chiosain & Padgett 1996 who make a similar point

conceming long-distance spreading). Palatalization is found in Ethio-Semitic as weIl as in

Tereno. Labialization is found in Western Gurage. Nasalization occurs in Tereno and

Mixtec, glottalization in Coeur d'Alene and Yawelmani, and aspiration in Sanskrit.

Retracted tangue root is found in Coeur d'Alene and other Salish languages.

Interestingly, the mobile segments l have identified (N 1 b i u) are aIso the basic

elements of particle/element based theories of representation (Schane 1984, Kaye,

Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990).39 In these theories, secondary articulation such as

lahialization is represented by an U element. No other features or combination of features

show this migratory property. BY representing the floaters as full segments, their migratory

38 We could also add to this Iist certain tongue shape features such as [lateral] or [retroflex.], which have the
ability to spread long-distance. If they have this ability, they may also display mobiIity effects if the
original trigger disappeared. However, l know of no such cases where this has occurred.
39A is another particIe or clement, but fails to act as a secondary articulation, as also noted by Humbert
1995. Rose (l996b) argues that emphasis and faucal harmony in Arabic and SaIish, respectively, are due to
the feature [RTR], and not A or Pharyngeal, transmitted to vowels from consonants. Like secondary
articulations, it may attach to a range of segments, although it has a preference for coronals and velars. This
predicts that [~] may constitute the sixth potential mobile segment. although it is not purely [RTR]
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property is related to their ability to attach to other segments, and not a proposed

representational deficiency.

Along the same lines, Humbert (1995) proposes that the following are licensed as

secondary complex segments:

(155)
nasal V 1 C

C

pal. V lab V
.vpl- l .vpl- U

h C
V

•

•

These are the minimally specified segments in her system, and she represents them, when

secondary articulations, as dependent on the root node. This explains certain facts about

such segments. Ejectives, a combination of a glottal component and a supralaryngeal

consonant, may reduce in one of two ways: they may lose the glottal constriction [t'] -> Et]

or they may lose the consonantal portion, leaving a glottal stop: [t'] --> [1]. In Irish,

voiceless coronals lenite to [h]. When they have secondary palatalization, they lenite to [hY]

(Ni Chiosain 1994). Similarly, in Muher, a [q] (velar ejective) reduces to ['1]. If lahialized,

it keeps its labialization: [qw] --> ['lw]. Nasalization may form a secondary articulation on

consonants and vowels as superimposed nasality. This often results from incorporation of

a nasal segment. In French, final nasal consonants are incorporated into the preceding

vowel: /b':Jn/ --> [b5]. In Bantu, a nasal segment prefix is incorporated as a prenasalized

stop (Herbert 1986).

In light of this discussion, it seems appropriate to draw a distinction between

mobile segments and latent segments not in terms of underlying featural representation, but

by recognizing that only the sounds in (152) are capable of migration within a stem and

parasitic behaviour. Latent segments, on the other hand, are segments which tend to occur
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fixed at the edges of morphemes and which appear only if syllable structure permits.40

These include the stem edge consonants of French and the SUffIX-initial consonants of

Yowlumne. If a representational distinction is justified between the two types, the abnarmal

syllabification of latent segments can be attributed to their status as morpheme-edge

unsyllabified segments and they will be represented as lacking a timing unit. An alternative

account is to appeal to cophonologies (Orgun 1996b), in which alternate constraint

rankings are associated with different affixes. Latent segments would differ fram normal

segments in that the affIXes to which they belong have constraint rankings associated with

them with DEP ranked over MAX, or deletion preferred ta epenthesis, thereby allowing

affix-edge segments to he deleted instead of preserved via epenthesis.

2.7. Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter describes in detail the main mobile affIXes of South Ethio

Semitic languages. l have paid considerable attention to the dialect differences and have

argued for analyses which make use of the same constraints with minimal constraint

ranking differences. In addition, l have introduced the important idea of maintaining

morphalogical contrasts between forms, at the expense of allowing undesirable segments to

appear in the output.

40 The one exception to this is the Yowlumne affix /-?hiV in which the glottal stop is preserved and the [hl
is the 'latent' segment (ZoU 1996). Other factors, such as markedness. or status as a better onse4 could
expIain the preference for the preservation of one glottal segment over another.
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Chapter 3

Reduplication

3 . 1 Introduction

In this ehapter, l examine reduplication within Ethio-Semitie. l will distinguish two types

of reduplieation: phonologieal and morphologieal. Phonologieal reduplication oceurs in

order to fulfill templatie constraints and has no assoeiated semantic connotation.

Morphologieal reduplieation, on the other hand, is of the more familiar breed: reduplieation

of base segments in order to convey a specifie meaning such as iterative or frequentative.

These types are illustrated in (1) from Tigrinya. The biliteral roots of (la) exemplify

phonologieal reduplication. The triliterals of (la) and the total eopy cases of (lb) also have

• reduplieation to satisfy a ternplate, but reduplieation is lexieal/morphological - there is no

eorresponding non-reduplieated verb. The frequentative of (le) is the more familar kind of

reduplieation sinee there is an assoeiated meaning between the plain forrn sabar 'break' and

the reduplieated fonn sababar 'break in pieces': 1

(1) Tigrinya

a. Final Doubling biliteral:

triliteral:

b. Totalcopy

c. Frequentative

Root
zl
nd
brg
d.nz
mr
rs
grf
sbr

Perfective stem
zillaI
nadad
bargag
danzaz
rnarmar
rasras
gararaf
sababar

'jump'
'burn'
'boIt (in fright)'
'be numb'
'examine'
'spray'
'whip again'
'break in pieces'

• 1 These are the perfective stems minus affixes. In Tigrinya, the gerundive fonn is more commonly used to
express past action. l give the perfective here since the other Ethio-Semitic languages use perfective, and l
will have recourse to compare them to Tigrinya.
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Reduplication in Semitic poses problems not encountered in other languages, since in

Semitic, ooly the root is copied, and the aspectual vowels intercalated between the root

segments are determined by lexical and morphological considerations. Specifie types of

vowel melodies are required for reduplication which produces quadriconsonanta! output

stems. This is related to 'tlXed segmentism' found in other kinds of reduplication with the

exception that the position and quality of the vowels is determined for the whole output

stem and not simply the reduplicated portion. In section 3.2, l will examine 'phonological'

reduplication, or satisfaction of a template requirement via reduplication as in (la). Section

3.3 examines the status of 'long-distance' geminates. Severa! arguments will be invoked to

argue that long-distance geminates are simply a special form of copied segments. Any

inalterability effects reflect a language-specifie identity requirement between base and

reduplicant. Section 3.4 examines the interaction between reduplication and the segmental

phonology of voicing and palatalization/labialization. Finally, section 3.5 concentrates on

the morphologieal forms of reduplication in Ethio-Semitic and argues for a constraint

penalizing double reduplication, which aIso relies on the rejection of long-distance

geminates.

3 .2 BiliteraI roots

In McCarthy's early work on Semitic (1979, 1981), he attributes stems of the pattern

ClC2C2 in Arabic to underlying bilitera! roots. Semitic roots tend not to have two adjacent

consonants at the same place of articulation (Greenberg 1950, McCarthy 1994,

Pierrehumbert 1992, see Padgett 1992 on corona! subclasses), a generalization explained

by the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). Therefore a foot ClC2C2 must he a biliteral

foot which associates to a given template, such as the CVCVC template of the perfective

aspect. The second consonant spfeads to fill the ["mal C position of the template as follows;

• aspectual vowels and the foot consonants lie on separate tiers:
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•

•

The observation that ooly verbs of the form ClCzC2 and not ClClC2 occur in Arabic (and

indeed in Semitic in general) was attributed to the directionalleft-to-right association of the

root to the template, an extension of association conventions introduced in research on tone

(Leben 1973, Goldsmith 1976, Clements & Ford 1977). Subsequent reanalyses of this

proposal argued for rules of edge-in association and leftward spreading of the final

consonant (Yip 1988) or alignment constraints pertaining to root segments in or
(Pulleyblank 1994, Sharvit 1994, Gafos 1995). AIl of these analyses must stipulate

directionality, either by association, spreading or alignment, and this seems to be a

necessary requirement of any analysis.

Doubts have been raised as to the validity or universality of the OCP (Odden 1988)

as applied to Semitie roots. Goldenberg (1994) observes that ClC 1C2 roots do oecur in

Hebrew (ddy, mmn, rnm5). They aIso occur in Ethio-Semitic, but most forms can be traced

historically to quadriradicals ClC2C1C2 where the second consonant is dropped (Buckley

1989, Rose 1992, Petros in preparation). Thus, there is an overwhelming tendency for

ClC2C2 roots to occur in comparison to ClClCz, consistent with McCarthy's analysis of

biliterals. Synchronically, there is evidenee that the identical consonants in Cl C2C2 roots

behave like reduplicated consonants in certain languages, like Western Gurage. As l

showed in chapter 2 in §2.3.4.5, the 2nd person feminine singular biliteral roots undergo

double palatalization in Western Gurage, ex. niz.az (2ms) vs. rnzaz (2fs) 'dream!',

reflecting a requirement that the two consonants must be identical.
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An historical explanation underlies the particular form ofbiliteral roots as ClC2CZ.

Arabic triliteral roots originated from verb extensions or nominalizing suffIXes attached to

biliteral stems, conveying such notions as durative, reflexive, fmitive, etc, as documented

by Emet (1989) (on the biliteral hypothesis see also Cohen 1969, Elmedlaoui 1995 and

references therein). There are many doublet suffixes with parallel functions, which Ehret

attributes to the circumvention ofconsonant co-occurrence constraints, the familiar Semitic

root cooccurrence constraints preventing homorganic consonants in the same root. For

instance, because no root has more than one coronal obstruen~ the fortative Su:ffIX *s could

not be attached to a stem with a coronal obstruent. Hence, the alternate fortative SUfIlX *m

would be used instead. As a result, a biliteral reduplicative stem ClCZCZ could not result

from addition of a suffix identical to the final consonant, because this, too, would violate

the cooccurence constraints (see Paradis & Prunet 1993 for additional discussion). Simple

stems involved reduplication of the fmal consonant, which Ehret claims 'must he

understood as the necessary outcome of the overall morphology of the verbal system,

which requires a triliteral base on which to operate' (p 111). This historical excursus

provides insight iuto why the final consonant is the one which is reduplicated: the C3

position is the position which was added to the basic stem.

3.2.1 Filling templates

In tbis section l address the question of how to capture the expansion of biliteral

roots to forrn triconsonantal output stems. l will introduce a model which imposes

faithfulness constraints on the linear relations between fioras and segments. l will also

assume that biliterals utilize reduplicative copying and not long-distance spreading to

achieve augmentation. A long-distance geminate (LDG), the result of long-distance

• spreading as in (Z), differs from a true geminate in that a vowel position intervenes between
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the two halves. In fact~ this is the only characteristic which separates an LDG from a true

geminate? In section 3.4, 1 will argue that this structural representation is unnecessary.

Long-distance gemination shouId instead he represented as copying, of the same kind

found in regular reduplication. The only difference with true reduplication is that for

biliteral roots, there is no reduplicative morpheme which triggers the copying. Copying

occurs instead to satisfy a templatic requirement, just as LDGs did. In the following

sections 1 will address how this requirement shouId he formulated.

The proposaI that templates are composed of strings of C and V positions was

introduced in McCarthy (1979, 1981). Under a templatic approach to stem fonnation, the

perfective stem would be a specific string, i.e. CVCVC, and the aspectual vowels and root

consonants match up to these positions. Subsequent researchers replaced these 'skeletal'

positions with timing slots unspecified for [vocalic] or [syllabic] features (Lowenstamm &

Kaye 1986, Hayward 1988); values for [syllabic] would he read off the independently

required syllable tree.

McCarthy & Prince (1986, 1990a~b) have argued against this approach on several

grounds, the most important of which is that the distribution of C and V positions is

arbitrary, whereas a doser examination of attested patterns reveals that the templates can he

charaeterized in terms of the 'authentic units of prosody', such as moras and feet. This

theory is known as Prosodie Morphology. Since moras, syllables and feet are

independently motivated, the prosodic morphology analysis is more parsimonious. Despite

this advance, Prosodie Morphology is not without its own stipulations in dealing with

Sernitic templates. One immediate problem is how to account for why 50 many Semitic

stems, either verbal or nominal, end in a consonant. The proposed solution is to invoke a

2 Hayes (1989) argues that geminates are underlyingly moraic. Unfortunately, this cannot be a sufficient
criterion to distinguish them from long-distance geminates. In Semitie verbs, gemination is a property of
the template or conjugation pattern; therefore geminates will be derived.
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constraint requiring that the stem end in a consonant, with the assumption that the final

consonant is extraprosodic, i.e does not bear a mora. This is the analysis given in

McCarthy & Prince (1990a: 14), requiring that the stem end in a final extrametrical syllabIe,

which can only be filled with a single consonant; in OT terms, this notion is translated into

the requirement that the stem end in a consonant (or not end in a vowel) fonnulated as

FINAL-C in McCarthy (1993a)3:

(3) Final Incompleteness

o -> (cr) / __ ] Stem

(McCarthy & Prince 1990b)

•

•

FINAL-C (McCarthy 1993a)

* V ] PrWd A prosodic word cannot end in a vowel

Whatever form. this requirement takes, it stipulates the restriction in the same way that the

CV theory stipulates that templates end in a C. There is another instance where a single

consonant is explicitly referred to in the Prosodic Morphology theory. The theory of

Prosodie Circumscription (McCarthy & Prince 1990a,b) isolates for or from the domain of

mIe application prosodic units such as moras, syllabIes, feet or minimal words, hence the

name Prosodie Circumscription. In McCarthy (1993b), however, Form VIII of the Arabic

verb (ftaîa1), which has an inflX /-t-I, is derived by eircumscribing a single initial

consonant. Similarly, fmal extraprosodicity is achieved by factoring out a single word-final

consonant by negative circumscription (McCarthy & Prince 1990b). Therefore, although

Prosodie Morphology generally refers to 'the authentie units of prosody', in sorne cases,

single segments must have a recognized status within the theory. Furthermore, the problem

of the final consonant requirement reveals that only a subpart of the whole template can be

defmed in terms of prosodic unïts.

3 This constraint is originally proposed for Eastern Massachusetts English.
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However templates are defmed, either as moras with FINAL-C, skeletaI positions,

or even as alignrnent constraints on foot structure, the fact remains that a biliteral root will

expand to meet the requirements of the template. This involves no REDuplicative

morpheme in the input, but is simply a strategy, like epenthesis, to meet size constraints.

McCarthy (1993b) identified two important properties of A..rabic stems: theyare minimally

bimoraic, with fmaI non-moraic consonants, and all verbs stems in Arabic are built on the

basic Form 1bimoraic shape by addition of moras and affixes. This is aIso true for Ethio-

Semitic languages, where the basic verb stem is bimoraic, unless it is formed from a weak

root (see §3.2.3 for further discussion of weak roots). The bimoraic shape can be achieved

via syllabification of a triconsonantal root and two input aspectual vowels. Syllabification

would result in severa! conceivable outputs in keeping with the syllable structure of the

language. As an illustration, the triliteral root Isbr/, and the la..aI perfective voweIs could

produce three well-syllabified forros: (sabdi], (sabar], [asbar]. While (asbar] violates

ONSET, the other two forms both have violations of NO CODA. Assuming that word-

internai codas are moraic and fmal consonants are non-moraic as in Arabic, the only forro

which respects bimoraicity is the attested form sabar. 4

Even when there are no input vowels in the basic stem, bimoraicity still plays a role

in determining outputs. In the Type A jussive/imperative in Chaha, the syllabic shape of the

output is detennined entirely by the nature of the consonants and the epenthetic vowels

which appear between them:

4 The actual fonn also does not face problems with vowel hiatus when vowel-initial inflectional suffixes
areadded.
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• (4) CiCC shape CCiC shape

a. ya-sirt let him cauterize d. ya-kmir let him pile up

b. ya-dirnd let himjoin e. ya-nqis let himlimp

c. ya-kift let himopen f. ya-q~ir let him plant

This led McCarthy (1993b) to argue that the Chaha jussive was 'a-templatic' since there

was no constant shape. However, if this were true, there wouId be no reason for

reduplication to occur with biliteral roots:

(5)

We wouid expect a jussive form like ya-sid to be formed from a biliteral root ..Jsd if there

were no bimoraicity requirement. The actual output in (5a) is bimoraic. The coda [s] bears a

mora, as does the epenthetic vowel. The forros in (4) are also bimoraic. The epenthetic

vowel bears one mora, the IliSt or second consonant the other and the fmal consonant is

non-fiora bearing. Note that if we did not assume that the final consonant were non

moraic, these two shapes, CVCC and CVCVC, would have different numbers of moras,

since the final C in the CC cluster is an appendix (see chapter 4). Therefore, the constant

requirement for the verb stem is bimoraicity and a final consonant. Quadriliteral forms also

have a constant fiora count - three moras. In the northern languages, they take the shape

CVCCVC (maskar), whereas in the southem languages, they have the shape

CVCV(C)CVC (misakar) with or without gemination of the penultimate consonant, which

is determined by conjugation cIass and aspect.

•

•

a.

b.

ya-sdid

ya-gmim

drive cattle

chip the rirn
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•

•

Based on the generalizations about number of moras and shape of the verb stems, 1

propose that the input root is not just composed of a sequence of segments, but that each

root segment except the fmal one carries a mora in the input CR= root segment)5. Sînce the

fmal root segment is demonstrably non-moraie in Arabie stems, and will only bear a fiora

if word-internal, or will attaeh to a fiora provided by a suffix, 1 eharaeterize it here as

laeking a mora. This follows a proposal in Sprouse (1997), that inputs should only bear

moras if they are consistently moraie in all forros.

(6)

AlI output forms must respect the associations between segments and moras and will he

judged on how weil they correspond to them. The extra mora and segment in brackets are

added for quadriliterals. 1 adopt the moraie representation of Hyman (1985) and Zee (1988)

that onsets share moras with following vowels. The position of the aspectual vowels (Le.

as oecupying J.ll or J.l2) is lexieally detenIÙned and will not eoncern us here. This proposal

adheres to the principle of Lexieon Optimization. where the optimal grammar is the most

transparent (prince & Smolensky 1993, Inkelas 1995). Since it is an established

generalization that every Semitic root has at least two consonants and every verb stem at

least two moras. charaeterizing the input in this way captures this faet direetly (see Sprouse

1997 on enriehed inputs). This is global optimization of the lexicon, in that, across

paradigms, the bimoraie shape is constant, regardless of whether there are epenthetie or

s Petros (1993) suggested a very similar anaIysis: that every root consonant is followed by a vowel
position, which is filled in depending on principles of government phonology. His proposai, as weIl as that
given in (6), is equivalent to the basic template of Semitic verb stems (McCarthy & Prince 199üb). The
departure from more traditional representations of the template is that the root and moras are inseparable and
together encode the bimoraic template.
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lexical vowels: i.e. kafàt, kart, kift. By specifying the moras in the input, input-output

faithfulness is maximîzed. This proposaI directly accounts for left-to-right association of

segments to templates, which was proposed in other frameworks. Furthermore, the

template is not treated as a separate morpheme, for which there is little evidence in Ethio

Semitic.

Biliteral roots look just like triliterals in the input except that they lack a final

consonant. Reduplication occurs with the biliteral roots to give the verb stem a final

consonant and to maintain the bimoraic input:

The final consonant requirement could be expressed in a number of different ways. It could

he expressed as a requirement that the shape of the stem match across paradigms (matching

triliteral outputs) or aIternatively as a method of resolving hiatus when vowel-initial

suffixes are added, which is extended to all forms in keeping with paradigm uniformity.

For example, /sada-o-rn/ results in [sadadom]. Since all perfective, imperfective andjussive

forms have sorne vowel-initial suffixes, this requirement will be enforced throughout

paradigms. These proposais indirectly capture the final consonant requirement by providing

a motivation for such a constraint. While l have been criticizing the FINAL-C constraint

•
(7)

J.l
/1

s a

I-l
/1

d a d

I-l I-l
/1/1

yi- sad i d

•

(McCarthy 1993a) as stipulatory, since it provides no deep explanation for the preference

for consonant-final forms, l will use it here for simplicity, but keep in mind that its effect

may be derived. Any other means of satisfying bath bimoraicity and the fmal consonant

constraint are ruled out by high-ranking LINEARITY, which regulates the sequencing of

the moras and root segments.
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The input is consistent with the precedence structure of the output

(McCarthy & Prince 1995)

•

•

Linearity essentially preserves the order of input elements in the output. Although normally

applied to segments, 1 apply it here to the association of the moras and segments of the

input. Linearity assesses violations if both input elements are present in the output, but in

the reverse order or if the elements occur simultaneously as fused. This is illustrated in the

following tableau for the imperfective stem saclid. The fust candidate (9a) violates MAX-f..1,

which preserves the input moras and therefore preserves bimoraicity. Candidate (9b)

violates FIN"AL-C. Linearity is violated in candidates (9c) and (ge) because the second root

consonant [dl is not associated to the second mora as it is in the input, but it foIlows it

(reduplicants are underlined) and therefore violates Linearity. This can be assessed by

transitivity: if the preceding segments are associated to J.l2, and the [dl follows them but is

not associated to it, then it follows that the [dl is ordered after J.l2.The winning candidate

(9d) violates none of these constraints. Sïnce [dl is the second consonant of the root, it

must appear in the position that all second consonants appear in - associated with the

second mora.
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• (9)

JlI fl2 LINEARITY FINAL-C MAX-fl
1 1

s d

III *!
/1

a. sa d
f..ll Jl2

/1 /1
b. sa di

fll 112 *!
/1 /1

c. sa Qid
III Jl2

/1 /1
IG.Y d. sa di Q

III Jl2 *r
Il /1

e. sa lii d

•
Candidates C9c) and (9d) are identical on the surface. That is, it cannot be detennined which

is the base and which is the reduplicant from the output. l assume that the second

consonant is the reduplicant in keeping with historical evidence - this is the position which

was attached to biconsonantal stems. The selection of one or the other as base is

inconsequential for segmental processes (see section 3.4) and only appears to make a

difference for the assessment of Linearity above. There is another candidate which must be

considered: sadi[, with reduplication of the first consonant. This candidate is ruled out by

an Anchor constraint requiring the reduplicant to correspond to the rightmost base segment,

(10) Anchor-Rn_R A segment at the right edge of the base corresponds to

a segment at the right edge of the reduplicant

•
The unattested candidate *sadïs violates this constraint. Even though there is no RED

morpheme in the input, a base-reduplicant relationship can still result from copying. One of

the consonants serves as the base, or the direct output correspondent of the input, and the
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other as the reduplican~ a copy of the base consonant. An altemate assumption, that both

output consonants correspond to a single input as in (Orgun 1996a), presents problems for

the analysis of double reduplications in §3.5 which penalizes reduplication of a base which

itself contains reduplication. If the fust base reduplication is analyzed as two output

consonants corresponding to a single input consonant instead, then there is no obvious way

to capture this restriction. l therefore assume the same kind of base-reduplicant analysis for

phonological reduplication as for overt morphological reduplication.

3.2.1.2 South Ethio-Semitic weak roots

Weak roots are those which contain a glide, or in South Ethio-Semitic, a vowel lai. Glides

are realized in the output as vowels or more commonly as secondary articulations on

• neighbouring consonants. On the surface, these forms fail short of the required bimoraic

minimum, and yet do not make use of reduplication to compensate. For example, consider

the following Type A imperfective forms in Chaha which have the shape CYCiC as in

(lIa) or CVCC as in (lIb). The example in (Ile) is formed from a weak root Vfdy and is

only monomoraic. The glide palatalizes the media! alveolar stop, and yet there is no

reduplication to compensate for this, sa *yi-fàjij is an impossible forro.

•

(11) a.

b.

c .

yi-sal3ir

yi-kaft

yi-fàj
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Prunet (1996a) accounts for this by stating that the [y] can be linked to positions but remain

unpronounced in the output. A form such as vi-fàj would have the following representation

(the second vowel position is uninterpreted):6

(12) f d Y
1 L.···-··'-···'-'
CV C V C

1
a

Spreading of the second consonant to fill the final C position cannot occur because it is

occupied by the glide. The final glide is present but silent. However, the actual phonetic

output has only two consonants, and one must rely on this rather abstract representation to

capture the fact that no extra reduplication occurs to fill in the final C position. Another

analysis presented in Broselow (1984) for Arnharic daims that there is no automatic

• spreading to fùl the template. This is to account for weak roots such as those above, which

she assumes are underlyingly biliteral and not triliteral weak roots. In the infinitive (and

gerundive), there is a final [t] which appears with weak roots: ma-qrat 'remain' from ...Jqry

and ma-smat 'hear' from ..Jsma, but ma-sbar 'break' or ma-ksas 'accuse'. Broselow

analyzes this as an epenthetic consonant assuming the final C position of the remplate.

However, since it only ever occurs in these verb forms in the final position, it is more

likely a latent consonant, the remnant of a lùstorical infmitive suffix which was deleted

following consonants, but remains following voweIs (see Rose in preparation).

My analysis proposing linear sequencing between moras and root segments in the

input extends ta weak roots without appealing to the abstract representation in (12). AIl of

the forms in (13) are weak triliteral roots from Chaha, containing either a glide Iwl or Iy/, or

•
a vowel lai. Their underlying roots are given:

6 Prunet does oot provide a representation for this particular verb fonn, but for parallel fonns.
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• (13) Root

a. yi-g{3a g{3a 'he enters'

b. yi-sma sma 'he listens'

c. yi-xe xry 'he digs a hale'

d. . pilleY pxy 'he cries'Yi-

e. yi-fa:j fdy 'he gets cid of the tapeworrn'

f. yi-sef sfy 'he sews'

g. y-a-fed fyd 'he is useful'

y-a-fid 'let him be useful'

h. yi-fàq faq 'he scrapes'

ya-faq 'let him scrapet

•

•

That these are weak roots is evident from their conjugation pattern in other forms which l

illustrate below (see Rose 1992, Petros 1993, Prunet & Petros 1996, Prunet 1996a,b,

Chamora 1997 for additional arguments). A verb root which has three consonants has the

shape CaCaC in the perfective and is followed directly by subject suffixes, like the 1pl

marker I-naf or the 3pl marker 1-0/. This is shown in (l4a) for the root -vsbr 'break' (media!

obstruents are devoiced in the perfective in certain forms - see §3.3.4). In contrast, those

roots which have a ward-final root segment lal all end with this vowel in the 1pl perfective,

but the vowel is not present before the 3pl marker (l4b-c). These are the a-fmal verbs

discussed in cbapter 2. Prunet (l996b) provides extensive arguments that lai (or A) is a

root segment. He proposes that lai is underlyingly an abstract pharyngeal glide (denoted A)

which is realized as a vowel [a] on the surface.
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(14) Ipl perfective 3pl perfective

a. sapar-na-m sapar-o-m broke

b. gapa-na-m gap-a-m entered

c. sama-na-m Sam-a-In listened

When the final segment is a glide, verb stems all end in the vowel [a] befare I-nal, the

second vowel of the perfective CaCaC stern, and the glide is absorbed elsewhere in the

root, either by palatalization or fronting of a preceding vowel (In! is not palatalized in Chaha

- see 15b). Before the 3pl sufflX, the medial consonant is not palatalized and a [w] glide

intervenes between the vowel and the marker 1-0/ (15b-e).

(15) IpI perfective 3pl perfective

a. sapar-na-m sapar-o-rn broke

• b. xana-na-m xanaw-o-m dug a hole

c. bmeYa-na-m bakaw-o-m ccied

d. fàca-na-m fàüiw-o-m got cid of a tapeworm

e. sefa-na-m sefaw-o-m sewed

Finally, when the glide or lai is medial (l6b-c), there are no altemations in the perfective,

and the suffixes directly abutt the final root consonant. Crucially, no other consonant

replaces the weak one. The regular root "'./sbr is provided in (16a) for camparison:

(16) Ipl perfective 3pl perfective

a. sapar-nam sapar-om broke

b. a-fed-nam a-fed-om was useful

c . faq-nam faq-orn scraped

•
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One common aspect of both the Prosodie Morphology approaeh to Semitic

templates and the earlier CV or skeletal representation is the notion of template satisfaction.

Templates must be filled maximally by melodic segments; spreading of segments occurs in

order ta fill the templates. Under these seriai derivational approaches, unless specified

otherwise, template satisfaction must hold over an interrnediate stage in the derivation and

not the fmal output ta account for weak roots. Otherwise, there is nothing to prevent filling

in a mora or a timing slot at a later level in a serial derivational-style framework, as shawn

in (17) - CV slots are used for expository convemence, but the same argument holds for

moras:

•
(17) f d Y

1 1....·~·········I
CV é V C

1
a

->

f J
1 1

C V C v C --> *
1
a

f J j
1 ! 1
CVCVC

1

a

•

We need to explain why *fajj or samam are not possible stem forms, with reduplication of

the fmal consonant to fIll in the position vacated by the glide or vaweI. l will show how

this follows from the Linearity constraint.

l will frrst show how a glide final root can be handled using the constraint

LINEARITY. l assume a high-ranking MAXsegment constraint ta avoid deleting root

segments and a constraint against glides to capture the displacement of the root glide. The

other constraints are those seen previously with the reduplicated biliteral in (9) .
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• (18)
Jll 1l-2 No Glides FINAL-C LINEARITY MAX-Il-
1 1

f d

J.ll J.l2 *t
/1 Il

a. fa di
Jll l-l2 *t
/1 Il

b. fa di
113.1' Jll

/1
c. fa ....

Jll l-l2 * d>y
/1 Il *t J.l2 >Y

d. fa Yi ...

The first candidate fails on FINAL-C and the second on No Glides~ motivating the ranking

ofFINAL-C over LINEARITY. In candidates (I8c) and (l8d) the input Id! and lyl fuse in

the output to form [j]~ violating Linearity. However, the input segment Iy/~ as part of the

• 0], is associated to the second input ~ in candidate (18d), but in the input it is note The

input sequence Jl2 > Y3 is violated in the output. In candidate (18c)~ there is no second fiora

in the output, so Linearity is only violated because of the fusion of [d] and [y]. The

candidate which deletes a fiora in the output is the winning candidate, because it fares

better on Linearity and the other constraints. This shows that Linearity and FINAL-C are

ranked over MAX-I.t.

If the fmal root segment is the vowel lai, reduplication also does not occur. This is

illustrated with the imperfective stem sama. The lai must appear as a vowel and bear a

fiora. Linearity does not play a role in deciding winning candidates in this form~ so l have

left it out. Instead, we appeal to the previously motivated Anchor-RB_R constraint, ranked

above FINAL-C. Copying the rightmost root consonant woald violate Anchor-R, as in

(19b) and (19d), but copying the final root segment~ which is the vowet would produce a

•
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hiatus problem (samaa) which is never allowed in Chaha. The winning candidate is (19a)

without a final consonant.

(19)
~l J.l2
1 1

s m a

NO
HIATUS

Anchor-R FINAL-C MAX-~

~l J.l2
Il /1

G'" a. sa ma
J.lL ~2

Il Il
b. sa mam

J.ll ~2 J.L3
Il Il 1

c. sa ma ft

*'

•
Finally, the glide or a-media! verbs require another constraint, Contiguity, which

has been proposed for epenthesis (Kenstowicz 1994) and reduplication (McCarthy &

Prince 1995). Contiguity prevents epenthesis within certain strings, such as morphemes,

forcing epenthesis to occur at morpheme junctures. For reduplication, it requires that

material copied from a base forms a contiguous string, preventing skipping of certain

segments.

(20) O-Contiguity The portion of the output standing in correspondence with

the input forms a contiguous string

(McCarthy & Prince 1995)

•

The following tableau illustrates the jussive form of the verb faq, which has no aspectual

vowels. The lai root segment must appear as a vowel, so it will take over one of the input

fioras. Ali output forms will therefore incur a violation of Linearity for the linking of [a]

\vith the fIfSt mora. It is, of course, possible to have the [a] remain linked with the second

mora, but this would cause a violation for Cf] and the second mora, so there is nothing
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gained. Candidate (21b) has reduplication, which allows preservation of the input moras,

satisfying MAX-J.!, but it violates Linearity again for the input sequence 112 > q which is

not maintained in the output, where the second mora is taken over by the epenthetic vowel.

This problem does not arise in (21c), but the intervening reduplicant and epenthetic vowel

cause Contiguity violations in that the root segments are separated by other segments not

present in the input.7 Finally (21d) also causes a Linearity violation, as weIl as a violation

of FINAL-C, which is not indicated in the tableau. The winning candidate is the

monomoraic forro, which violates lower-ranked !v!AX-J.!:

(21)
J.!II12 LINEARITY CONTIGUITY MAX-Il
1 1

f a

J.!l * J.!l > a
/1

~ a. fa
III Ilz * Ill> a

/1 /1 *! 112 > q
b. fa qi !l

J..ll J.!2 * J..ll > a
/1 /1

c. fa 1

J.!l J..l2 * J.!l > a
/1 /1 *! J.!2>Q

d. fa i

If the output form were simply required to have two moras, but did not specify the

relationship of the moras with the input segments, then the behaviour of the weak foot

verbs and the biliterals could not be captured. This is essentially the insight of the

derivational analysis - the root consonants map to templatic positions interspersed with

moras and aspectual vowels, if present. But, under the present analysis, there is no

1 This candidate could aIso be considered to violate Anchor-R, if the base is expressed as the string directly
preceding the reduplicant. However, with an infix of this type, it is not clear if the base is the [fa] portion
or the [q] portion of the raot.
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intennediate derivational stage at which the template is satisfied. By making this simple

assumption about the structure of input roots and moras, the weak roots and the biliteral

roots are uniforrnedly explained. Furthermore, there is no need for separate specifications

on directionality of association and spreading of the root. This is accounted for by the input

and general constraints on Linearity~ Contiguity and deletion.

Other OT attempts ta capture the biliteral sadad pattern through alignment falter on

other grounds. Gafos (1995) captures the rightward spreading of Semitic with a constraint

aligning an affu with the right edge of the prosodic output ALIGN (AfflX, R~ PrWd, R)

along with the FINAL-C constraint. However, there is no affix in the construction of these

verb stems which rnight he responsible for reduplication. The reduplication is purely

phonological and occurs ta satisfy a size constraint. His analysis is similar ta the one 1 have

presented, in that 1 must also make use of a right-edge constraint, Anchor-R, but only in

assessing which segment the reduplication copies, not in driving the reduplication. There is

also no obvious way that the alignment analysis in Gafos (1995) can capture the behaviour

of weak roots.

Another proposai which relies on Alignment is Pulleyblank's (1994) analysis,

which aligns the root ta the left, but his constraint appeals ta each individual root node, and

must rely on Long Distance Gerninates ta get the right results:

(22) Align Left (root Dode, L; binyan L):

The left edge of a root node is aligned with the left edge of the binyan
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He shows that no matter the input, either with a biliteral root or a triliteral ..Jsrnm or ..Jssm,

the output will always be samam given the ranking of the üCP over Align Left. l give an

illustration for an input ..Jssm:

b. s s m
/"'- 1
CVCVC

(23)

ssm
a. s s m

1 1 1
CVCVC

OCP

* * *!

The doubly-linked Iml in (23d) is only one C-slot away from the left edge, whereas the

singly-linked Iml in (23b) and (23c) is two C-slots away. While this analysis is successful,

•

c. s S ID

~ 1
CVCVC

!tir

d. s S ID

1 ~
CVCVC

*

* *

•

it crucially relies on a representation with long-distance geminates, which must he at an

intermediate level since Tier Conflation would have to then apply to align the consonant and

vowel tiers.8 l will aIso show in §3.3 that there is no motivation for long distance

geminates as a possible representation. Without this assumption, the analysis presented in

Pulleyblank (1994) cannot he maintained.

8 Pulleyblank makes no daims regarding the vowels, but with no discussion of how they interact with the
consonants, l assume that Tier Conflation must apply.
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3.2.2 Epenthesis and reduplication

In most reduplication cases~ a canonical reduplicative afflX is given in the inpu~ and

the drive to fil! the morphological reduplicative requirement and the templatic shape of the

affix results in reduplication (although see McCarthy & Prince~ 1994b on ways to derive

the templatic shape). For example, in the llokano reduplicative plural, there is a heavy

syllable reduplicative prefix specified in the input (McCarthy & Prince 1994a~ Hayes &

Abad 1989):

(24) Ilokano

kaldin 'goat' kal-kaldiu goats

pusa 'caf pus-pusa cats

ré?ot 'Htter' ro:-r6?ot litter (pl.)

• With reduplicated biliterals in Semitic, on the other hand, there is no morphological or

semantic connotation behind the reduplication~ only the drive to fill the size requirement.

This leads us to ask whether the roles of reduplication and epenthesis are distinct or

whether they overlap. In other words:

(25) a) does epenthesis occur to satisfy size requirements, Le. templates?

b) does reduplication occur to aid syllabification?

If it is possible to show that epenthesis and reduplication play very different roles in

phonology, we could make predictions about the domains and functions of each.

The frrst question can be answered in the affIrmative. A simple example can he

• found in Sierra Miwok, in which epenthesis and not reduplication fills out a given template
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• if there are an insufficient number of consonants.9 The selection of a specifie template is

determined by suffixes (Smith 1985, Broselow 1995). The glottal stop is inserted to

complete the template:

(26)

a.

b.

c.

Root

polaat

peeki

tiil

cvcvc
polat

ki?pe -

tilal

cvcvvc
polaat

kii7pe -

tilaal

Epenthesis also occurs to satisfy the minimal word size, which is anotber form of

template satisfaction (McCarthy & Prince 1986, Piggott 1992). For example, in Mohawk

(Piggott 1995), a prothetic vowel [il is inserted to achieve a minimal word size. In sorne

cases, epenthesis may actually supercede reduplication if there are restrictions on the kinds

• of segments reduplication may copy. This is the position taken in McCarthy et al (1996) to

handle cases of fixed segmentism in reduplicative morphemes. In order to explain the

consistent appearance of glottal stop in a Tübatulabal reduplicative prefiX, markedness

constraints on place specification rank higher than Base-Reduplicant constraints. This

explains why a word such as [do:yan] has a reduplicated form as [?o:do:yan] and not

[do:do:yan]; the second form has a consonant [dl which has a more marked place

specification than [7].

While epenthesis may occur to satisfy templatic requirernents, reduplication occurs

rarely to satisfy syllabification constraints. 10 1 have found two cases where reduplication

apparently occurs for syllabification purposes: vowel echo in languages like Klarnath and

•
9 This kind of epenthesis is aIso reported for Amharic (Broselow 1984). but it occurs in a limited set of
fonns and is suggestive of a 'latent' consonant analysis derived from a fonner suffix. See Rose (in
preparation).
10 RosenthaIl (1995) argues that reduplication occurs in the Hausa plural as a response to size requirements
on the stem. which has the effect of providing onsets; however regular [y] epenthesis occurs eIsewhere to
provide onsets.
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Somali, and the case of Temiar discussed in Gafos (1995). l fust discuss vowel echo.

While vowel epenthesis often involves the unmarked vowel Ca, i, i, a), in many cases it

entails insertion of a vowel identical to a neighbouring one. One such case is Klamath

(Odden 1991) shown below in (27). Other cases are Kera (Ebert 1979) and Somali

(Kenstowicz 1994).

(27) snil-batgal Igets someone up from bed'

•

•

sn~-ge1iga Imakes tired'

snQ-bo·stgi 'causes something to turn black'

sni-ji·q'jiq'a 'makes someone ticklish'

These cases are generaIly analyzed as spreading of the features of the adjacent vowel. This

implies that the two vowels would have linked structure despite the intervening consonant,

and is the standard analysis of vowel harmony. However, vowel harmony typically

involves only one or two feature and applies across a string of vowels. Vowel echo is

limited to a single vowel and copies aIl the features. Analyzing it as reduplicative copying

accounts for why it differs from regular vowel harmony.ll

3.2.3 Temiar

The other case of reduplicaùon to satisfy syllabic constraints cornes from Temiar,

an Austroasiatic language of Malaysia, as analyzed by Gafos (1995). He argues that

reduplication takes place in order to satisfy a constraint that syllables must have onsets, i.e.

as a form of epenthesis. However, as this only occurs in a particular morphological

11 Thanks to Heather Goad for this suggestion.
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construction~ it is questionable whether the reduplication is not instead a response to a

reduplicative morpheme.

In (28), basic biconsonantal and triconsonantal stems are given. The simulfactive

form is derived from the perfective by inflXation of fa-f before the final syllable of the base.

With biconsonantal stems, reduplication of the initial consonant of the base fùls in the onset

of this prefix (28b). With triconsonantal stems, there is no reduplication. The continuative

is formed by infIXing a copy of the coda of the base before the final syllable, and again, the

initial consonant of the biconsonantal base is copied to fill the onset (28c):

Biconsonantal Triconsonantal

(28) a. Perfective cvc c. c v C

k:J:JW 'to caU' s.l:J g 'to lie down'

• b. Simulfactive ca.cvc ca.cvc

ka.k:J:Jw sa.bg

c. Continuative cc.cvc cc.cvc

kw.k:J:Jw sg.bg

The Temiar reduplication indeed resembles the Semitic biliteral pattern, in that when

a third consonant is lacking, reduplication occurs. What is different is that reduplication in

Temiar occurs in a specific morphological context, and one could conceive of the problem

in a different way: reduplication is required as part of the simulfactive morpheme (along

with fal), but is prevented if there is no position to accomodate it, such as in the

triconsonantal stems.

A parallel is found in frequentative verbs with internai reduplication in North Ethio-

• Semitic to be discussed in §3.5.1, which have the connotation 'intensive', 'diminutive' or
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'repetitive'. Tigrinya frequentatives are formed with the vowel lai before the penultimate

syllable and internai reduplication whereby the second consonant of a triliteral root is

copied: sabar-a 'break' vs. sababar-a 'break in pieces'. A quadriliteraI root has the

characteristic lai vowel of the frequentative, but no reduplication: maskar-a (regular) vs.

masakar-a (frequentative) versus the dispreferred masakakar-a or the unattested *makakar-

~ with one of the root consonants unparsed. Not parsing one of the root consonants would

incur a violation of MAX. Reduplication of the consonant would make the template larger

than the regular frequentative with three moras; therefore, the form with no reduplication is

preferred, despite the fact that frequentatives usually have reduplication. Restrictions on the

size of the template in Temiar also prevent reduplication. Gafos proposes a bisyllabic

upper-limit to the stem in Temiar; this limit would prevent reduplication from appearing

when there are three consonants in the base, sa sab g and not *sagab g (other constraints

discussed in Gafos (1995) prevent *sagbg). Therefore, Temiar appears to be a regular case

• of morphological reduplication rather than phonological.

In conclusion, while epenthesis and reduplication do not have entirely distinct

functions, there is little compelling evidence that reduplication occurs to satisfy syllabic

requirements in the same manner as epenthesis. 12

3.3 No Long Distance Geminates

•

In this section, l will reexamine the evidence for long-distance geminates and conclude that

there is no evidence to support them. This is a welcome result because of the problematic

derivational mechanism of Tier Conflation, which splits apart long-distance geminates. Not

l2 Note that this does not discredit gemination to satisfy templatic requirements. as found in Ponapean.
where vowel-initial raots have a reduplicative prefix with a final geminate consonant: IRED-ir/-> [irrir]
(McCarthy & Prince 1986). This is simply one method of filling the bimoraic prefixal template;
gemination does not constitute a reduplicative relationship.
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only are there empirical problems with Tier Conflation~ but it is not consistent with the or

insistence on a one-step derivation.

3.3.1 Tier Conflation and LDGs

In his earlier work on Semitic~ McCarthy (l979~ 1981) proposed that vowels and

consonants~ representing different morphemes~ were arrayed on separate tiers. This

Morphemic Tier Hypothesis was extended so that inflectional affIXes~ inclucling infixes~

were on separate tiers from the rest of the stem. Based on a proposai by Younes (1983)~

McCarthy (1986a) argues for a process of Tier Conflation whereby the elements of two

tiers (vocalic and consonantal) are folded into a single linear tier as shown in (29):

•
(29) a. s b

1 /"'...
C v C v C

1 1
1 e

-->

s b e b
1 1 1 1 1

C v C v C

Crucially~ if a long-distance geminate is involved~ it is split into two separate consonantal

representations by Tier Conflation. It is unclear whether an intervening vowel is necessary

to split apart the geminate or whether separation occurs automatically as a result of Tier

Conflation. If it were strictly the latter, we would expect true geminates to also be split

apart, but they are not. For example, in Tiberian Hebrew spirantization~ long-distance

geminates undergo post-vocalic spirantization whereas true geminates resist it, even though

McCarthy (1986a) argues that it is a post-Tier Conflation rule:

(30)

•
Isibbe:bl

Isaababuul

-->

-->

[sibbe:(3] 'he surrounded'

(saa(3a(3uu] 'they surrounded'
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If long-distance geminates undergo the rule and true geminates do not, true geminates must

be linked. Therefore, l will assume the former interpretation of Tier Conflation: vowels are

needed to split apart long-distance geminates (LDOs).

The status of these LDOs or long-distance linkings in general is somewhat

controversial. Hayes (1986) notes that inalterability effects hold for locallinkings, but that

long-distance linkings may fail to respect properties that hold of local linkings, such as

integrity and ambiguity. Schein & Steriade (1986) note that inalterability is not respected in

long-distance linking of vowel features in Yokuts Lowering and Javanese Lowering.

Inkelas and Cho (1993) argue that since geminate inalterability is defined by structural

properties by Schein & Steriade and by Hayes (1986), any asymmetry in local and long

distance linking undermines the power of the Linking Constraint and the Uniform

Applicability Condition (DAC). The Linking Constraint (Hayes 1986) states that

Association lines in structural descriptions are interpreted as exhaustive and the DAC

(Schein & Steriade 1986) states that a mIe applying to sorne node or segment which has a

condition on the structural description of the mIe must refer to both units to which the oode

or segment is linked. In other words, if a rule affects codas, it cannot apply to a geminate,

since the coda ooly references one-half of a geminate. More recently, Gafos (1995) argues

against long-distance spreading of the type usually assumed in Semitic on theory-internal

grounds. He argues against voweUconsonant planar segregation in general as an overly

powerful tool which predicts unattested assimilations between consonants which are

adjacent on the same tier. Notwithstanding, a systematic examination of relevant examples

is necessary to convincingly put LDGs to rest. l will begin with a discussion of

Antigemination and then look at one of the most forceful arguments for LDGs, which

cornes from Chaha reduplication.
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Antigemination describes the effect whereby a phonological rule, syncope, will he resisted

if the resulting structure violates the OCP, creating a sequence of identical segments

(McCarthy 1986a). Crucially, one must assume that these segments would not he

automatically fused to create a geminate. Cases where Antigemination is ignored and

syncope applies anyway are attributed to either a) phonetic implementation mIes or b) Tier

separation of voweis and consonants allowing for long distance geminates.

l will illustrate two cases of syncope in Arabie; one applies within an LDG, and the

other does not (from McCarthy 1986a). The difference between the two types will be due

to ordering with Tier Conflation. In Classical Arabic there is a process referred to as

'Identical Consonant Metathesis', which metathesizes or syncopates a vowel in an open

• syllable between two identical consonants in the verb stem:

(31)

a.

b.

e.

Syncope

samIDll-tu

nmarg,r-tu

Metathesis

yasmymna

l poisoned

l reddened

they (f.) poison

c.

d.

f.

samm-a

nmarr-a

yasummu

'he poisoned'

'he reddened'

'he poisons'

However, the inflX lU, a separate morpheme, blocks the metathesis mIe from applying:

•
(32) k-t-atab 'he copied'
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The explanation lies in the representation of the identical consonants. Those forros in (31)

are represented as long-distance geminates. Deleting the vowel leaves an acceptable

geminate structure 13:

(33)
s m s m
1 ~ 1 /""-c v C v C --> C v C C

1 1 1
a a a

Sïnce the rule only applies between identical consonants, and only between

heteromorphemic consonants, McCarthy writes the mIe so as ta include the long-distance

geminate in the representation. With the infix, deleting the voweI would create a sequence

of identical consonants, violating the OCP14:

• (34)
k t t b
1 1 1 J

CCv CvC
1 1

a a

-->

*k t
1 J

CC

t b
1 1
CvC

1
a

•

As seen above in (33), the long-distance geminate respects the OCP and no violation of

AntigellÙnation occurs when syncope applies. Antigemination will only be violated if the

consonants are separate and adjacent as in (34) which occurs when they are separate

morphemes or as the result of Tier Conflation splitting the segments apart. The syncope

example shown here is therefore a case of syncope applying before Tier Conflation, and

LDGs play the raIe of a licit, geminate structure.

13 It is unclear whether the vowel position or just the vowel is deleted. Either way, the point is the same.
14If the two [t] were on separate morphological tiers. then at this point in the derivation, no OCP
violations would occur. They would occur once Tier Conflation applied. however, since the two [t] would
then be adjacent.
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If any cases of antigemination invoiving Semitic roots exist (and not separate

morphemes as above), the syncope rule must apply following Tier Conflation, when the

segments act as separate entities. This is the case of Iraqi Arabie, where a regular syncope

ruIe is blocked if the two flanking consonants are identical:

(35)

a.

b.

xaabar

haajaj

'he telephoned'

'he argued'

c. xaabr-at

d. naajij-at

'she telephoned'

'she argued l

•

•

This kind of syncope mIe must apply following Tier Conflation, otherwise the resulting

structure shouid be a licit geminate.

Sïnce mIes may apply before or after Tier Conflation, there is no consistent

antigemination effect. Odden (1988) strongly attacks the universality of Antigernination and

cites several counterexarnpIes, showing how deletion of a vowel may occur only between

identical consonants in sorne languages. For exampIe, in Moroccan Arabie, binyan m
doubled verbs may undergo syncope: safef --> saff I to line Up'. While this appears to he a

flagrant violation of the OCP, McCarthy (1986a) attributes examples of this kind to

'phonetic irnplementation mIes', a proposaI which is difficult to refute unless it can he

shown that the syncope ruIe is not phonetic. In his phonetic explanation, however,

McCarthy does not explain why syncope applies only when the flanking consonants are

identical.

Odden (1988) cites a cIear-cut example from Hindi where a regular syncope ruIe

deletes a voweI 'blindly', i.e. with no regard for the fact that the consonants on either side

are identical. This ruIe deletes a schwa ooly in the last syllable of the stem when a suffix is

attached, but not elsewhere: Idaanaw+i/ --> [daanwiJ 'demon', /kaanan+i/ --> [kaanni]
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'garden' but Iw~asii/-> [waaraaqasü] 'Benares" and Odden argues that this lexical

restriction shows that this is not a phonetic rule. The ooly way to explain this

counterexample would be to invoke otherwise unwarranted separation of vowels and

consonants on separate tiers. Odden also argues that various mIes need to refer to identicai

consonants, so we might expect syncope mIes to aIso refer to them, either by requiring that

syncope applies only between identical consonants or everywhere but between identical

consonants. For example, there are cases of epenthesis which only apply if the flanking

consonants are identical or near-identical. In Lenakel (Lynch 1978), It-r-rai/ becomes

[tiriray] 'he will write', but It-r-IElatJl becomes [tirlElitJ] 'he will retum', with no epenthesis

between Ir/ and Ill.

Tier Conflation relies on a difference between lexical and postlexical phonology and

is equated with Bracket Erasure in McCarthy (1986a). But Bat-El (1988) shows that Tier

Conflation does not eliminate morphological distinctions as there are mIes applying after

Tier Cont1ation in Modem Hebrew which must still reference morphemic distinctions. In

addition, there are mIes applying pre- and post Tier Conflation which are both arguably

part of the lexical phonology. One example is the palatalization triggered by the 2sf in

Arnharic and Western Gurage. As we saw in chapter 2, in Chaha, both [mal identical

consonants are palatalized, whereas in Amharic, ooly the [mal one in a sequence of

identical consonants is palatalized. McCarthy (1986a) argues that Chaha palatalization

applies before Tier Conflation and Amharic palatalization after, the former labelled a

morphological operation and the latter a phonological operation. But, both kinds of

palatalization are triggered in specific morphological el1vironments by certain specific

suffixes. 1 show in Rose (1994a) how Tier Conflation presents ordering paradoxes in

Chaha because of the single palatalization of Ir/ and vowels, suggesting palatalization must

occur after Tier Conflation. Solutions to the difference between Chaha and Arnharic were

presented in chapter 2. In conclusion, the evidence for antigemination as a forceful
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argument for tier separation and Tier Conflation is absent. Without the separation of vowels

and consonants onto distinct tiers, long-distance geminates are unjustified.

The problematic example of Classical Arabic metathesis cited above suggests that

there is a distinction between consonants with a reduplicative relationship and identical

consonants which are unrelated morphologically, since sYncope only applies to what

McCarthy represents as an LDG. This distinction may be necessary, but a closer

exarnination of the facts shows that McCarthy's intepretation of the syncope rule would not

apply to the infixes or suffIXes cited because they do not present the appropriate conditions

for syncope regardless of the nature of the consonants. In the following forms, a

comparison with different roots shows that syncope does not apply in the forms he cites no

matter what the nature of the consonants is:

• (36)

Form8 ktatab he copied jtamal hernet

Form5 y-atatabbaî-u he pursues y-atakallam-u he speaks

Form l magat-ataa they (f.du.) detested katab-ataa 'they (f.du.) wrote'

*katabtaa

Syncope is triggered only by vowel-initial inflectional suffIXes and only if the consonants

are identical. Therefore, as Odden concludes, rnany of these rules must reference identical

consonants without them necessarily being long-distance geminates. l conclude that

Antigemination is not an argument for Long Distance Gerrùnates.

•
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•

•

AIthough LDGs were argued to be the correct representation for identical Semitic

root consonants, the LDG analysis of identical meloclic vowels in the verb stem has

received comparatively little discussion. In McCarthy (1979), automatic spreading of

vowels is assumed, for example, the two instances of [a] in katab are represented with a

single linked lai. [5 Ifwe take seriously this representation of identical vowels at the pre-Tier

Conflation stage, then certain predictions are made as ta their behaviour. Any process

affecting vowels at a pre-Tier Conflation stage should affect bath copies. As shawn in

Chapter 2, there are processes of palatalization which affect both copies of a reduplicated

root consonant in Chaha in the 2nd singular feminine form, ego sidid (2sm) vs. sijij (2sf)

'drive cattIe'. The vowels, on the other hand, are not subject to this kind of double

fronting. This is not clearly demonstrated in most non-perfective forms since there is

usually only one lai vowel, or in the jussive, two epenthetic vowels. In the imperfect

passive, however, there are two lai vowels. Given the LDG assumption that two identical

vowels in a vowel stem are doubly-linked and result from spreading, we would expect bath

to be fronted. In the following example, a root -..frdf is given in the passive with a /t-I prefIX

in (37a). The imperfect passive has the form: t-CaCaC, but only one of the lai vowels is

fronted in the ferrùnine form. On the other hand, both consonants are affected in the

feminine with the biliteral root './rz or './gd in (37b,c):

(37) 2smasc. 2sfem.

a. ti-t-radaf ti-t-radef 'you are being stung'

b. ti-t-razaz ti-t-faZiz 'you tell someone's last will'

c . ti-t-gadad ti-t-gajaj 'you reveal a secret'

IS The explicit arguments for spreading are not strong with respect to vocalism in Arabic. lai appears to he
the only vowel capable of spreading.
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The fact that only one vowel is fronted suggests that there is no linking between these two

vowels, even though they are identical in the masculine form. l have no evidence to suggest

that there is a reduplicative relationship between them, thougb. 16

3.3.4 Tier Conflation and the Devoieing Efreet in Chaha

3.3.4.1 Voicing dissimilation and gemination

One of the strongest arguments for a linked structure in the representation of LDGs cornes

from the Devoicing Effect in Chaha, as argued in McCarthy (1986b). Chaha, and indeed

many Gurage dialects, are unusual within the Semitic family as the underlying root

consonants are altered on the surface in a large number of verb forms, leading ta

• considerable opacity (see Prunet 1996a). We have already seen how this is so with the

weak verb roots. One of the features of Chaha which adds ta this opacity is devoicing of

the penultimate root consonant, a phenomenon l will tenn the Devoicing Effect. The

Devoicing Effect is the requirement that the penultimate root consonant be devoiced in

certain aspectual forros. This effect is lexical, depending on the classification of the root.

As discussed in chapter l, Chaha triliteral roots are divided into four classes: Type A, Type

B, Type C and Type D (Petros 1993), which correspond to different patterns of

conjugation. AlI Types have the Devoicing Effect in the perfective form of the verb, and in

Types B, C and D, it extends at least into the imperfective forros. In quadriliterals it is

found in the perfective and imperfective, and in the perfective and imperfective of all

•
16 Biliteral roots of the form "'Ca where the second segment is a vowel (or in Prunet (l996b) an underlying
abstract pharyngeal segment realized as a vowel) show vowel fronting applying ta only one of the vowels
when reduplicated. but there is only one verb which illustrates this: im-baba -> imbeba. This is
problematic for a theory that assumes the vowels are reduplicated. However, the constraints formulated to
account for a-final verbs in chapter 2 (including the constraint in 2.3.4.6.1 requiring the final vowel to be
[aD will conspire to produce this particular output. regardless of the lack of identity between the two
voweIs.
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passive-reflexives. See Petros (in preparation) for a full discussion of the relevant contexts.

The regular Type A paradigm is exemplified in (38):17

(38) Perfective Imperfective lussive

A CiiCiïC CiiCC CCC (trans.)!

CCiiC (intrans.)

a. kaHit-a-m yi-ldift: ya-kift 'open'

b. qapar-a-m yi-qaIJir ya-q13ar 'not be full'

c. batar-a-m yi-13adir ya-f3dar 'be fIrsf

The Devoicing Effect is clearly seen in examples (38b) and (38c), where the perfective

form bas a penultimate voiceless consonant [pl/Et] respectively, and the imperfective and

jussive forms have a voiced consonant [f3]/[d].18

Where Chaha has voiceless consonants alternating with voiced ones, related Gurage

dialects such as Muher or Ezha show an alternation between geminates and simple

consonants. Thus the 'devoicing' of the penultimate consonant in Chaha corresponds to

gemination of voiced consonants in Muher and Ezha. This is shown by comparing Chaha

with its closest relative, Ezha, which differs mainly by this property:

17 The distinction between En] and [r] is neutralized everywhere except pre-consonantally. For example, En]
occurs word-initially and Er] intervocalically (except when En] represents a fonner geminate) and stem
finally. Roughly, in pre-consonantal position, Er] is nonnally found. but when it corresponds to the initial
root consonant, it is [n]. Petros (1996) shows that the distribution of En] and Er] is related to a number of
other factors, including the morphology of the stem.
18 13/b alternate. [b] occurs in word-initial position and following a nasal stop, and when geminate in
geminating languages like Ezha; [13] occurs elsewhere. 1will he assuming [13] represents the phoneme. See
Petros (in preparation).
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Leslau (1948) states that historical voiced geminate obstruents became voiceless and aIl

geminates were simplified in Chaha. Indeed, the Peripheral Western Garage dialect

Endegen shows the intermediate stage, and has voiceless geminates: "'./bdr --> bettar-a 'be

first'. En] represents a fonner geminate Irrl or InnJ in Chaha. Where there are

devoicinglvoicing altemations, there is a corresponding [k]/[x] altemation in sorne verbs:

ex. naka13fun 1yiraxi(3 1 yanxa(3. This is due to the fact that IxxI is realized as [kk] in

geminating languages, and this was sirnplified to [k] in Chaha. 19 The correspondences for

root consonants are summarized below. l will assume that devoicing of sonorants is

prohibited:

•

•

(39)

Chaha

Ezha

Chaha

Ezha

Chaha

Ezha

Chaha

Ezha

Perfective

clli,l!ar-a-m

dabbar-a-m

batax-a-m

battiix.-a-m

batar-a-m

baddar-a-m

sanaf-a-m

sannaf-a-m

Imperfective

yi-dapir

yi-dapir

yi-patix

yi-patix

yi-f3adir

yi-(3adir

yi-sm

yi-sm

Jussive

ya-d(3ir

ya-d13ir

ya-13tix

ya-ptix

ya-13dar

ya-13dar

ya-siraf

ya-siraf

'add'

'uproot'

'be first'

'be afraid'

• 19 But see Petros (in preparation) who argues that [k] and [x] form a single phoneme in Chaha.
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• (40) bb --> p
dd,tt t
gg,kk,xx k
ggY, kkY kY

Wkkw kWgg ,
zz, ss S
tt ' t '
qq q
mm m
ff f

Wlùle Chaba does have palato-alveolar consonants (z, S, c, j, Cf), their distribution in the

verb stems inclicates that they are always the result of palatalization of an alveolar, usually

from a weak root, which contains a glide or vowel (i.e. "fdy --> faca-m and not

*fataya-m). Therefore, they are subsumed under the corresponding alveolars in the list in

(40). The labialized velars and labials, and palatalized velars may also result from weak

roots, but also pattern as inherent root consonants, so l have included them in the table in

• (40) (but see Prunet & Petros 1996 for arguments that ail complex consonants are derived

in Chaha).

The Devoicing Effect, aIthough a result of historical change, is still a stable pattern

in any verb conjugation. Petros (in preparation), in fact argues that devoicing applies to

underlying geminates which are then neutralized absolutely to simple consonants.

Alternatively, the Chaha learner must simply ascertain that the penultimate consonant, and

not necessarily a gerninate, is devoiced in the appropriate forms. In the next section, l will

examine how the Devoicing Effect interacts with biliteral verbs and why it is significant for

the representation of LDGs.

•
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•

•

McCarthy (1986b) and Leslau (1948) observe that verbs of the fonn C1C2C2 or

ClC2C3C3 (triliterals with quadriliteral conjugations) in Chaha systematically did not

undergo the Devoicing Effect:

(41) a. bazaz-am *basaz-am 'be in low spirits'

b. biragag-am *birakag-am 'boIt'

c. fagag-am *fakag-am 'die without being slaughtered'

d. gadad-am *gamd-am 'make a hole, tear'

McCarthy relates this to the linked structure of these long-distance geminates and

appeals to Geminate Inalterability. The devoicing effect targetted the geminate penultimate

consonant and interpreted association tines exhaustively, i.e. on!y two links cause the mIe

to apply:

(42) CC
\/
[-son] --> [-voice]

The mIe is blocked from applying to singletons and to triply-linked structures, such as in

(43), which would be the representation of LDGs. This is the representation of the

historical fonn with gemination *bazzaz before simplification of the geminate. Note that the

medial gemination was a requirement of perfective templates and was independent of

whether there was an extra link with the fmal consonant.
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(43)
b z
1 .If""---
CvCCvC

1 1
a a

This explains why geminates with an extra association line did not undergo the devoicing

effect.

The inalterability account in McCarthy (1986b) actually raises sorne immediate

problems. Devoicing does apply in cases involving an LDG Ib/:

xidipa{3-arn 'caver'

McCarthy (l986b) observes that the only occurrences of [p] in Chaha are as a result of the•
(44) qapaf3-am 'shave'

•

Devoicing Effect. Thus, it is not an underlying segment, and lb!, baving no contrasting

voiceless counterpart, lacks a voicing specification. He proposes a seriai account in which

the Devoicing Effect applied cyclicaIly, before and after Tier Conflation, wruch aligns the

consonantal and vocalic tiers and would no longer link the fmal two segments. The

Devoicing Effect applies to [b] after Tier Conflation, but not to the other consonants. The

other voiced obstruents (Le. fagag) bave a [+vo.!.ce] specification, and as sucb are subject to

the Strict Cycle Condition which prohibits a feature-changing rule from applying in a non-

derived environment (this presumes that Tier Conflation does not create a derived

environment). Devoicing a lb!, however, would not he a feature-changing process because

it Iacks a [+voice] specification. This is illustrated in (45):
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blocked (Linking con.) blocked• (45)

Devoicing

Tier Conflation

Devoicing

Simplification

xabbab

xappab

xapab

faggag

blocked (SCC)

fagag

Coopter 3 - Reduplication

dabbar

dappar

•

•

It turns out that the Devoicing Effect has nothing whatsoever to do with LDGs,

linking, feature-changing or the Strict Cycle Condition. The analysis presented above

completely misses the reai reason why the Devoicing Effect fails to apply; the real reason is

unearthed by systematically examining all the 'exceptions' to devoicing, which turn out to

share a key property. The Devoicing Effect is not an exceptionless process, but is

dependent on the sonorant nature of the fmal consonant. The significant insight that the

fmal consonant deterrnines the Devoicing Effect is due to Petros (in preparation) who

provides extensive development of this point and a more complete list of verbs. In (46) l

provide a partiallist of triliteral and quadriliteral verbs which undergo the Devoicing Effect,

organized according the final consonant of the root.20 In each case, the final consonant is a

sonorant: Ir, ml Of a 1~/.21 Exceptions to this generalization are given in (46b) (the verb

sagYam has a foot './sgy), whereby the verbs all have voiced penultimate consonants even

though the final foot consonant is a sonorant (aIl verbs are given in 3ms with the suffIxes /-

al and/-ml):

20 Sorne verbs with devoiced It! also have alternate forms with Id/: adariim 'spend the night'. xadariim
'thatch', a-fàdaram 'falsely blame. finish up'. Conversely, in other Gurage dialects such as Inor or Endegen,
It! devoices in biliteral roots, but other voiced consonants such as Izi or IgI do not: gatadam 'rnake a hole'
(Inor). The reasons behind this are unclear.
21 For example. as Prunet (1996b) notes. [Il] patterns with the sonorants in the related dialect Inor with
respect to two properties: 1) a glottal stop appears following sonorants but not following obstruents in a
special cIass of a-final verbs: ni(l1a 'grow!' vs. nifa 'fan a fire!', and 2), like other continuant sonorants, does
not block nasal harmony. In Chaha it patterns with the sonorants in conditioning epenthesis sites (petros
1996). See also chapter 4.
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• (46) (a) Devoicing Effect applies

CCr cern

d~r dapar-am add dygm jakam-llin strike

r~r napar-am be,live gydm g;atam-am sell on credit

qpr qapar-am plant'

s~r sapar-am break CCA

dypr japar-am finish s~A sapa-m be more than expected

qypr qYapar-am help, aid tbA tapa-m be fmn, solid

mygr makYar-am light fIfe wgA waka-m pierce, crush

tgr takar-am cultivate new field gbA gapa-m enter

dygwr jakwar-am wither

mgr makar-am pus CCp

pdr batar-am be fIfSt sd13 satap-am curse

• gdr gatar-am put to bed gydp gYatap-am place horizontally

(b) Exceptions

myzr mezar-am 'count'

rz13 naza13-am 'be flexible'

gy13r gYa13ar-am 'pay taxes'

sgr sagar-am 'amble'

sygr sagar-am 'replace'

sgy sagYa-m 'bring a witness'

Ak13r aka13ar-am 'celebrate'

•
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In contrast to the verbs in (46), the fmal consonant in the verbs in (47) is an obstruent,

either voiced or voiceless. Exceptions are listed in (4Th). They have undergone the

Devoicing Effect, even though the final consonant is an obstruent:

(47) (a) Devoicing Effect fails to apply

rdf nadaf-am 'sting' Adg adag-am 'throw down'

rgf nagaf-am 'fal! (leaf) Agd agtid-am 'bind, tie'

gdf gadaf-am 'break the fast' rgd nagad-am 'trade'

rgs nagas-am 'reign' sgd sagad-am 'worship, bow'

t'13s t'a{3as-am 'roasf t' {3 l' t'a{3at'-am 'seize, hold'

gy13s gYa{3as-am 'be sick from food' t'13q t'a13aq-am 'be tight'

dgs dagas-am 'give a feast' q{3t' qa{3at'-am 'miss'

• gr13 t ' gira{3at'-am 'invert, reverse'

grdf giradaf-am 'grind coarsely'

mrgd miriigad-am 'act mad'

(b) Exceptions:

myzx mesax-am 'chew'

sy{3t sapat-am 'prefer'

sr{3t sirapat-am 'spend time away'

•
Charnora (1996) states that verbs which fail to devoice when the final consonant is

sonorant in Inor are borrowings from Amharic, and McCarthy (1986b) makes the same

point for Chaha. However, Amharic and Chaha are closely related languages and share

many of the same verb roots. If a verb occurs in Chaha which violates a rule, it does not
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necessarily mean that it was borrowed if it also occurs in Amharic. The systematic pattern

that a final sonorant induces devoicing, but a final obstruent (regardIess of its voicing

quality) does not, cannot be denied. The small number of exceptions to this general pattern

(as opposed to the large number of exceptions if the conditioning final consonant were not

considered) might be explained as lexical exceptions. As further support for the importance

of the final consonant, consider the following 'total copy' reduplicative verbs. AIl of these

verbs are formed by doubling a biliteral root. In the following examples, the Devoicing

Effect has applied, and just as in the regular verbs, the fmal consonant of the verb stem

(minus the inflectional markers -a-m) is sonorant.

(48) (a)

{3r am-biriipar-am 'stretch like cotton'

dr diriitar-fun 'step on, pile up'

• gm gimaIdim-am 'break the edge'

gr an-girakar-am 'buzz (like bees), disperse'

gr an-girakar-am 'balk'

w gwiriikwar-am 'burrow, make a hole'g r

gp an-gipaka(3-am 'rumble (thunder), make rumble'

dp di(3atap-am 'patch over'

(b) 'Exceptions:

•

{3r

zr

'search'

'change money'
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Total copy verbs which do not undergo the Devoicing Effect, and were formally treated as

exceptions (McCarthy 1986b) form an even longer list, and apart from the highlighted

forros, the fmal consonant (or the second in the root) is an obstruent:

(49) gz gizagaz-am 'saw off, stagger'

gs gisagas-am 'travel fast'

gWd an-awidaawid-am 'enoncer, éroder'b b

W w.._ w..
'spread grass in layers'g z g izag az-am

dg digadag-am 'squeeze in, press down to make room for'

df clifàdaf-am 'press slightly'

~t' bifa13af-am 'dissolve powder'

{3s bisa13as-am 'be putrid, rotten'

{3q biqa13aq-am 'be overage or overripe'

• ~s a-13sa13as-am 'grope'

zf zifazaf-am 'soak'

Thus, it is clear that the Devoicing Effect was not a context-free process in Chaha. It only

applied to penultimate consonants followed by a sonorant.

As for the biliteral roots and the triliterals with fmal doubling, reduplication would

produce an exact copy of a fmal consonant: ""fg --> fàgagam. A biliteral root with a copied

consonant must conform to the Devoicing Effect if appplicabie. Any voiced obstruents /z,

•

d, g/ will not be devoiced when followed by voiced obstruents, even copies of themselves,

since the Devoicing Effect is only triggered by sonorants. With biliteral roots with a

reduplicated /{3/, such as qapa13am from the root ""ql3, we have a different situation. The

penultimate labial is followed by a sonorant [13] wruch triggers devoicing just like it did

with a verb like sata(3fun from a root ""sd{3. It should be noted that at the time that
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Devoicing originally applied, the penultimate labial was geminate, and therefore a stop,

which could devoice. In summary, the only reason that the doubled roots with I~I behave

differently from those with other kinds of obstruents is that a non-geminate Ipl in the final

position is a sonorant [P] which triggers devoicing.

Scobbie (1991) criticizes the approach developed in McCarthy (1986b), in

particular the notion of the non-derived environment which is crucial to that analysis. He

argues instead that the explanation as to why biliteral verbs fail to display the Devoicing

Effect is related to Semitic Morpheme Structure Constraints banning adjacent homorganic

consonants. If a historical forro such as "gd - gaddada is devoiced and simplified - gatada,

then a Chaha speaker has no access to the fact that it came from a geminate, and could only

assume that simple Et] resulted from underlying It/, as Et] is not an allophone of IdI. If it is

interpreted as an underlying It!, then the sequence Itctl would violate the MSC. Therefore,

the devoicing is blocked in these forms to avoid violating the MSC. In the case of the

labials, a [pl could not be posited as coming from a Ip/ as there is no underlying /p/, so

there is no confusion. Scobbie's analysis makes no reference to linked structure, but only

to sequential identical segments, which would also eliminate an argument against LDGs.

However, his explanation does not hold up, because it assumes that the speaker has no

additional information as to the underlying root form, and could only assume that ft] relates

to It/. Scobbie's assumptions are based only on the perfective fonn of the verb, but it is

reasonable to assume that a speaker would have access to the entire paradigm to determine

the root consonantism. The voiced counterparts to devoiced radicals show up in the non

perfective forro of the verbs: gatiiriim 1yigadir 1yagdir. If anything, the doubled verbs give

more information about the root than regular triliterals which devoice. A speaker could

determine that a foun like gatada could only have come from an underlying root consonant

Idl precisely because of the MSC. If the MSC has as much power as he attributes to it, then

a forro such as gatada would be impossible, but in fact, it is attested in the related Gurage
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dialect Inor, where devoicing applies to the penultimate consonant regardless of whether it

is identical to the ultimate.

As to why the Devoicing Effect should apply, Petros (in preparation) offers the

following constraint: a geminate with a [+voice] specification is not licensed if it is the

rightmost laryngeal specification in the stem. 1 formalize this as follows:

(50) * CC
\/

Root
1

Lar #
1

[+voice]

Only voiced obstruents will be specified as [+voice]. Sonorants will lack a voicing

specification (or have an SV node) and hence have no Laryngeal node. This accounts for

why devoicing occurs when voiced obstruents are followed by a sonorant (51a), since the

Laryngeal specification is the rightmost one in the stem. This does not hold when the

geminate is followed by an obstruent (51b); all obstruents will have Laryngeal

specifications:

(51) a. ma g g a r

V
Lar

1

[+voice]

maktir 'suppurate'

b. nad d a f

V 1

Lar Lar
1 1

[+voice][-voice]

nadaf 'sting'

•
This analysis crucially relies on an underlying geminate. Historically, this is an accurate

characterization. Synchronically, if we wished to avoid absolute neutralization of
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geminates, that is positing underlying geminates which are aIl realized as simple consonants

on the surface, the constraint could be translated as applying to the penultimate consonant

. th 22
ln e root.

In conclusion, the Devoicing Effect would have to occur after Tier Conf1ation and

thereby does not constitute an argument for long-distance geminates at all, but rather

crucially relies on separate segments. Furthermore, the sonorancy of the voiced labial is

determined by position - either word-initially or following a nasal, it will be rh], otherwise

it is realized as [{3]. In order to deterrnine the position [13] occupies in relation to other

segments, Tier Conflation would have to have applied. In conclusion, the Devoicing Effect

does not require LDGs at ail.

None of the evidence amassed in support ofLDGs holds up to closer scrutiny. The

antigemination effects may make reference to identical consonants but exceptions to

antigemination are simply cases where the identity of the consonants is required in order for

syncope to apply, or is immaterial to whether syncope applies. The Devoicing Effect was

also shown to have nothing to do with linkings, and actually requires that a reduplicated

biliteral have separate consonants in order to determine the application of the constraint.

22 Petros (in preparation) also identifies a [contI dissimilation effect in Chaha roots applying to the
distribution of [k] and [x]. A [+cont] obstruent cannot be followed by a [+cont] obstruent. Geminates will
always be realized as [le]. He argues that this explains why LDGs involving [le] or [x] are always realized as
[k]: ya-skik and not *ya-sxix. The dissimilation constraint would, however, apply to the unattested foon
causing the second [x] to dissimilate to [le]. Identity effects would force the two consonants to be identical
and both would be realized as [k].
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In this section~ 1examine the relationship between reduplication and segmental phonology,

narnely devoicing and palatalizationlIabialization. 1s there a requirement that the base and

reduplicant consonants have to he identical? In (48) and (49), l provided examples of 'total

copy' verbs. These are biliteral roots which expand to a quadriconsonantal output, which

has three moras~ i.e. './gz - > gizagaz. Prunet & Petros (1996) argue that these verbs, along

with 'local movement' verbs which are verbs with four surface root segments and a prefIX

/in-/~ convey the semantic notions of local movement (movement with minimal

displacement of the subject, ie 'shake'), sound or physical transfonnation of the subject.

The same properties are also found in Arabie total copy verbs. They argue that it is the

selection of the longer quadriliteral template which causes the reduplication and not that the

root or template is marked with a reduplicative morpheme. This is somewhat problematic as

• regular quadriliteral roots do not necessarily have this meaning. What distinguishes this

type of reduplication from more familiar types in other languages is that there is no

corresponding non-reduplicated verb. In other words, a biliteral with total reduplication

may not have a corresponding biliteral with final reduplication. For example~ the verb

qit'aqat'am 'hammer, pound' in Chaha has no corresponding verb *qat'afam. We cau

determine that this is a reduplicative verb, though, because bath [t'] will be palatalized in

the fenùnine forro: qac' 'lic' thammer Cfs)!' The expansion by biliteral roots in response ta a

RED morpheme or a templatic requirement is a lexical property of certain roots.

3.4.1 Devoicing and Identity

Recall that there are three kinds of reduplication in Ethio-Semitic~ total copy, frequentative

and final doubling. They are given here with the assumed base-reduplicant connections in

•
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the model of McCarthy & Prince (1995). There may aIso be a connection between input

and reduplicant (Urbanczyk 1996):

(52) a. Total copy b. Frequentative c. Final Doubling

gizag~ kïYitiif t'imaz~

Input g z k t f t' m z
1 1 1 ~~ 1

, 1
Output g z [g z]RED k [t]RED t f t' m z [zlRED

When devoicing applies to these verbs, only the penultimate consonant is devoiced. The

corresponding base or reduplicant consonant does not aIso devoice:

(53) Root

Total Copy a . dr Qiratar-a-m 'step on, pile Up'• b. gm gimakam-a-m 'break the edge'

Frequentative c. s~r siliapar-a-m 'shatter'

d. dygm jigakam-a-m 'hit again'

Final Doubling e. zr~ a-zrapa~-a-m 'incline'

l now examine each of the reduplication cases in turn and give sorne motivation for the

proposed representations in (52).

3.4.1.1 Total copy and Final Doubling

•
l assume that the third and fourth consonants of the total copy stems are

reduplicants in keeping with the general pattern of left-to-right association of roots to

ternplates argued for in McCarthy (1981), and the proposals in section 3.2 about
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interspersing of moras and segments. 1 will assume that there is a RED morpheme equal ta

a mora in the input which triggers the reduplication and copies only the root consonants. 1

abstract away from the vowels, which match the vowel patterns of the regular quadriliteral

verb forms.

Since the total copy verbs show the Devoicing Effect and the biliteral roots with

fmal doubling do not, McCarthy (1986b) proposed that the distinction between these twa

kinds of verbs is a representational distinction between copy for the former and linking for

the latter. The total copy cases do not have structural linking between the identical

consonants, but the final doubling cases do. However, we have seen that the Devoicing

Effect is triggered by sonorant consonants in fmal root position, and linking plays no role.

Instead, we can appeal ta Identity constraints ta explain the normal application of

• devoicing (as opposed ta overapplication, where the base and reduplicant would bath be

devoiced, even though only one is in the penultimate position). Languages may impose

identity requirements between base and reduplicant, as argued in McCarthy & Prince

(1995) and repeated here:

(54) IDENTB-R

IDENTI-O

IDENTI-R

Correspondent base and reduplicant segments must

agree in features

Correspondent input and output segments must agree

in features

Correspondent input and reduplicant segments must agree

in features

l showed in chapter 2 how Chaha requires 2sf palatalization ta appear on both the base and

• the reduplicant, whereas Arnharic does not. However, Chaha does nat require the base and
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reduplicant to match in [voice] specifications. It is more important for the base consonant,

the initial one, to retain its original [voice] specification. This means that the constraint

IDENTI-o[voice] pertaining to the input-output relationship must be ranked over the

IDENTB-R[voice] relationship. In (55a), the input consonant, which is the initial one, is

devoiced in the output, violating IDENTI-o[voice]. In (55b), the reduplicant, the

penultimate consonant, is devoiced, violating IDENTB-R[voice]:

(55)

in-{3r + RED a DEVOICING IDENTI-o IDENTB-R

•

EFFECT

a. im- ... aI-

lGi" b. im-bira ar

c. im-bidi{3ar *!

[voice]

*!

•

This contrasts with quadriconsonantal forros with fmal doubling, which, like biliterals with

final doubling, do not display the Devoicing Effect (56a-c) unless the final consonant is a

sonorant (56d):

(56)

a. bïragag-a-m 'be startled, boIt'

b. miradad-a-m 'whip'

c. t'imazaz-a-m 'twist'

d. a-zrapa{3-a-m 'incline'

Prunet & Petros (1996) also argue that the verbs in (55) display the hallmark semantic

properties of the 'local movement' verbs and we can assume that there is a reduplicative

(RED) morpheme which triggers reduplication; otherwise, they should just form basic
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triconsonantal stems. Buckley (1990) also proposed that these quadriconsonantal verbs

involved copying and not spreading. Thus, although they resemble biliterals with final

doubling in obeying the Devoicing Effect, these triliterals involve morphological

reduplication and not phonological reduplication. The same ranking of IDENT constraints

proposed for total copy verbs will capture forms like (56d), in which the penultimate but

not the ultimate consonant is devoiced. For these cases, we must aIso include the IDENTI-

R relationship:

(57)

c. azra{3a{3 *!•

a-zr{3

RED a

a. azra a

b .

DEVOICING IDENTr-o

EFFECT [voice]

*

*

!IDENTr-R

~ [voice]

*!

IDENTB-R

3.4.1.2 Frequentative

•

The frequentative differs from the total copy and final doubling verbs in that it

corresponds to an independently existing regular (triliteral) verb. It conveys the notion of

repetition, distributive or intensification and is characterized by internai reduplication of the

penultimate consonant of the root. The copied consonant occupies the antepenultimate

position. In most Ethio-Semitic languages the frequentative has a vowel [a] between the

second and third consonants. In Western Gurage, the [a] is not consistent and is often [a],

as in the following Chaha examples:
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(58) Regular Frequentative

a. Perfective sapar-a-m break si13apar-a-m shatter

b. ImPerfective yi-saf3ir yi-s13apir

c. Jussive ya-Sf3ir ya-s13a13ir

e. Imperfective yi-ktitif

f. Jussive ya-ktff

h. ImPerfective yi-sart'

sant'-a-m cause ta penetrate sirant'-a-m

•

d. Perfective

g. Perfective

i. Jussive

kataf-a-m chop

ya-sirt'

killitiif-a-m

yi-ktiitif

ya-ktatif

yi-srant'

ya-srart'

chop a lot

cause ta

penetrate again

•

The frequentative is unlike concatenative reduplication in non-Semitic languages in that the

vocalic melody is independent. In fact~ a reduplicated root~ since it will have four

consonants, must be conjugated like a quadriliteral. The conjugation of a regular

quadriliteral is given in (59a-b). The frequentative is given in (59c); the distribution of

vowels correspond except for the position of the vowel [a] in the jussive.

(59) Perfective Imperfective Jussive

a. rni:sakaram yi-msakir ya-maskir 'testify, bear witness'

b. girataInam yi-gratim ya-gardîm 'break. in half

c. si13apar-a-m yi-s13apir ya-s13a13ir 'break. into many

pieces'
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Before proceeding with the behaviour of devoicing in the frequentative~ l will first address

how the frequentative is formed. Three competing possibilities are listed in (60):

(60) (a) The frequentative is derived from the regular form by inflXation and

copyinglspreading

Ch) The frequentative is derived from the root and has its own template

(c) The frequentative corresponds to the regular form but has its own template

The option in (60a) is assumed by Buckley (1990) for Tigrinya~ with infixation before the

last syllable. Angoujard (1988) proposes a template with the penultimate consonant

position marked as a 'copi position or an inIlX in Amharic. The root maps to the template

and then the preceding consonant is copied to the copy position. His position is thus a

combination of (60a) and (60b). In Rose (1992) l assumed that the frequentative was

• forrned by mapping the root directly to the frequentative template as in (60b). The

possibility in (60c) is similar to the melodic transfer analysis of broken piurals in

Hammond (1988) where features of the singular are passed to the plural. The reason the

formation of the frequentative is difficult to pin down is due to three factors: 1) the vowels

of the frequentative melody are different than those of the regular form; many of the

characteristic vowels of certain verb types, like Type B (front vowels) or Type C ([aD are

not found in the frequentative; 2) in Chah~ the characteristic palatalization of Type B verbs

is not present in the regular jussive but is found in the frequentative jussive (Rose 1992)

and 3) in Tigre and Tigriny~ the frequentative of quadriliterals cao be expressed with the

frequentative template but without reduplication.

The following Harari verbs illustrate the consistency of the frequentative vowels.

AlI four types in Harari have a different vowel between C1 and C2~ but in the

• frequentative, that vowel is not present and the frequentative takes the same shape
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CiCaCaCa (the only exception is Type D, but the rounding of the vowel is due ta the initial

consonant which is underlyingly labialized _/qw1 rounds lai to [0] and Iii ta [u]):

(61)

Regular Frequentative

A. sabara sibabara 'break'

B. semaqa simamaqa 'hide'

C. magada migagada 'burn'

D. qorama qurariima 'rap on the head'

The fIfSt hypothesis in (60a), while straightforward, cannat account for the three

problematic factors listed above without additional mechanisrns. The hypothesis in (6üb)

would require the template to be marked with a REDuplicative portion, Le. Ca[CalREDCaC.

• The reduplicative section of the template can he occupied by non-reduplicative material if

the root is a quadriliteral, which cannat otherwise be accomodated. The hypothesis in (61c)

would have to establish correspondence only between the root consonants, making it

essentially equivalent ta (61 b). Vowels are independently detennined by the lexicon. This

is the hypothesis l will adopt with the assumption that the template is not a separate entity ta

which the root maps, but is derived by infIXing a RED morpheme and vowel [al (or [a] in

Gurage) before the fmal mora (disregarding suffixes). The fact that the reduplicant copies

the consonant to its right is expressed as follows:

(62) ANCHOR-L B-R Any element at the left edge of the base has a

correspondent at the left edge of the reduplicant.

•
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The base is the phonological string to which the reduplicant attaches, and because it copies

to its right, the morpheme will be analysed as a prefix. The base is therefore the material to

its right. This is shown in the following representation:

(63)
Input

Output

k f t
1 \ \

k a [RED al-fa t

Returning to the Devoicing Effect, we can see how the quadriliteral has the

Devoicing Effect in both perfective and imperfective forms. Likewise, in the frequentative

forms in (64c-d), the DE applies in the perfective and imperfective, even though it does not

in the corresponding non-reduplicated Type A imperfective form, which is yi-saêir (64c is

a Type B verb) .

• (64) Perfective

a. misaIdiram

b. giratamam

Imperfective

yi-rnsakir

yi-gditim

Jussive

ya-maskir

ya-gardim

'testify, bear witness'

'break in half

c.

d.

jigakam-a-m

si{3apar-a-m

yi-jgakim

yi-s{3apir

ya-jgagim

ya-s(3a{3ir

'hit again'

'break into many

pieces'

•

Like the final doubling case, n the frequentative it is the reduplicant which fails to devoice

in confomùty with IDENTB-R; in the total copy case it is the input base consonant which

fails to devoice. Therefore, like for final doubling, the constraint IDENTI-R regulating the

relationship between the input and the reduplicant, must be ranked above IDENTB-R in

order to account for the absence of forms such as *dipapar, for example. This is illustrated

below:
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• (65)

d~r DEVOICING IDENTI-O

RED a EFFECT [voice]

a. di: aar *

~ b. dipa ar *

c. di(3apar *!

IDENTr-R

[voiee]

*!

IDENTB-R

In conclusion, it is more important to be faithful to the input with respect to voicing than to

have the base and reduplicant match in voicing.23 In the next section 1 turn to how total

copy, frequentatives, and fmal doubling interaet with morphological Iahialization and

palatalization.

• 3.4.2 PalataIizationILabialization and Identity

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, morphologieal palatalization and Iabialization will affeet both

reduplicated consonants in Western Gurage. This is true both of final doubled biliterals and

triliterals and frequentative and total copy forms. As a fust example, let us take the 2nd

feminine singuIar marker. With reduplicated roots, both base and reduplicant are

palatalized, although, the feminine marker should normally be realized on one segment, and

not on non-fmal aIveolars:

•
23 An aItemate possibility, which l do not explore, is that the IDENT constraints pertaining to the input
are in fact ranked lower than the IDENTB-R constraint, but that sorne form of anti-homonymy prevents
overapplication. Overapplication would devoice both consonants, making the output then indistinguishable
from roots with underlying devoiced consonants.
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a)

b)

2smasc2sfem

Doubling

gardid

Frequentative jigagim

garjij

jigYagYim

Chapter 3 - Reduplication

'dream.!'

'cut in large pieces!'

'hit again! r

c) Total Copy qat'qit' qac'qic' 'harnmer!'

The facts are similar for labialization, as demonstrated by the 3rd masculine singular abject

marker (composed of lahialization and a SUfflX /-nI):

Frequentative kifafit

•
(67)

a)

b)

c)

Doubling

Total Copy

no object

gimim

qit'aqit'

with object

. w. w.
glID i1D. -in

kifYarit-in

'chip it!'

'open it again!'

'hammer it!'

In arder ta account for why there is overapplication with total copy verbs, McCarthy

(1983), proposed that palatalization and labialization applied directly to the root;

reduplication copied the root, thereby copying the palatalization, and the consonants were

mapped ta the template. However, l show in Rose (1994a) how applying palatalization

befare Tier Conflation is problematic in Chaha. Furthermore, since the palatalization and

labialization are part of inflectional morphemes, we would expect them to concatenate

following fonnation of the basic stem and not before. Under the analysis presented here,

the palatalization or lahialization is enfarced despite an IDENTr-O violation. This is a case

• of overapplication, since the marpheme orny needs to he realized once, on the final
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consonant. It is the high ranking of IDENTB-R which ensures overapplication. The

example is repeated from (111) in chapter 224:

(68) Chaha

13 t - i

a

a. b~itit

b. baCit

c.batic

~ d. baCic

Anchor IDENTB-R IDENTI-O

We can see tbat base-reduplicant identity is strictly enforced in these palatalization and

labialization cases. This even happens when the reduplicant differs in voicing from the base

• consonant (both frequentative and total copy):

(69)

a.

b.

c.

2smasc.

ti-jgakim

ti-gmakim

3smasc.

yi-Z{lapir

2sfem.

tijgYakYim

tigYmakYim

ImpersonaI

yi-zbwapwir_i

fyou hit again'

fyou break the edge f

fturn upside-down f

•

Therefore, as opposed to voicing, morphological palatalization and labialization overapply,

motivating a high ranking of IDENTB-R with respect to these features.

24 Adjacency could also be violated for candidate (68b) if the output form is considered.
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3.4.3 The problem of the labials

When the final two consonants are bilabial in final doubled verbs, they differ in voice in the

perfective by the Devoicing Effect, and are treated as separate consonants for labialization.

Only the fmal one is affected (13 --> w). When theyare identical, in the imperfective and

jussive forros Cll-13), labialization treats them as such and affects both consonants:

(70) no object with object

Perf. qapafi-a-m qapaw-a-n-im *qapWaw-a-n-im 'shave'

Imperf. yi-qa8in yi-qawiw-in

Juss. ya-q8i6 ya-qwiw-in

Triliterals with final doubled bilabials also behave in a similar manner:

(71) no abject with abject

Perf. an-zirapaG-a-m an-zirapaw-a-n-im I make it droop'

Imperf. y-an-zirapi6 y-an-zirapiw-in

Juss. y-an-zar8i6 y-an-zarwiw-in

Compare this, however, with the total copy and frequentative reduplication cases. In these

cases, the [p] and [13] are bath labialized, despite the voicelessness of the penultimate

consonant:
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• (72) no abject with obiect

Perf diIJaparam diwapwara-ni-m 'add again'

Imperf. yi-d~apir yi-dwapwin-n25

Jussive ya-d~a~ir ya-dwawin-n

The explanation for the difference between total copy and frequentatives on one hand and

the fmal doubling on the other lies in the position of the voiceless consonant in the root and

the Devoicing Effect. In the frequentative and total copy cases, the rightmost labializable

consonant ta hast the labial SUfIlX is the devoiced [pl. In the doubling case it is the [(3]:

•

Perf

Imperf.

Jussive

(73) Double

Freq.

Total

im-bidipar-a-m

yi-m-birapir

ya-m-bar~ir

an-zirapafi-a-m

difiaparam

im-bifapar-a-m

im-bwirapwar-a-rn-m

yi-m-bwirapwin-n

ya-m-bw fuwin-n

an-zirapaw-a-n-im

diwapwara-ni-m

im-bwirapwar-a-ni-m

'flufr

'make it droop'

'add again'

'flufr

•

The [p] resists a secondary articulation unless it is forced ta receive it by constraints placing

[w] on the rightmost labializable consonant. In arder to capture the resistance of [p] ta

labialization, l place a constraint on [pw] itself. 26 Since this is not an underlying segment in

the language, whereas aIl other labialized consonants are (although see Prunet & Petros

2S Ir + ni --> [nn]
26 Another approach would be to analyze a secondarily articulated consonant as violating the Devoicing
Effect since the [w] articulation is voiced. This would involve revising the Devoicing Effect to include the
penultimate consonant losing any voice specification when not followed by a Laryngeal node in the stem,
either [+voice] or Sonorant Voice or Spontaneous Voice CRice 1993, Piggott 1992). The secondary [w]
articulation, which has a Sonorant Voice, is suppressed to satisfy the Devoicing Effect. This would not
violate MAX, since the [w] does show up on the rightrnost labial, the I?>I. However, this analysis loses the
generalization that the Devoicing Effect pertains ta adjacent Laryngeal nodes. If it is extended ta incorporate
SV as weil, then this insight is lost, and there is no way to group SV and Laryngeal together as a natural
class.
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1996 who disagree); constraints on structure preservation would disfavour this segment,

but not other labialized segments. l formulate this constraint simply as NO pW. A constraint

such as Adjacency (pertaining to camplex and simplex segments) penalizes every

intervening non-Iabialized consonant (an Anchor-R cansrraint requiring that the Eu]

associate ta a segment at the right edge of the base would aIso accaunt for the data). The

IDENTB_R[labial] constraint refers ta the secondarily articulated labial feature:

(74)

an-zr~ -REDa -a -u n -m Adjacency IDENTB-R

•
n;w a. an-tira aw-a-n-ïm

b. an-ma wawa-n-im

c. an-ma waB a-n-im *!

Since the [pl is the rightmast segment, it must be labialized in accordance with

Adjacency, even ifdoing sa will vialated No pW. The best candidate is then one which has

double labializatian in accordance with IDENTB-R:

(75)

d~r -RED-a-a-u n Adjacency

a. dïpa war a-n-ïm *

lGi" b. dïwa war a-n-ïm *

NOpW

*

*

IDENTB-R

[labial]

*1

•
c. dïwa ar a-n-ïm **!
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In conclusion~ in this section l have shawn how Identity effects capture the

overapplication of palatalization or labialization or the underapplication of voicing in the

three kinds of reduplication in Western Gurage. In the following section, l turn ta another

issue in reduplication: double reduplications.

3.5 Double reduplications

In this section l will discuss constraints on double reduplication and show how Western

Gurage differs from Tigrinya in this respect. Prunet & Petros (1996) remark that there is

no triple association of segments ta templates in Semitic. Thus, a biliteral root may expand

ta a triconsonantal: nq --> naqaq but a biliteral will never expand to a quadriconsonantal:

nq --> *niqaqaq. They account for this with a constraint on triple linking. But, triple

linking as a structural configmation is in fact attested in Ethio-Semitic if linking is assumed.

In Semitic verb stems, all geminates, whether local or long-distance, would be derived by

spreading. Therefore, a biliteral root with medial gemination~ such as in the Amharic or

Muher word naddtid-a 'he stung', should be ill-formed, but this particular kind of triple

association is permitted:

(76)
n d
1 A---.
CvCCvC

1 1
a fi

In arder ta distinguish trus kind of linking from the LDG-type, Prunet & Petros (1996:311)

must appeal ta the intervening vowel slot of long-distance geminates and have the

constraint apply to the configuration 0 V Ci V Ci .
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If, on the other hand, the final consonant is a ÇQI2Y of the geminate consonant

(naddiadia), the ban on *nidadada can be explained as a general prohibition on copying

twice, which 1 will formalize below. This approach accounts for two properties that the

linking· account presented in Prunet & Petros (1996) cannot capture. First. verb fonTIS

which do nat have intervening vowels between copied segments are still ruled out. This

would rule out Tigrinya or Tigre quadriliterals marrar based on the quadriliteral shape

maskar (as distinct from Type B verbs which have media! gemination):

(77) fi ri ri ri
1 1 1 1
CaC CaC *marrar

•

•

Second, we will see that the capying analysis unites the avoidance of double reduplication

found not only with fmal doubling but also total copy verbs. The triple-linking account

could nat explain the fallure of total copy verbs to have double reduplications, since total

copy does not involve linking but capying in any analysis.

1 capture the avoidance of double reduplications with the constraint Integrity

(McCarthy & Prince 1995), here applied to the base-reduplicant relationship:

(78) INTEGRITY No element of 81 (=B) has multiple correspondents in 82 (=R)

By base, 1 refer to the original base to which the innermost of two reduplicants attach. The

second string is both reduplicants assessed together.27

27 Another possibility would be to refer to the base-reduplicant relationship with a constraint such as No
Bigamy (no element involved in one relationship can he involved in another).
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Double redllplications are attested in sorne languages~ and they usually involve two

reduplicative affIXes, or two repetitions of a base consonant in the output form. More

familiar types are seen in Lushootseed (Urbanczyk 1996:27S), where the two prefixes are

distributed-diminlltive respectively:

In Urbanczyk's defmition of the base, there is an implied single correspondence between

base and reduplicant, where the base is defined as 'the string immediately adjacent to the

reduplicant'. This implies that the outside reduplicant does not care if the base itself

contains a reduplicant, giving the bracketing in (SOb) not (SOc) for a hypothetical example:

•

(79) a.

b.

c.

(80) a.

b.

c.

bf-bi-bada1

pf-pi-ps-pis

yli-yu-yabi!

b1i-[btida]

b2i-[b12iblida]

b1i-[bli[b lida]

'srnall children'

'kittens'

'children are starving'

•

But, in languages which penalize double reduplications, the bracketing must be more like

that in (SOc), where the outside reduplicant is aware that the base segment it copies is itself

part of a B-R relationship (either as the base or the reduplicant). There are in fact cases

where other material intervenes between a base and a reduplicant, as the following

examples show, demonstrating that the base which a redllplicant copies can be singled out

as a particular morphological category (underlined here):
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'dance (recip.)'

(Mc & Prince 1995)

St'at'irncets s-RED-RED-qwac sqaw-qa-qwac 'little potatoes'

(Shaw 1997)

In the South E-S languages, the ban on double reduplication includes net only phonological

(biliteral) reduplication as discussed in section 3.2, but aIso morphological reduplication.

Since the frequentative forrn corresponds to an independently existing verb form, 1 will

examine its interaction with fmal doubling and total copy to show the role of the constraint

lNTEGRITY.

3.5.1 Biliterai roots and Integrity

• l begin with an examination of biliteral roots. In Chaha, a frequentative cannot he formed

from a biliteral root, as discussed above. The shape of the frequentative in Chaha is

CiCtiCtiC in the perfective:

(82) Chaha (W. Gurage)

root regular frequentative

rd a. nadtid bum d. *nidadad bum again

rq b. naqaq detach e. *niqaqaq detach again

t'm c. t'amam bend f. *t'imamam bend again

In Tigrinya, however, frequentatives can be formed frOID biliteral roots. The frequentative

shape is CaCaCtiC in the perfective. 1 underline the reduplicant and the vowei [a] which

characterlze the frequentative:

•
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• (83) Tigrinya

root regular frequentative

nt a. natat ask f. batatat ask many people

qd b. qiidad tear cr qiidadtid tear againo·

wt' c. wiitt'iit' pull, force h. wiit'at'iit force many people

gf d. gafaf collect, amass 1. giifafàf collect from many sources

fq e. faqiiq pry open J. fa.qgqtiq pry open many places

The Tigrinya rorrns in (83) violate Integrity, but this violation is tolerated in order to

express the frequentative morpheme. In Chaha, no Integrity violations are tolerated. This

motivates the following rankings:

(84) Chaha:

• Tigrinya:

Integrity > Morphological Expression

Morphological Expression> Integrity

•

Other means of satisfying Morphological Expression are ruled out because they have

reduplication of the wrong consonant, violate templatic constraints, or syllabic constraints:

(85) ChahaTigrinya

a. niniidtid nanadiid Anchor-L, Contiguity violation

b. niîtidtid nà.1adad DEP violation

c. niadiid ntiadtid ONSET violation

d. nadtid nadtid template violation

e. naddiid naddtid Geminate violation or

template violation
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In the frrst case (85a), the wrong reduplicant is chosen. Anchor-L requires that the

consonant to the right of the RED morpheme is copied. It aIso fares worse on Contiguity

and Linearity than the attested candidate. (85b) and (85c) violate DEP (no epenthesis) or

have ONSET violations. The candidate (85d) is ruled out because it violates a size

restriction that the frequentative be at least three fioras long. Candidate (85e) violates the

ban on geminates in Chaha, if the sequence is analyzed as a geminate. But, in addition, it

violates Linearity in that the affix [al occurs before the reduplicant and not after it, if the

sequence [dd] is analyzed as the sequence of reduplicant-base. In the input, the

REDuplicant precedes the [a].

3 . 5 QuadriliteraIs in Tigrinya

Quadriliteral roots forro the frequentative by one of two methods (only certain verbs may

forro. frequentatives, generally statives and resultatives do not):

(86)

1) a frequentative stem with three moras but no reduplication (CaCaCaC) OR

2) reduplication ta fonn a longer frequentative stem (CaCaC1aC1aC)

Sorne examples of bath are given in (87):
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• (87)

root regular frequentative

glbt' a. gaIbat' turn over (rr.) l. gaIilbat' turn over and over (rr.)

ii. gaIababat'

fuel b. faneaI break off, chip l. fànileaI break off many pieces

11. fànaeaeaI

fns'g c. fans'ag penetrate l. fànilS'ag keep penetrating

11. fânas' as'ag

gWndb d. gWandab cut in half i. ctWanadab cut in half agairro -

11. gWanadadab

•

•

The longer fonn has reduplication and therefore fares better on the constraint MAXB-R

requiring reduplication to he total.28 On the other hand, the shorter form corresponds to the

normal frequentative shape, with three fioras. Both forms satisfy Morphological

Expression and Integrity. The preference for one or the other is determined by which is

more important, the reduplication or the size of the frequentative, which will he determined

by having variable ranking between MAXB-R and a templatic constraint restricting the

frequentative's size (perhaps expressed via DEP due to the extra vowel required in the

longer forms). In the following tableau, l show only Morphological Expression and

Integrity:

28 l assume that MAXB-R is violated if there is a RED morpheme in the input but no reduplication in the
output. An altemate possibility would he a constraint MAX-RED, requiring that the RED morpheme have
a correspondent in the output.
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• (88) glbt'- Frequentative

glbt' MORPH INTEGRITY

RED a EXPR

a.1G;'" craHibabat'

b. uaT" aIabat'

c. aIbat' *'

3.5.3 Reduplicative quadriliterals in Tigrinya

In contrast to the regular quadriliterals, total copy quadriliterals have only one frequentative

form: the short form with no internai reduplication:

• (89)

root regular frequentative

bs' a. bas'bas' mix d. bas'~as' mix many things/

continuously

t'b b. t'iibt'iib pat e. t'abi!fab pat continuously

tb c. tabtiib beat f. tiibgtab beat continuously

Frequentatives of total copy verbs may never form a frequentative by copying the

penultimate consonant:

•
(90) *bas'ababas'

*tabatatab
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Unlike the regular quadriliterals, the extra reduplication in total copy verbs would violate

Integrity since the base corresponds to two consonants in the output. Therefore, the shorter

foan is always selected:

(91) tb - Frequentative

tb RED a MORPH INTEGRITY

EXPR

a. Uibatatiib *1

b.1œ tab~tab

c. tabtab *!

This predicts that triliterals with final doubling should behave the same way since they also

have reduplication. This is confirmed by the following examples:

(92)

root regular frequentative

srm a. sarmam chip e. sar~ chip many times

*..... .. ..sara.rnarruun

qrd b. qardad dice f. qar~dad dic~ a lot

*qaradadad

•

~bI

zrt

c. ~abiaI

d. zart'at'

dominate

disrespect eIders
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3.5.4 Chaha quadriliterals

No frequentatives are formed from any kind of quadriliteral in Chaha, including regular

ones29•

We have aIready seen how Integrity is ranked high in Chaha to account for why biliterals

with final doubling do not form frequentatives, but how do we explain the regular

quadriliterals? As mentioned before, Chaha quadriliterals have the same syllable structure

as the frequentative (except in the jussive: sibabïr vs. maskir):

•

(93)

(94)

Regular

*misakar

*rnisakakar

Frequentative

Quadriliteral

Total copy

Doubled

Total copy

*kimakam

*kimakakam

sibabar

misakar

kimakam

Final doubling

*giradad

*giradadad

•

This contrasts with Tigrinya, where the frequentative has a distinct template from the

quadriliteral; it has an extra syllable and so is readily identifiable:

(95) Frequentative sababar

Quadriliteral maskar

Total copy basbas

Final doubling qardad

29 Frequentatives can be formed from quadriliterals in Arnharic. but otherwise it has the same kind of
restrictions on double reduplications as in Gurage. See Rose (to appear b) for discussion.
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• A frequentative formed from a quadriliteral in Chaha would be almost indistinguishable

from a regular quadriliteral. This is further reinforced by the fact that the vowel [a] is not a

consistent exponent of the frequentative in Chaha as it is in Tigrinya. It is only occasionally

used. Furthermore, many non-frequentative quadriliterals have [a] between C2 and C3:

(96) sirasar

zirasar

ta-d{3ata13

a-xramat'

level ground

scatter abjects

hesitate

chew

(cf. zirasar cut meat inta strips)

•
Therefore, we can conclude that Morphological Expression is not satisfied by an inserted

[a] nor even a vowel [a] between C2 and C], because many non-frequentatives also have

these vowels.

As for adopting a longer template with an extra syllable, Gurage has no stems with

five surface consonants, so we can assume that this is ruled out by constraints on templatic

size ranked above Morphological Expression. In conclusion, since the regular quadriliteral

cannot use lai nor make the template bigger ta form the frequentative, neither of these are

options for reduplicated quadriliterals either.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, 1 have analyzed the major cases of reduplication in Ethio-Semitic. Instead of

the previous analysis of reduplicated biliterals as spreading, l have argued that they should

instead be characterized as reduplication establishing a correspondence relationship.

• Arguments for spreading ta create long-distance geminates were assessed and rejected. l
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further showed how constraints on reduplicative correspondence interact with segmental

phonology. Finally, adopting the correspondence strategy led ta a cIear expression of

constraints on double reduplications, which are problematic and must be treated differently

under a spreading account. My account explains why Tigrinya and Chaha differ in just the

way they do by ranking Integrity with respect to the constraint Morphologicai Expression

proposed in chapter 2.
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• Chapter 4

Epenthesis

4.1. Introduction

Epenthesis in Ethiopian Semitic languages has been Iargely ignored from a comparative

viewpoint~ with the exception of Hayward (1988). Epenthesis patterns in Harari were fIfst

discussed in a generative framework in Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1979), and the same

facts were repeated in Itô (1986, 1989) as support for her arguments for templatic and

directional syllabification. Berhane (1991) and Denais (1990) focus on epenthesis in

Tigrinya~ arguing for another forro of directional detennination of epenthetic vowels. The

other Ianguages~ however~ have received littie attention on this issue, partly because they

• are assumed ta be relatively straightforward. In fact, the other Ethio-Semitic languages are

interesting for their contrast with the unusual patterns of Tigrinya and Harari. In this

chapter I will present a generaI description of epenthesis in Ethio-Semitic. AlI Ethio-Sernitic

languages violate common restrictions on the sonority of coda-onset sequences in a large

number of words, but not aIl languages behave uniformedly with respect to whether

intersyllabic sonority plays a role in epenthesis. Tigrinya and Harari obey strict left-to-right

directional syllabification with complete disregard for intersyllabic sonority restrictions. In

contrast, Chaha generally follows the left-to-right pattern, but epenthetic vowels~

independently required for structural reasons~ are positioned to avoid intersyllabic sonority

violations. This is a case of emergence of the unmarked (McCarthy & Prince 1994a) in a

new arena - syllable contact. This chapter is organized as follows. In §4.2~ 1 discuss the

syllable structure of Ethio-Semitic languages. In §4.3, 1 present epenthesis data from

Harari. In §4.4, 1 show how Tigrinya differs from Harari in having constraints on

• templatic shape outranking nonnaI epenthesis patterns. In §4.5, 1 discuss Tigre and the
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Ethio-Semitic typology, and in §4.6, l explore the issue of intersyllabic sonority in Chaha

and show how it accounts for the position of epenthetic vowels.

4.2. Syllable structure

AIl the Ethio-Semitic languages have the basic syllables CV and CVC. In addition, in

word-initial position, onset-less syllables V and VC are permitted; for the most part, the

languages do not tolerate vowel hiatus. 1 Tigre, Tigrinya and Harari (and aIso Gafat) do not

alIow CVCC syllables, whereas the other languages permit these syllables word-fmally, a

situation similar to that in most dialects of Arabic. In those Ethio-Semitic languages which

alIow fmal CVCC syllables, the sonority of the flfSt consonant must be higher than that of

the second2
• Violation of the appropriate sonority contour will lead ta epenthesis between

• the fmal consonants, as illustrated by the following masculine singular imperative fonns

from Chaha. In (la,b) the appropriate fail in sonority between the two final consonants is

found. In (lc,d), sonority rises, and epenthesis occurs to break up the impermissible

cluster:

(1) Chaha

a. /srtl --> sm cauterize!

b. lkf.tJ --> kift open!

c. /rt'r/ --> nit'ir melt!

d. /d~r/ --> di{3ir add!

•
'Exceptions incIude words where media! gutturals have been dropped, ie. Arnharic saat 'hour', baaI 'holiday'
frOID *sâ?at, *ba1al.
2 In sorne words like sigid 'worship, bow! (2ms)', there are altemate pronunciations without epenthesis:
ggg. These are discussed in §4.6.3.
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This is similar to certain Arabic dialects, such as Lebanese (Haddad 1984)3, but unlike

Caïrene Arabie (Broselow 1976, 1980, 1992). In Caïrene, the sonority of the final two

consonants in a word is unimportant, as seen by the following examples. The contrast

between (2h) and (2i) shows that both falling and rising sonority between the final

consonants is permitted:

(2) Cairene Arabie (Abdel-Massih 1975)

a. bint girl

b. dars lesson

c. sitt lady

d. ~alb difficult

e. widn ear

• f. tusl aninth

g. sakl shape

h. sidr chest

1. lird monkey

Word-medially, in coda-onset sequences, both falling or rising sonority are attested

in Ethio-Semitic, as the Chaha examples in (3) illustrate. Falling sonority clusters [r-t] as in

(3a) and rising sonority [t-r] clusters (as in 3e) are attested. Since Chaha has no complex

onsets, bath of these clusters are coda-onset sequences:

•
3 In Lebanese Irl patterns as having lower sonority than nasals; Ifarmf -> [farim] 'chopping' and narnrl -->
[?amr] 'order'. This does not invalidate the sonority scaIe, but shows that certain consonants may vary in
sonority. Since there are many kinds of rhotics, from fricatives ta triIIs ta flaps, it is not surprising that the
sanority of variaus 'r' sounds may differ. .
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• (3) Chaha

a. sirto Icauterize!' (m.pl.)

b. diBro 'add!' (m.pl)

c. afmet' 'solidified juice from asat plant'

d. qumt'a 'short pants'

e. matraSa 'litter to carry dung'

f. c'azma 'ground bee'

•

Word-initially, C-r sequences are sometimes transcribed with no epenthetic vowel, but this

may be due to a lack of perceptible release from the initial consonant. In section 4.6, 1 shall

show how intersyllabic sonority between coda and onset does play a role in Chaha

syllabification.

Sonority is generally viewed as a ranked scale known as the Sonority Hierarchy

(early versions of the sonority hierarchy are proposed in Sievers 1881 and Jespersen 1904,

see also Hooper 1976, Hankamer & Aissen 1974). Selkirk (1984) provides the mest fully

articuIated version, complete with integer values for each consonant or set of consonants:

(4)

a

10

eo

9

iu

8

r

7

1

6

mn

5

s

4

vz5 fa

3 2

bdg ptk

1 .5

•

The sonority scale as given in Selkirk (1984) is purported to he universal. However,

Clements (1990) argues that the sonority scale universally refers to major class features

only and should be derived frOID them, rather than major class features being eliminated in

favour of the sonority hierarchy, as Selkirk argues. Clements calculates that the more +
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values of the major class features a segment has~ the higher its sonority is, as follows (0 =
obstruent~ N =nasal, L =liquid~ G =glide, V =vowel):

(5) o N

+

L

+

+

G

+

+

+

V

+

+

+

+

syllabic

vocoid

approximant

sonorant

•

•

The major class divisions are universal, in that all languages make at least the divisions in

(5). Further divisions among these classes are language-specific~ although sonority is still

relevant among particular obstruents, for example, where fricatives have higher sonority

than stops, or voiced consonants have higher sonority than voiceless.

The purpose of the sonority hierarchy is to determine what sequences of sounds can

occur in syllables. Sonority must rise towards the nucleus and fall away from it in the rime.

In addition, there may be minimal distance requirements (Hooper 1976, Steriade 1982,

Selkirk 1984, Clements 1990) on onsets or rimes to explain why, for example, English

onsets may be composed of [dr] but not [dn]. Both obey sonority, but in the second case,

the relative sonority of [dl and En] is too close on the sonority scale.

In addition to sonority within syllables, the sonority hierarchy has been used to

regulate heterosyllabic sequences of consonants. Sorne languages place strict restrictions on

coda-onset sequences, requiring a syllable-fmal consonant to he equally or more sonorant

than a following onset (Hooper 1972, Murray & Vennemann 1983, Clements 1990 and

expressed in tenns of government/binding in Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1990,
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Harris 1990, Rice 1992). This general requirement was tenned the Syllable Contact Law

by Murray & Venneman (1983):

(6) Syllable Contact Law

The preference for a syllabic structure A$B, where A and B are segments and a and

b are the sonority values of A and B respectively, increases with the value of a

minus b

Zec (1988) proposes to capture the syllable contact law by way of general moraification. A

moraification algorithm creates sequences of ascending sonority only. She states (p. 110)

that 'two adjacent segments a and b will belong to different moras only if a is more

sonorous than b; if a is less sonorous than b, the two segments create a sequence of

ascending sonority, and will therefore be grouped into a single mora'. Sonority in her

framework is calculated by major class features (Clements 1990) and by minimal distance

constraints. Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud (1990) and Rice (1992) formalize the

relationship between the coda and onset in terms of licencing or govemment. In sorne

languages, epenthesis, metathesis or deletion occur to 'repair' ill-formed heterosyllabic

sequences. Ponapean allows heterosyllabic clusters if homorganic. However they must

confonn to the syllable contact law, or government between coda and onset; epenthesis will

occur if they do not as the examples in (7c-d) illustrate (the liquids are realized as nasals)

(Rice 1992):
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• (7) Ponapean

a. sel-sel -> sensel 'tied'

b. tar-tar --> tantar 'strike, of a fish'

c. rot-rot --> rotorot 'dark'

d. lus-lus --> lusulus 'jump'

Similarly, in Sidaama (formerly known as Sidamo), metathesis occurs to repair

illicit heterosyllabic sequences (Rice 1992, Vennemann 1988, Teferra 1994):

(8) Sidaama

a. gud-n6nni --> gun.donni 'they finished l

b. hab-némmo --> ham.bémmo 'we forget'

c. duk-nanm --> dUtJ·kanni 'they carry'

• d. has-némmo --> han.sémmo 'we look for'

Sïnce Ethio-Semitic languages do not have complex onsets, and only have what appear to

be complex codas in ward-fillaI position, sonority between syllables will be more important

than sonority within syllables. 1 will not argue for one or the other of the various proposais

regarding sonority, but will assume the general correctness of the sonority scale. See

Gnanadesikan (1997) for a reanalysis of the sonority bierarchy in tenns of temary scales

and ranked constraints Witllliï Optimality Theory. As can be seen from the examples in (3),

Ethio-Semitic languages do not repair violations of the Syllable Contact Law by epenthesis

or sorne other strategy, like Sidaama or Ponapean do. This does not mean that the Syllable

Contact Law does not hold in Ethio-Semitic languages, though. 1 will show that despite

numerous violations, Chaha does obey the Syllable Contact Law when it has the

opportunity ta do sa for independent reasons. Languages like Harari, however, show no

• signs of respecting the Syllable Contact Law.
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4.3. Harari

4.3.1 Description of Harari epenthesis

Harari does not allow CVCC final syllables. Any sequence of consonants word-fmally

undergoes word-fmaI epenthesis following the two consonants. The epenthetic vowel is [il

in Harari, sometimes realized as [iJ in closed syllables. This is illustrated by the following

simple imperfective forros. The simple imperfective bas the stem shape CaCC, whereas the

jussive has the shape CCaC. Epenthesis appears on the imperfective forms to resolve the

word-fmaI cluster:

(9) Imperfective (CaCC) Jussive (CCaC)

a. yi-kafti e. ya-kfat 'he opens/let him open'

• b. yi-sabri f. ya-sbar 'he breaksllet him break'

c. yi-qadmi g. ya-qdam 'he advancesllet him advance'

d. yi-sagdi h. ya-sgad 'he prostrates!let him prostrate'

These forros (9a-b) can he contrasted with cognate verb roots in Chaha which permit word

finaI clusters or have epenthesis between the fmal consonants (parentheses indicate the

epenthetic vowel is optional):

(10) Chaha imperfective

•

a.

b.

c .

yi-kaft

yi-saBir

yi-sag(i)d

'he opens'

'he breaks'

'he bows, worships'
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Other examples of ward-final epenthesis can be seen with certain subject markers in

Harari. The following forms show that the perfective subject markers 3fs ItJ and 2ms IxI

trigger word-fmal epenLhesis when following consonant-final verbs:

(11) w/object

3fs gadaI-ti gadaI-t-aii 'she killed me'

gadaI-t-âS 'she killed you (f.)'

2ms gadaI-xi gadaI-x-aii 'you killed me'

2fs gadaI-si gadaI-si-fi 'you killed met

ls gadaI-xu gadaI-xu-s II killed you (f.)'

The ls I-ii/ and 2sf I-sl consonantal object markers following consonant-fmal subject

markers have a special aC form: [ail] or [as]. This is contrasted with the 2sf [si] which has

a non-epenthetic word-fmal [il and no Ui] vowel.

Tuming to the nouns, lexical nouns with a fmal underlying CC cluster have word

fmal epenthesis. This is supported by contrasting them with cognates in Arnharic, Arabic or

W. Gurage which all allow final CVCC syllables. Tigrinya, which aIso has word-fmal

epenthesis shows almost identical forms to Harari. This comparison is offered as external

evidence only. Below 1 offer language-internal evidence that the fmal [il is indeed

epenthetic:
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Harari Tigrinya Other

a. birzi 'honeyed water' birzi birz (Ambarie)

b. c'arqi 'small rag' c'arqi c'arq (Ambarie)

e. dinki 'dwarf dinki dink (Arnharie)

d. darsi 'education' dars (Arabie)

e. karsi 'abdomen' karsi kans (Tigre)

f. Illisti 'wife' mist (Arnharie)

g. nafsi 'sour nafsi nafs (W. Gurage)

h. qulfi 'button' qWilfi. qWilf (Amharie)

i. sinqi 'provisions' sinqi sinq (Amharie)

j. gunc'i 'eheek' gunc' (Amharie)

k. jinsi 'kind' jins (Arabie)

• 1. harndi 'praise, thanks' harnd (Arabie)

ffi. kibri 'pride' kibr (Arabie)

n. qismi 'share, portion' qism (Arabie)

The status of the ward-final [il can be tested by adding the vowel-initial Is possessive

marker /-e/. The fmal epenthetic [il of the nouns is missing when this suffix is attaehed,

aIthough a forro. with epenthetie [y] is aIso attested, i.e. nafsiye:

(13)

a. mîsti 'wife' d. miste 'my wife'

b. nafsi 'soul' e. nafse 'my soul'

e . qulfi 'button' f. qulfe 'my button'

•
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The following words in (14) end in [il, but this [il is not epenthetic since it is preceded by a

single consonant and not a cluster. In these cases, the [mal vowel cannet he dropped when

the ls possessive /-e/ is added, and ooly the form with the epenthetic glide is possible:

'my doorframe' *ware

(14)

a. wedaIi 'kind of deer'

b. wari 'doorframe'

c.

d.

wedaIiye

wariye

'my deer' *wedale

Quadricansonantal nQuns have the pattern CVCCiC, with epenthesis between the last two

consonants:

(15) CVCCiC - quadriconsonantal pattern

a . hiffin 'viper'

• b. missir 'Ienti!'

c. qalbis 'coIlar'

d. qirnc'ir 'wrinkle'

e. qinc'ib 'kind of cactus'

f. qint'ir 'male organ'

g. filqimaSa 'chip'

h. fàttis asa 'examine'

1. sin gilgii 'smali crooked taath'

J. jammi? 'all, everything' cf. Arabic jami?

k. maxrib 'evening prayer' cf. Arabic maGrib

1. masrïq 'east'

m. wanfit 'sieve'

•
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Finally, there are words which appear to be exceptions to the general epenthesis pattern of

triconsonantal lexical nouns, but 1 will argue instead that the (i] vowels are not epenthetic.

Insteadofthe formCVCCi illustrated in (12), the following nouns in (16) have the shape

(C)VCiC. The fmai two examples (16j-k) have four consonants, but they have the shape

CVCVCiC and not CVCVCCi. The comparative data from the other languages is intended

to show that the ri] or [iJ in Rarari generaIly corresponds to a non-epenthetic vowel in

related languages. Recall that in the data in (12), the final epenthetic vowel in Harari did not

correspond to a vowel in related languages. The following is a near exhaustive list of

'exceptions' to the general CVCCi pattern of triconsonantal nouns from Leslau (1963).

(16) (C)VCiC

a. igir 'foot' igir (Arnharic)

b. gidij 'eyebrow'

• c. gilib 'knee' gulbat (Amharic)

d. lazim 'caller to prayer' lazim (Arabic)

e. 5akir 'grateful' sakir (Arabie)

f. 5arib 'whiskers' 5arib (Arabic)

CT t'iflr 'claw, fingemail' t'itir (Arnharie)0

but s'ifri (Tigrinya)

h. titit 'slap' t'iffi (Amharie)

1. wajib 'duty, obligation' wa:jib (Arabie)

J. musafrr 'traveller, peddler'

k. waqalim 'sausage' qWalima (Arnharie)

•
When vowel-initial suffixes are added to the words in (16), the vowel between the two

fmal consonants is still present:
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• (17)

a. igir-e 'my foot'

b. giIib-e 'my knee'

c. musafir-e 'my traveller'

d. waqalim-e 'my sausage

In Chaha, on the other hand, an epenthetic vowel would not appear between the two root

fmal consonants when followed by a vowel-initial suffix:

•

•

(18) Chaha

a. agir-ana -> agrana t my foot'

b. sidi{l-ana -> sid(3ana 'my curse'

c . maqa(3ïr-ana -> maqa~rana 'my grave 1

This suggests that the [il between the final consonants in the Harari words in (16) is not

epenthetic, but a full-fledged [il. Sînce in Harari the epenthetic [il overlaps with the

phoneme Iii, it is not always easy to determine whether word-medial [il is epenthetic or not.

Sorne adjectives take the form CaCiC. If these adjectives had the templatic shape

CaCC, we would expect a final epenthetic ri]. This suggests that the pattern is really CaCiC

with a non-epenthetic [il, the same pattern found in Ge'ez with or without gemination:

t'abib 'wise', balix 'sharp, ~abiy 'great' (Lambdin 1978:76). Like the fOrInS in (16), the

data in (19) are surface exceptions to the general mIe that fmal CC clusters are resolved via

epenthesis following the consonants and not between them. But, if the [il in these

adjectives is not epenthetic, then they are not bona fide exceptions:
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Tna Î'las'ir < hs'r be short'

Ge'ez: qatt'in

has'ir 'short'

qac'in 'thin, slender'

wariq 'green'

hajis 'new' Ge'ez: haddis

baxil 'parsimonious, miserly'

b.

a.

d.

c.

e.

(19)•

This concludes the descriptive portion of the distribution of the epenthetic vowel in Harari.

l now tum to the position of the epenthetic vowel with respect ta directional syllabification.

4 . 3 . 2 Harari epenthesis and directionality

•
Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1979) fonnulate the epenthesis mie in Harari as occurring in the

following environments:

(20) ~ -> i 1 CC C

CC #

#C C

In a triconsonantal cluster, the epenthetic ri] is inserted between the second and third

consonants, and following two consonants word-fmally. This is to account for data such as

the following:

(21)

•
a.

b .

It-sabrl

Iza-t-sbar/

tisabri

zatsibar

*tisabir

*zatisbar

'you break'

'you don't break'
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Itô (1986) argues for left-to-right syllable construction in Harari, paralleling her

proposais for Cairene Arabic. A maximal syllable cve is constructed beginning from the

left edge of the word and proceeding rightwards, avoiding onset violations. Thus, for the

input It-sabr/, an epenthetic vowel is inserted to provide Et] with an anset. The next

consonant Es] cannot be incorporated as a coda of the syllable [ti] because this would leave

the next syllable onset-Iess. Therefore, [s] and [a] form another syllable. The consonant [h]

is incorporated as the coda of the syllable [sa] and the Er] then receives an epenthetic [il for

support following it:

(22) cr cr 0-
1\ 1 1 \ 1\

o ONe 0
t s a b r -> tisabri

The distinction between Harari and eaïrene Arabic is that final CC clusters are allowed in

• Caïrene regardless of their relative sonority, as discussed in (2).

With triccnsonantallexical nouns as in (12), the same approach accounts for word-

final epenthesis:

(23) cr cr
1 1 \ 1\

o e 0
b r z --> birzi

As for quadriconsonantal nouns as in (15), L-R directionality places epenthesis between the

fmal two consonants:

•
(24) cr

11\
ONC
q m

0"
11\
ONe
c' r -> qimc'ir
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It appears that Harari obeys strict L-R directionality. Those fonns which appear to he

counterexamples as in (16) have non-epenthetic [i] vowels. In addition, the directionality of

epenthesis ovenides the Syllable Contact Law cornpletely. For example, epenthesis aIways

follows the two final consonants, even if doing so would cause a heterosyllabic sonority

violation. In the following examples, the coda is less sonorant than the onset, violating the

Syllable Contact Law:

(25)

a. kibri 'pride'

b. qismi 'share, portion'

c. ti-sabri 'you (ms.) break'

We can thus conclude that given two constraints, Syllable Contact Law, and Direetionality,

Directionality is ranked above Syllable Contact in Harari. l will now formalize these

constraints.

Directionality of syllabification is very much a seriaI operation, and as such, does

not fit within Optimality Theory's insistence on a single derivational step. It has been recast

in Optimality Theory as Alignment constraints. These particular Alignment constraints

require that the edge of every syllable be aligned with the edge of the prosodie word

(Mester & Padgett 1994, Wiltshire 1995):

(26) Align (SyIIable, Edge, PrWd, Edge)

Every syllable must be aligned with the edge of sorne prosodie word
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Each syllable is judged for satisfaction of alignment by counting how many moras away

from the edge of the prosodie word it is, with the assumption that closed syllabIes are

mora-bearing. Mester & Padgett (1994) use Alignment to capture the parametrical

difference between Caïrene and Iraqi Arabic (Broselow 1980, 1992, Selkirk 1981, Itô

1986, 1989). Itô proposed that the distinction between Caïrene and Iraqi Arabic epenthesis

sites was due to a directionality parameter: L -> R syllable construction in Cairene and R

--> L syllable construction in Iraqi. This is to account for pairs like the following:

(27) Cairene

Iraqi

nuI-t-I-u/

Igil-t-l-a1

'1ul.ti.lu

gi.lit.la

II toId him'

'1 told him l

•

•

In each case, an attempt is made to construct a maximal CVC syllable, in keeping with the

Onset Principle, starting from either the Ieft or right edge. Alignment will produce the sarne

effect as directional syllabification, resulting in closed syllables more to one edge than the

other. For right-to-left directionality, Align L is used and closed syllables are found closer

to the right edge:

(28) Iraqi

gil-t-l-a AlignL No Coda
(a, PrWd)

cr2 cr3
a. gil.ti.la JlJ.l.! J.l.J.l.J.l. *

0'2 cr3
lGi" b. gi.lit.la Jl JlJ.l.J.l. *

The frrst syllable is well-aligned with the left edge of the ward. The second syllable is

either two moras away in candidate (28a) (preceded by a closed syllable which has two

moras) or one mora away in candidate (28b) (preceded by an open syllable which has one

mora). The same assessment is computed for the third syllable and then the total number of
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moras are compared between candidates, producing (28b) as the winning candidate because

it has one less mora. The same calculation is repeated with Align R for Caïrene (left-to-right

syllable construction), resulting in closed syllables being closer to the left edge:

(29) Cairene

1ul-t-I-u AlignR No Coda
(cr, PrWd)

0"1 0'2
!GY a. 'lul.ti.lu JlJl Jl *

al cr2
b. 'lu.lit.lu JlJlJl! Jl *

Harari resembles Cairene, in that L-R directional syllabification or Align R result in closed

syllables towards the left edge of the word. There are two ways in which the Alignment

analysis of Mester & Padgett is problematic. First, as they point out themselves, there is

• overlap with the constraint FILL (or DEP), which penalizes epenthesis and therefore,

indirectly, greater numbers of syllables. Therefore, the more syllables there are, the more

violations there will be since each syllable is assessed individually for satisfaction of Align.

Second, since fmal consonants in Arabie are non-moraic, Align-R cannot distinguish

between two candidates CVCVC and CVCCV from an input tCVCCI as shown below:

(30)
CVCC AlignR

(cr, PrWd)

1-lJ.l Jl 0"1 cr2
a. CVC.CV J.l

J.l Il al cr2
b.CV.CVC Jl

This suggests that counting moras is problematic, and that the constraint should instead be

fonnulated to count light syllables:

•
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Anchor (crI.l R, Pwd R)

The right edge of every monomoraic syllable has a

correspondent at the right edge of sorne prosodic word

•

•

While this constraint suffers from the same problem as the Mester & Padgett (1994)

analysis in that the more syllables there are, the more violations pile up, it solves the

problem of the final non-moraïc coda. Violations may be computed by counting syllables or

moras; in the following tabieau and subsequently, l count syllables. The [Ifst light syllable

of candidate (32a) is the final one, which is positioned at the right edge and therefore

satisfies Anchor-R. Candidate (32b) has two light syllables. The fust is one syllable away

from the right edge, and incurs one violation; the final syllable is perfectly anchored:

(32)
CVCC AnchorR

(crJ.b PrWd)

!1.!1. Jl. crI
!Gr' a. CVC.CV

!1. J.L crI cr2
b.CV.CVC *!

Turning now to heterosyllabic sonority, the Syllable Contact Law is stated as

fol1ows, modified from Murray & Vennemann (1983) as a categorical statement (see also

Bat-El 1996, Urbanczyk 1996, Davis & Shin 1997 on Syllable Contact in OT):

(33) Syllable Contact

In a syllabic structure A$B, where A and B are segments and a and b are

the sonority values of A and B respectively, a must be higher in sonority than b.

Harari epenthesis has the ranking Anchor-R > Syllable Contact. It is more important to

have a closed syllable at the left edge (by aligning the open syllables towards the right edge)

than to obey SyllCon:
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(34)

kbr

~ a. kibri

b. kibir

Anchor-R
0"1

crI
*t

cr2

Anchor-R will aIso choose the correct candidate when a prefix is added. In (35a), there are

only two monomoraic syllables, but in (35b), there are three:

(35)

•
t-sabr

~ a. tisabri

b. tisabir

Anchor-R
crI cr2
**
crI cr2 cr3
** *t

•

The ranking of Anchor-R above SyllCon can be termed a case of blind alignment in that

considerations of sonority are sacrificed to achieve good alignment of syllables towards an

edge.4 Anchor-R itself is dominated by considerations of syllable structure such as ONSET

and maximal syllable size (i.e. no complex codas or onsets). l now mm to Tigrinya, which

resembles Harari closely.

4 Broselow (1992) argues against the directionaliry account of the IraqilCairene epenthesis patterns in that it
cannot account for word-initial clusters in Iraqi. or for loanwords. l do not attempt to reanalyze all the
patterns here. but suggest that the Anchor constraints pertaining to open syllables as weIl as Syllable
Contact look promising in solving this problem. Assuming that Iraqi has Anchor-L ranked higher than
Anchor-R to account for word-internaI epenthesis patterns, we discover that Anchor-L cannot determine
between a #CCV cluster parsed as #CiCV or #iCCV. The first parse has perfect alignment of the open
syllable with the left edge. and the other has a closed syllable 50 it is notjudged with respect to Anchor.
Appealing next to Anchor-R favours the vowel-initiaI fonn. and that is indeed what we find: Iktaabl ->
[iktaab] 'book'. The loanword patterns suggest that Syllable Contact may he ranked higher in Caïrene than
in Iraqi. For example. the word Fred is borrowed as [ifrEd] in Iraqi and as [fIred] in Cairene. showing
avoidance of [f-r]. The Syllahle Contact analysis also accounts for the problematic triconsonantal clusters
discussed in Broselow (l983): 'street' is parsed as [istireet] in Caïrene (avoidance of t-r) but as [sitreet] in
Iraqi.
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4.4 . Tigrinya Epenthesis

4.4.1 Triconsonantal nouns

Like Harari, Tigrinya does not allow word-rmal CVCC syllables. A final CC cIuster is

repaired by word-final epenthesis of [il following the two consonants. The epenthetic

vowel is [il word-fmally and [il elsewhere. This is illustrated by the following

triconsonantal nouns:

(36)

a. kaIbi 'dog'

b. birki 'knee'

c. libbi 'heart'

• d. sinni 'tooth'

e. s'ifri 'naiI'

f. 1igri 'foot'

The rmal two forros (36e-t) show that intersyllabic sonority is disregarded in favour of

directionality. The sequences [fr] and [gr] violate Syllable Contact. Borrowed nouns with

final clusters undergo ward-final epenthesis, tao (data from Berhane 1991):

(37)

•

a.

b.

c.

banki

wayni

dansi

'bank'

'wine'

'dance'
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Tigre, the closest spoken language to Tigrinya, resolves word-fmaI clusters by epenthesis

between the two consonants, as the following cognates show. This is similar to Chaha

epenthesis (see (1)), except that Tigre has no CVCC syllables word-finally.

(38) Tigre Tigrinya

a. îigir 1igri 'foot'

b. kaIib kaIbi 'dog'

c. nms nafsi 'soul'

d. hilim liiImi 'dream'

As demonstrated by Berhane (1991), the epenthetic status of final [il in Tigrinya can he

tested by attaching suffixes. Vowel hiatus is generally repaired by glottal stop insertion.

But, epenthetic [il is missing before vowel-initial suffixes, as shown in (39a). In (39b), a

• consonant initial sufflX causes the epenthetic vowel to be realized as [il since it is no longer

fmal. This would not be expected if it were not epenthetic:

(39) Regnlar nonns .. final ri] is epenthetic

a.

b.

kaIbi + u -> kaIbu

kaIbi + xa --> kaIbixa

'his dog'

'your dog'

*kaIbi'lu

*kaIbixa

In contrast, non-epenthetic ward-final [il, part of the template of derived agentives or

instrumentais, triggers glottal stop insertion between [il and the suffix. Furthermore, this

[il is not centralized to [il because it is not epenthetic:

•
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• (40)

a.

b.

c.

darafi - a

gornadi-a

rna-srihi - a

-->

-->

-->

daratï1a

gomadi1a

rnasrihi1a

'her singer'

'her cutter'

'her instrument for working'

l will now examine sorne foans which Denais (1990) considers problematic because

the epenthetic vo\vel is placed between the final two consonants instead of following them.

This occurs in derived instrumental nouns. Instrumentais are formed with a prefix /ma-/

and one of two templatic forms: ma-CCiC or ma-CCaCi. It is the flISt forms in (41a-d)

which Denais considers problematic:

(41)

a. ma-sfin leader

• b. ma-mhir teacher

c. ma-ru1 needle

d. ma-ngid business

f.

g.

h.

1.

ma-xdani

ma-drati

rna-grafi

rna-dfi1i

instrument for covering

microphone

instrument for whipping

instrument for pushing (a-->i before guttural [1])

•

But, L-R directionaIity or Anchor-R predicts these outputs, since the prefIX forros a closed

syllable with the initial consonant of the root, and then the two remaining consonants are

incorporated into a single syllable:
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• (42)
cr cr

1 1 \ 1 1 \
ONe ONC
man g d -> mangid

If the epenthetic vowel occurred following the two final consonants, an additional

epenthetic vowel would be needed to syllabify all consonants, producing a form like

*manigdi.

The same logic applies to quadriconsonantal nouns and quadriliteral jussive forms:

(43) Quadriconsonantal nouns

a. dingil 'virgin' *dingili *dinigli

b. qi:Isim 'forearm'

c . birsin 'lentils'• d. billis' 'choice'

Quadriliterai imperative verbs CiiCCC

e.

f.

maskïr

gamib

'testify!'

'tatoo beauty mark!'

Tigrinya appears to follow Anchor-R in the same way as Harari, with no regard for

Syllable Contact.

4.4.2 Exceptions to epenthesis and the role of the template

The one major exception to the left-right pattern in Tigrinya is with Type C jussive and

• imPerfective verbs. These are triliteral verbs with the vowel [a] between the first two
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consonants. There are no other vowels within the template in the jussive or imperfective

Type C forro. Instead of an epenthetic vowel following the two remaining consonants to

produce the familiar CVCCi form, the epentbetic vowel occurs between the two final

consonants:

(44)

yi-barix 'he bless!'

TypeC a.

b.

yi-galib 'he gallops' *yi-galbi

*yi-barki

The verb in (44b) can be compared with the lexical noun birki 'knee', which has the same

three consonants (1kJ --> [x] postvocalically). The behaviour of Type C verbs is also one

area where Tigrinya differs from Harari, which has ward-final epenthesis:

• (45) Harari Tigrinya

a. yi-magdi 'he bums' d. yi-barix 'he blesses'

b. yi-marxi 'he takes prisaner' e. yi-marix 'he leads'

c. yi-navlt'i 'he changes' f. yi-galib 'he gallaps'

The only other Tigrinya verb form with epenthesis between the [mal two consonants is the

causative jussive of Type A verbs. Normally, Type Ajussives have the form CCtiC. When

causative, however, they take the stem shape CCiC, with epenthesis between the final

consonants:

(46) Causative jussive - CCiC

•
a.

b.

yti-sbir

îa-sbir

'let mm make break!'

'make break!'
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However, as with the instrumental nouns and agentives in (40), the prefix forces the

epenthetic vowel to appear between the final two consonants. If it appeared following

them, an additional epenthetic vowel would be necessary: *ya-sibri. In summary, Tigrinya

has the same epenthesis strategy as Harari with the exception ofType C verbs.

Berhane (1991) argues that Type C cannot have word-frnal epenthesis since this

would place the [a] in a closed syllable: *bai"ki. He considers peripheral vowels (the non

central vowels i e a 0 u) ta be long, and therefore not permitted in closed syllables since

Tigrinya does not allow 'super-heavy' syllables. However, the postulation of long vowels

in Tigrinya is mostly based on historical arguments. There is no contrast between long and

short vowels of the same quality, but between peripheral and central vowels of different

quality, ie between [a] and [a] and [il and [i]. There is little synchronie evidence, such as

closed-syllable shortening, or distribution restrictions, ie no peripheral vowels in closed

syllables, which points to the vowels as long. Indeed, as Buckley (1997) stresses, there are

ample counterexamples to peripheral vowels appearing in elosed syllables:

(47) a. sabir-na 'we breaking'

b. mi-wlad-na 'our giving birth'

c. t'el-na 'our goat'

d. sanbu'l 'lung'

e. habobla 'hurricane'

f. fiddo 'short pants'

g. qarma 'gnat'

It would appear that the restriction of [a] appearing in closed syllables in Tigrinya is

heavily morphologized. This restriction is preserved in the templatie system of the

• language, that is in the verb morphology and the broken pluraIs, but is violated in lexical
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• nouns. To account for this synchronically, l will argue that templatic shape overrides the

nonnal epenthesis pattern. In Type C perfective verb forros, the template calls for the shape

CaCaC. The imperfective and jussive fOrfiS, however, only have one stem vowel [al

between the [Ifst two root consonants, which, with epenthesis, could be either yi-CaCCi or

yi-CaCiC. The first forro fares better on alignment, but it would not be of the same CvCvC

shape as the perfective, and indeed most other verb forms:

(48)

Perfective Imperfective Jussive

a. barax-a yi-barix yi-barix 'bless'

b. galab-a yi-galib yi-galib 'gallop'

The templatic shape is maintained when vowel-initial suffixes are attached as well,

• showing that templatic shape will require epenthesis even when epenthesis is not

independently needed for structural reasons, i.e. *yibarxu is not a possible Type C forro

even though it has one fewer epenthetic vowels than the attested form in (49a):

(49)

a.

b.

yi-barix-u

yi-barix-a

they (m.) bless

they (f.) bless

This demonstrates that the templatic requirement outranks Anchor-R. l have labeled the

templatic constraint 'Template', although it could he formalized in terms of syllables,

skeletal positions or fioras, perhaps as a sequence of two light syllables, for example:

•
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• (50)

-bark

Il? a. yi-barix

b. yi-barki

Tem late

*!

This analysis receives additional support by comparing the behaviour of Type C verbs in

Tigre. Recall that in Tigrey the epenthetic vowel appears between the final two consonants

and not following them. The Type C verbs thus resemble Tigrinya when there are no

suffixes (51a-b):

(51) Tigre

Perfective Imperfective/Jussive

a . katab-a li-katib 'vaccinate'

• b. habar-a li-habir 'join'

However, when there are subject suffixes, the epenthetic vowel is not present, and the [a]

appears in a closed syllable:

(52) a. ti-katb-i 'you vaccinate (fs.)'

b. ti-katb-o 'you vaccinate (mp)'

c. ti-katb-a 'you vaccinate (fp)'

d. li-katb-o 'they vaccinate (m)'

e. li-katb-a 'they vaccinate (f)'

•
Even though the same kind of arguments put forth for Tigrinya have also been used to

argue that Tigre peripheral vowels are long (Lowenstamm & Prunet 1985, 1987i, the

5 In fact, the arguments are somewhat stronger for Tigre. There are minimal pairs: [ha:l] 'maternaI uncle'
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Type C Tigre forms show that peripheral vowels can appear in closed syllables. This

comparison lends strong support to the analysis that the extra epenthesis in TYPe C verbs in

Tigrinya is related to the dominance of a templatic requirement, and not the impossibility of

long vowels in closed syllables.

With most lexical nouns, there is no specific nominal shape, and hence no need to

conforrn to a templatic shape. Broken plurals, on the other hand, have well-defmed

templatic shapes; in no case do we find epenthesis following the final consonants

(Angoujard & Denais 1989):

(53) singular plural

a. moqWib mawaqib 'chains, irons'

b. mogad mawagid 'wave'

• c. nigus nagawis 'king, emperor'

d. qamis qamawis 'shirf

e. batri 'labatir 'stick'

f. rigbi 'laragib 'pigeon'

g. ba~i 'labagi~ 'sheep'

While Angoujard & Denais (1989) argue that the vowel [a] is long and therefore a fonu

such as (53f) 'laragbi would be avoided as the [a] would be in a closed syllable, the patterns

are aIso consistent with the templatic form overriding normal epenthesis strategies, and

furtherrnore do not face problems in accounting for all the long vowel counterexamples

presented in Buckley (1997)6.

•
vs. [hall 'paternal uncle'. with Iowered lai to [a].
6 l have found one exarnple in Angoujard & Denais (1989) which does follow the template-induced
epenthesis but fares worse on Anchor-R:

mizan mizawïn-ti 'scales'
Anchor-R predicts mizawniti. because the second open syllable is doser ta the right edge. Nevertheless. it
is unclear whether the central vawel between [z] and [w] in the plural forro is a typographical error. since it
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• In conclusion, both Tigrinya and Harari appear to prefer closed syllables at the left

edge, detennined by Anchor R. This accounts for the position of the epenthetic vowels.

They differ only in that Tigrinya alIows considerations on templatic shape ta override the

normal epenthesis pattern. Furthermore, the relative sonority of consonants which appear

in coda-onset sequences never plays a raIe. l now turn to consider epenthesis in other

Ethio-Semitic languages. l will begin with a discussion of Tigre and move on to Chaha.

4.5 . Tigre Epenthesis

Tigre has the same restrictions on syllable structure as Tigrinya and Harari. It has no

complex onsets or codas, and therefore disallows final CVCC syllables7
• It also appears to

• have the same anchor pattern, with one difference: word-finally, the epenthetic vowel

always appears between the fmal consonants. Unfortunately, there are very few examples

in Tigre which clearly show the effect of Anchor-R. The feminine singular causative Type

A passive participle (indicated by a prefix !li-/) is one form which potentially offers two

alternative positions for the epenthetic vowel to appear. The masculine form is of the shape

"li-CCuC, and the ferninine singular form ?i-CCiC or ?i-CCiC-it with a suffix. The actual

suff"lXed form over the unattested *?i-CiCC-it is predicted from the Anchor-R constraint:

(54) a.

b.

c.

?i-grif-it

1i-qtil-it

1i-fris'-it

she who makes whip

she who orders to kill

she who makes someone kick

•
is the only plural in this class which does not have [a] in that position.
7 Raz (1983:11) states that only a cluster of two consonants is possible and only in medial position, but he
acknowledges that 'owing to the stress-ùmed rhythm' it is possible to encounter a cluster of two or more
consonants. but this is at the phonetic level. My own preliminary phoneùc investigation of Tigre reveals
that epenthetic vowels are extremely short and often voiceless.
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• Anchor-R is not sacrificed ta obtain better intersyllabic sonority. A form such as

*?i-girf-it would have a better coda-onset sequence in tenns of sonority7 but it would fare

worse on the Anchor-R constraint. This case is not clear-eut7 however7 since the feminine

singular passive causative Type A passive participle7which has a prefIX flit-/ as ?iti},itil-it

or îit-girif-it has an extra epenthetic vowel L.ll the stem. This suggests that templatic

considerations may be playing a role in determining epenthesis.

Word-finally7 Tigre clearly vialates Anchor-R and consistently has epenthesis

between final consonants:

(55)

a. îigir 'foot'

• b. kaIib 'dog'

c. nms 'soult

d. hilim 'dream'

e. wibir 'bull'

f. kirin 'voice'

Cross-linguisticallY7 the Tigre pattern of having epenthesis between the fmal two

consonants is more common than the Harari pattem7where epenthesis follows the two final

consonants. Among languages which allow codas7 the anly other language l am aware of

which follows the Harariffigrinya pattern is Sudanese Arabie. Blevins (1995) notes that

word-final stray consonants have a greater tendency ta become codas7 while ward-initial

stray consonants become onsets. For example, Blevins cites the case of Lenakel (Lynch

1974) which appears to have L-R syllabification (=Anchor-R), but word-finally shows the

• internai epenthesis strategy ([a] is the epenthetic vowel, but ri] appears after coronaIs). In
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(57a-d), epenthesis occurs between the initial consonants. In (57e-g), epenthesis occurs

between the second and third of a word-medial triconsonantal cluster, the position predicted

by left-to-right directionality. Word-finally, however, in (57h-l), epenthesis occurs

between the two final consonants and not following them as in Harari or Tigrinya:

(57)

#CC->#CVC

a. t-n-ak-ol tinag~l 'you (sg.) will do it'

b. t-r-ep-ol tirEb~1 'he will then do it'

c. n-n-ol nin~l 'you (sg.) have done it'

d. r-n-ol rin~l 'he has done it'

vcccv --> VCCVCV

• e. kam-n-nïan-n kàmnimarun 'for her brother'

f. as-at-pn-aan asidbanan 'don't go up there'

0- k-ar-(a )pkom karbag::lm 'they are heavy't;).

cc#-->cvc#

h. apk-apk abgabakh 'to be pregnant'

1. apn-apn abnaban 'free'

J. ark-ark ankh 'to growl'arg

k. r-am-ann rimanan 'he was afraid'

1. n-am-apk nimabakh 'you (sg.) took it'

The general tendency for languages to epenthesize inside the stem at the edges and not

outside, noted in Blevins (1995), must he accounted for. While it is fairly straightforward

• to explain why languages do not epenthesize outside the stem at the left edge, since this
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would violate ONSET, this argument does not carry over to the right edge. One possible

solution for the right-edge would he to relate it to the oft-stated requirement that Semitic

stems end in consonants (McCarthy & Prince 1990b), incorporated in DT as FINAL-C.

Sorne version of this constraint has been applied not just to Arabie, but to English

(McCarthy 1993a) and Lushootseed (Urbancyzk 1996). However, there does not seem to

be a strong underlying reason why words should wish to end in consonants. One could

argue that Harari and Tigrinya do not reflect the FINAL-C requirement despite being

Semitic languages, but given that FINAL-C is a violable constraint, it would simply he

ranked lower than Anchor-R in those languages. Another possibility would be to require

the Prosodie Word to anchor with an input segment, a constraint which was used in the

Containment version of OT (McCarthy & Prince 1993) as alignment of Prosodic Word and

Stem. where epenthetic segments were considered outside the stem in the output.

1 propose instead that what languages are doing is avoiding consonant sequences

(in this case, more specifically, coda-onset sequences since there are no complex onsets or

codas). This generalizes to both edges of the word:

(55) No Consonant Cluster No consonant sequences

This kind of constraint is grounded phonetically in the avoidance of a sequence of sounds

which give less perceptual eues to distinguish the sounds. As Steriade (1996b) points out

for [voice] neutralization, the best position for a voicing contrast is between vowels, with

the worst in pre or post-obstruent position. Pre-consonantal consonants fare worse than

word-final consonants, because there is a lack of burst and amplitude aiding the distinction

among consonants. Support for this position also cornes from medial coda restrictions, in

which languages may allow a limited range of segments in word-medial codas, but in final

• position, other consonants are possible (see Itô 1986 on Diola Fogny). The restriction on
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consonant sequences can account for why epenthesis prefers to occur within stems at both

edges of the word. Avoiding clusters is more important than alignment or even preserving

the linearity of segments in a stem. This might aIso explain why directional syllabification

has been reported in so few cases. In Itô (1986, 1989), only Caïrene and Iraqi Arabic,

Harari, and Temiar are discussed. Given general constraints on left-to right directionality

(Anchor-R), consonant clusters and intersyllabic sonority (SyllCon), a typology of four

language types is predicted. To illustrate this, consider the following hypothetical inputs

and possible outputs:8

(59)

Input Output Output

/yi-tnzagl A. [yitnizag] B. [yitinzag]

/kaIb/ C. [kalbi] D. [kalib]

• Isabrl E. [sabriJ F. [sabir]

Combining the four constraints in six possible rankings, we get a typology of four

languages for the output combinations, indicated by the capital letters. ft tums out that two

languages can be generated by either of two different combinations, given the similarity of

No C-C (No Consonant Clusters) and SyllCon.

• 8 l have not considered initial clusters and whether they can be parsed with prothesis if the sonority contour
is acceptable. This would only be allowed in languages in which ONSET was ranked low.
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(57) Ranking

ANCHüR > No C-C > SyllCon

ANCHOR> SyliCon > No C-C

No C-C > ANCHüR > SyllCon

SyliCon > ANCHOR > No C-C

SyllCon> No C-C > ANCHOR

No C-C > SyllCon > ANCHOR

Language

ACE

ADF

BCF

BDF

Chapter 4 - Epenthesis

Characteristics

Word final epenthesis, strict alignment

No consonant clusters word-finally.

alignment respected word-internally

No consonant clusters word-finally if

sonority bad. syllable contact respected

word-internally; otherwise word-final

epenthesis

No consonant clusters word-finally,

syllable contact respected word

internally

Languages which have pure alignment like Tigrinya and Harari do so at the expense

of having consonant clusters and syllable contact violations. This is the ACE combination.

Anchor is ranked over the constraints on clusters. Languages like Tigre avoid consonant

clusters at the edges, but when forced to have them word-medially, appear to obey

alignment and thereby potentially violate syllable contact. The ban on consonant clusters is

ranked over Anchor which is ranked above SyllCon. This is the ADF combination.

Languages like Chaha, which l discuss below in §4.6, obey directionality as long as there

are no intersyllabic sonority violations. SyllCon is ranked above Anchor. This produces the

BCF combination, although Chaha simply has CVCC syllables and no word-final

epenthesis. A language like Chaha with no CVCC syllables word-fmally would behave like

• Fula (Paradis 1996). Paradis shows how loanwords are borrowed into Fula from French.
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Epenthesis (a copy of a preceding vowel) QCcurs between the final two consonants if there

is no SyllCon violation (61a-b); otherwise the epenthesis follows the cluster (61c-d).

(61) SyllCon violated - CC# -> CVC#

a. mëtr -> mE8tEr 'meter'

b. tabl --> taabal 'table'

SyllCon not violated - CC# -> CCV

c. kard --> karda 'card (comb)'

d. f:Jrs --> f::>rs::> 'card'

The typology also predicts a language like Tigre which avoids consonant clusters~ but

which obeys SyllCon rather than directionality word-medially: BDF. The combinations

• BCE and ACF cannot be generated. BCE cannot be generated since it would require

ignoring sonority word-finally but not word-medially. ACF would involve ignoring

sonority word-medially, but not word-finally. If the unmarked ranking is no consonant

clusters over Anchor~ then languages like Tigre, Chaha and Lenakel are predicted to he

more common.

4.6. Chaha Epenthesis

•

Chaha epenthesis respects alignment unless there is an intersyllabic sonority violation. For

tbis reason, epenthesis occurs between the two final consonants in case of a sonorit}'

violation and not following them. Unlike Tigre, Chaha does have final CC clusters. These

are allowed only if there is a fall in sonority between the consonants. The examples from

(1) are repeated in (62):
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• (62) Chaha

a. Isrtl --> sirt cauterize!

b. Ikftj --> kift open!

c. Irt'rl --> nit'ir melt!

d. Idprl --> di13ir add!

Hayward (1988) gives the following sonority scale for Chaha~ based on the

epenthesis between fmal consonants in imperative forms:

(63) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

f s d 13 m r w

t 0' (z) n y0

• x

k

t'

q

The frrst consonant of the final CC sequence must he more sonorous than the second.

However, among the obstruents, fricative-stop combinations are preferred to stop-fricative:

ya-kift> *ya-lcfit. l propose instead that the sonority scale has the following breakdown,

although the position of Cs] is difficult to pinpoint, as it is in many languages. For example~

Cs] can fonn clusters with preceding stops: niks 'bite!'

•
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• (64) Least sonorant

t f s? n m

k x

t l
Z

q

d

g

Most sonorant

r w

y

•

There is little evidence to separate the voiced obstruents from the voiceless ones; the main

division among the obstruents is fricative vs. stop. Amongst the sonorants, there is sorne

evidence for the particular divisions, and these will he discussed throughout this section.

Recall that [13] is an approximant.

To illustrate that Chaha differs from Harari in respecting intersyllabic sonority, l

will investigate cases where there is a triconsonantal word-media! cluster. Anchor-R

predicts the parsing VCCCV --> VC.CV.CV. This is what is found in Harari. The

following examples compare imperfective quadriliterais with passive imperfective

quadriliterals which have a prefIX /t-/ in Harari. The 3ms of regular quadriliterals have the

underlying stem /yi-CCaCC/, the passive /yi-t-CCaCaC/. Epenthesis occurs between the

second and third consonants in the tCC sequence:

(65) Regular quadriliteral Passive quadriliteral

a.

b.

yig.lab.t'i

yil.qal.qi

c.

d.

yit.gi.la.baf

yit.Ii.qa.laq *yi.til.qa.laq

In exarnple (65d), the sonority of the coda onset sequence [t-1] violates Syllable Contact

• which requires that the coda be more sonorous than the onset. The unattested forro with
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epenthesis between the Et] and [1] would produce a better coda-onset sequence, but would

have the open syllables further from the right edge. This shows once again that Anchor-R

overrides Syllable Contact in Harari:

(66)

w a. yitliqaUiq

b. yitilqaUiq

Anchor-R

crI cr2 0'3
** *
crI cr2 0'3

*** *!

•

In Chaha, on the other hand, the position of the epenthetic vowel between the

second and third consonants does not consistently follow Anchor-R. The regular

quadriliterals are given on the left and contrasted with passive quadriliterals which have a

prefIX It-/:

(67) Regular quadriliteral Passive quadriliterai

a. yi-msakir

b. yi-te'aniq

c. yi-qrat'im

d. yi-kWdikwim

he testifies

he squashes

he cuts

he knocks on

the head

e. yi-ti-msaIdir

f. yi-ti-te'anaq

g. yi-t-qïrat'am

h. yi-t-kwirak:wam

it is testifying

it is being squashed

it is eut

he is knocked on

the head

•

The regular quadriliterals have the same shape, and the epenthetic vowel appears

between the final two consonants. The passive quadriliteral has two different forms. In

(67e-f) the syllabification is yi.tiC.Ca.CaC and in (67g-h) it is yit.Ci.Ca.CaC. Anchor-R

syllabification predicts the form in (67g-h) ooly. The difference between the two shapes is

that if (67e-f) abeyed Anchor-R, an intersyllabic sanarity violation would result:

*yit.mi.sa.kar. The coda Et] has lower sonority than the following onset [ml, a violation of
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Syllable Contact. With the actual syllabification~ yi-ti-msakar. the coda-onset sequence [m

s] is Iegitimate since the coda has higher sonority than the following onset. This shows that

despite numerous violations of intersyllabic sonority where epenthesis is otherwise

unjustified~ Chaha will violate Anchor-R to satisfy intersyllabic sonority when epenthesis is

required independently for structural reasons. We have already deduced that Syllable

Contact outran..1<s Anchor-R in Chaha~ since a form like /sbr/ -> [si{3ir] and not [si{3ri]. The

passive quadriliteral forros further confrrm this:

(68)

•

-t-msa..l(ar

~ a. yitimsakar

b. yitmisakar

SyliCon

*'

•

4.6.1 2nd and 3rd person Jussive stems and sonority

l now turn ta sorne more complicated examples in Chaha frOID Type A jussive stems. There

are two kinds of Type A stems: CCliC (mostly intransitive) and CCC (mostly transitive). l

will focus on the CCC type. As cliscussed in (1)/(62), Chaha breaks up CCC stems in two

ways. In the 2rns imperative, where there are no prefIXes or suffIXes, the output is CiCC if

the fmal consonants forro an acceptable fallïng sonority cluster. Otherwise there is

additional epenthesis between the two final consonants: CiCiC. l will refer to the [CiCiC]

pattern as Split verbs and the CiCC pattern as Cluster verbs. Verbs which divide into these

two patterns behave differently when prefixes and suffIXes attach to the stem. l will fust

examine Split verbs. The initial epenthetic vowei is not present if there is a prefix. If there

is a suffix, then the second of the two vowels is not necessary. This is illustrated below for

2ms, 3ms (with prefIX ya-) and 2mpi (with SUffIX -0):
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.:
(69)

2ms 3ms 2mpl

a. gidif ya-gdif gidf-o break the fast

b. fiqid ya-fqid fiqd-o permit9

c. kïtif ya-ktif kitf-o chop

d. sigid ya-sgid sigd-o worship, bow

e. nigid ya-ngid nigd-o touch

f. nit'ir ya-nt'ir n.ït'r-o separate

•
In the 2ms forms (69a-e), the second epenthetic vowel may he optionally suppressed. In

fact, many split verbs show alternate patterns. l return to these variable forms in §4.6.3.

Sïnce there is only one epenthetic vowel required to syllabify the consonants in the

forms with affixes, sonority violations do resuIt. For example, 2mpl (6ge) nit'ro. This

provides an argument that DEP must he ranked above SyllCon. If it were not, we would

expect epenthesis ta occur in between the unacceptable consonant cluster. This is illustrated

by the following tableau:

(70)

rtlr

ltW a. nitlro

b. nit'iro

DEP

*

**!

•
Ifboth a preÎlX and a suffix are added, SyllCon violations can be minimized because there

is a choice of epenthesis site. The 3mpl has both the prefIX /yaJ and the suffix /-0/. There is

9 This is a Ioanword from Arnharic
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therefore the possibility of placing an epenthetic vowel either between the first two

consonants to produce ya-CiCC-o or between the last two to produce ya-CCiC-o. The

second case obeys Anchor-R. With the verbs in (71), the epenthetic vowel appears between

the 2nd and 3rd consonants, just like the 3ms fOnDS in (69), respecting Anchor-RIO
:

(7l) 3mpI

a. ya-gdif-o break the fast

b. ya-fqid-o permit

c. ya-ktif-o chop

d. ya-sgid-o worship, bow

e. ya-ngid-o touch

f. ya-nt'ir-o separate

We already know that the two fmal consonants tend not to form a good coda-onset

sequence in terms of sonority, because in the 2ms form with no affixes, they have

epenthesis between them. In each of the cases above, there are sonority violations between

the second and third consonants:

(72) CI-C2 C2-C3

g-d * d-f *
f-q ~ q-d *
k-t * t-f *
s-g ~ g-d *
n-g ~ g-d *
n-t' ~ t' -r *

10 The forms in (71a-e) have altemate forms. which l return to in sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3.
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Sïnce the CI-C2 sequence is preferable to C2-C3 in most cases, the forro. ya-CCiC-o is

preferred over ya-CiCC-o. For those cases where there are sonority violations between Cl

and C2 as weIl as between C2 and C3 (i.e. k-t and t-f), the form with better Anchoring is

selected, again ya-CCiC-o. This is more clearly seen with the verbs in (73) in which the

two fmal consonants are either sonorant or identical. The sequence [m-r] of (73a) violates

sonority and the sequence [k-m] aIso does. In this case, the 3mpl form is that predicted by

Anchor-R. II The forms in (73d-e) have an exceptional form in the 2mpl - an extra

epenthetic vo\vel to prevent two identical consonants from forming a geminate; geminates

are not pennitted in Chahal2
:

•
(73)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

2ms

kimir

diBir

siBir

w. .
X tnr

qillf

3ms

ya-kmir

ya-dBir

ya-sBir

.. w.ya-x nr

ya-qfif

2mpl

kirnr-o

diBr-o

siBr-o

w..x tnr-o

qifif-o

3mpl

ya-kmir-o

ya-dBir-o

ya-sBir-o

.. w.ya-x nr-o

ya-qfif-o

pile up

add

break

eut off ears

eut the edges

•

When both consonant clusters in 3mpl are violations of SyllCon, it falls to Anchor-R to

determine the correct output. This shows that, unlike the cases in Bat-El (1996), violations

of SyllCon are oot relative - i.e. a stop-sonorant sequence [k-m] is not judged better or

worse than a sonorant-sonorant sequence [m-r]. They are both treated as violations.

11 Again, the fonns in (73a-c) have alternate patterns in the 3mpl: ya-kimro. Those given here are the
preferred fonns. l return to this in 4.5.3.
12 l assume the following rankings for Chaha: OCP > No Geminates > DEP. A language like Muher,
which allows geminates, would have OCP > DEP > No Geminates. This entails that any sequence of
identicaI consonants will he fused to fonn a geminate in Muher to ohey the OCP.
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(74)

ya-kmr-o DEP SyllCon Anchor-R
crI 0'2

u:r a. ya-kmir-o * * *
0'1 cr2

b. ya-kimr-o * * **!

With the other class of verbs, the Cluster verbs, the (CiCC] shape is maintained

throughout the paradigm even with a SufflX:

(75)

2ms 3ms 2mpl 3mpl

a. t'iBt' ya-t'iBr t'iBt'-o ya-t'iBt'-o catch

b. sirt ya-sirt sirt-o ya-sirt-o cauterize

• c. kift ya-kift kift-o ya-kïft-o open

d. dimd ya-dimd dirnd-a ya-dimd-o Jorn

e. dirs ya-dirs dirs-o ya-dirs-o chunk

f. t'iqs ya-t'iqs t'iqs-o ya-t'iqs-a nad

g. t'iBq ya-t'iBq t'iBq-o ya-t'iBq-o he tight

h. dira ya-dirg dirg-o ya-dirg-o strike0

If Chaha behaved like Harari and followed blind alignment, paying no attention to

intersyllabic sonority, we would wrongly preclict the ya-CCiC shape for all3ms forms, and

ya-CCiC-o for ail 3mpl fonns. But that shape only occurs when the sonority contact of the

frrst and second consonants is hetter than or equal to that of the second and third, as we

•
saw in (71) and (73). With all the forms above in (75), the sonority is better between the

second and third consonants, e.g. ya-dirg > *yadrig because [r-g] is a better sequence than
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[d_r].13 This gives the surface effect of the 3ms matching the shape of the 2ms imperative

form with respect to the location of the epenthetic vowel:

(76)

ya-dr -0

a. ya-drlg-o

IGS' b. ya-dïrg-o

SyllCon Anchor-R

The important aspect of all these data is the pattern found with the preflX-suffix

combination. Given that there are coda-onset sonority violations found word-internally in

Chaha~ we might expect either ya-[CiCC]-o or ya-[CCiC]-o ta he theoretically possible,

and for Anchor-R to favour the latter. However~ as opposed to many nouns~ or the

sequences enforced by the shape of verb stems, in the jussive~ there is a choice of

• epenthesis. In this case, the sonority of the consonants determines the pattern selected~

generally ignoring Anchor-R. When ya-[CiCC]-o is selected~ the sonority of the two final

consonants produces a better coda-onset sequence than that bet\veen the fust two

consonants. With the ya-[CCiC]-o forms, the sonority is poor between the fmal two

consonants, as illustrated by their base jussive being [CiCiC]. But~ if either combination of

consonants violates SyliCon (Le. in the fOITIl ya-kmïr-o in (74)), the ya-[CCiC]-o form is

chosen because it follows left-to-right directionality or Anchor-R. 14 In essence~ these

jussive forms allow emergence of syllable contact restrictions wmch go otherwise

unnoticed, a classic case of Emergence of the Unmarked (McCarthy & Prince 1994a)~

where phonologically unmarked structure (Le. obeying SyllCon) emerges in sorne forms

•
13 The only exception to this is the fOnIl ya-t'iqs-o. Sequences of stop-s are tolerated word-finally and in
coda-anset sequences. As in many languages, Es] is an exception.
14While in many cases, il appears that the shape of the plural stem matches that of the singular, a Paradigm
Uniformity analysis (Steriade 1996a) requiring such a match could not account for all the variation involved
in Chaha epenthesis. For example, sorne quadriiiterals do not show uniformity to the singular, but owe
their shape ta Anchor-R: ni-dfiidif (ls) vs. ni-dfiidf-ina (lp) not *nicffiilif-na (see example 83).
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although it is not enforced in the language as a whole. Unlike other languagest like

Ponapean, which severely delimit coda-onset sequences and epenthesize or alter the

consonants to conform to syllable contactt in Chaha, syllable contact violations are tolerated

unless there is another available option. SOt as we saw in (70) in the 2mpl imperative forms

(CiCC-o), any sequence of consonants is found. because extra epenthesis is not tolerated:

*CiCiCo.

4.6.2 Consonant-initial suffixes

l will now consider lst person plural forros which have a combination of prefIX and

consonant-initial suffix. In the following examples, l give the 2ms form and the lpl

imperfective and jussive forms. The imperfective has a vowel lai between Cl and C2,

whereas the jussive requires an epenthetic vowel in the stem, and it falls between C2 and

C3 in accordance with Anchor-R. The following verbs are Split verbs. The imperfective

bas the shape [ni-CaCC-ina] and the jussive has the shape [ni-CCiC-na]:

(77)

2ms Ipl Imperfective Ipl Jussive

a. gidif ni-gadf-ina ni-gdif-na break the fast

b. nigid ni-ragd-ina ni-ngid-na touch

c. fiqid ni-faqd-ina ni-fqid-na permit

d. kitif ni-katf-ina ni-laif-na cbop

The lpljussive forrns show the onIy shape possible keeping epenthesis to a minimum. As

for the imperfectivest if the epenthetic vowel occurred between C2 and C3 or C3 and the

• suffix, a violation of intersyllabic sonority woald resuIt in either case: ni-gadf-ina ([d-t])
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or ni-gadif-na ([f-n]). Again Anchor-R selects the correct candidate. The forms with the

heavy syllable in the second position are also preferred because they align the root with a

heavy syllable, another Anchor constraint which 1 will justify more fully in §4.6.3.

With verbs whose second and third consonans are identical, the epenthesis occurs

in a position to keep them from forming a geminate. The imperfective has the shape [ni

CaCiC-na] instead of [ni-CaCC-ina] :

(78) 2ms Ipl Imperfective Ipl Jussive

a.

b.

qifif

adfif

ni-qatif-na

na-datif-na

ni-qfif-na

na-dfif-na

cut the edges

crouch down

•
Finally, if C3 of the root is Er], it assimilates with the En] of the suffix. These cross

morphemic geminates are the only kind allowed in Chaha, and 1 assume that geminate

structures satisfy SyllCon. In both the imperfective and the jussive, the epenthetic vowel is

between C2 and C3.

(79) 2ms Ipl Imperfective Ipl Jussive

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

nit'ir

diBir

w..x mr

ni-rat'in-na

ni-da13in-na

ni-xYfunin-na

ni-kamin-na

. w... ..
ill-X arnn-na

ni-nt'in-na separate

ni-d13in-na add

ni-xYmin-na deeorate,adom

m-kmin-na pile up

ni-xWrin-na eut off the ears

•
As opposed to the forms in (77), the epenthetic vowel does not fall between the stem and

affix in the imperfective to produce niCaCCina, (the r-n altemation does not oceur in
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suffixes, see Petros (in preparation). Ifthis did occur with the fOnTIS in (79), the root-final

[r] would fall in an onset, thereby creating a sonority violation:

(80)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

*ni-dit'r-ïna

*ni-dapr-ïna

*ni-karnr-ïna

*. w.. ' ..
ill-X anr-fna

separate

add

decorate,adorn

pile up

cut off the ears

To avoid this SyllCon violation, the other epenthesis strategy is used, creating an

acceptable sonority sequence:

~ b. ni-kamin-na **

• (81)

n-kfunr-na

a. ni-karnr-ïna

DEP

**

SyllCon Anchor-R

*!

This analysis is confinned by other verbs which do not have the Split CiCîC jussive

pattern, but do have final sonorants. The frrst verb is a Type A jussive of the CCaC shape,

and (82b-c) are Type B verbs, whose jussive pattern is CaCC:

(82) 2ms Ipl Imperfective Ipl Jussive

a. nixa{3 ni-raxip-na ni-nxap-na find

b. dakim ni-jakim-na ni-dakim-na strike, hit with fist

• c. zakip ni-zaki13-na ni-zakip-na dann,preventpassage
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Although directional syllabification would predict ni-jakm-ina~ the actual output avoids the

sequences [k-m]~ [x-{3], [k-{3] (recall from (64) that (3 has high sonority), and places

epenthesis between C2 and C3.

The same kind of pattern is seen with quadriliteral forros. In (83), the sonority of

the fmal two consonants of the stem is even or it violates sonority (83a). In both cases,

sonority violations are ignored and epenthesis is positioned according to Anchor-R:

(83) 2ms Ipl Imperfective Ipl Jussive

a. dafM ni-dfadf-ina ni-dafdif-na press down

slightly with hand

b. barqit' ni-{3diqt'-ina ni-{3arqit'-na flee in fear

• c . kaskis ni-ksaks-ina IlÎ-kaskis-na break in pieces by

force

d. sambit ni-srapt-ina ni-sambit-na spend sorne time

away

In the case of the imperfectives, if the vowel occurred between the fmal two root

•

consonants, a sonority violation would result. The final obstruent root consonant would be

in a coda followed by an onset En]: *[ni-f3raqit'na]. There is no benefit to vlolating

SyllCon and Anchor-R. In the jussive, there are sonority violations in all forros because of

the sequence of the 4th root consonant and the En] of the suffix. But, if the epenthetic

vowel were placed elsewhere to avoid this, an additional vowel would be required to parse

the consonants into syllables: *[ni-{3ariqt'ina]. As we have seen before in (70),with forrns

like nit'ro, extra epenthesis is not tolerated to avoid a sonority violation: *nit'iro.
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In the following examples in (84), the fmal consonant is a sonorant or the final two

consonants are identical. In these cases, epenthesis is between the tmaI two consonants.

(84) 2ms IpI Imperfective Ipl Jussive

a. gardim ni-griitim-na ni-gardim-na break in half

b. dangir ni-drilin-na ni-dangin-na throw

c. da~di~ ni-d~ati~-na ni-daf3di{3-na patch

d. darziz ni-draziz-na nî-darziz-na be blunt

The fmal form, with identical consonants shows that avoidance of geminates is preferred to

incurring a sonority violation. The other imperfective forms in (84a-c) show that the the

nasals have lower sonority than the approximant [f3]. The clusters [mn] [~m] [f3n] are all

acceptable (note that Im~1 or In~1 --> [mbD . If these sequences were not acceptable, we

would predict a form with better alignment to be preferable, since either position of the

epenthetic vowel would incur a sonority violation:

(85)

n-df3at{3-na

a. ni-d{3at~-ina

DEP

**

**

SyllCon Anchor-R

**!

*

•

If [rI occurs in the medial position preceding [f3] or [ml, we predict that Anchor-R will

decide on the best form since ail sequences obey SyllCon: 15

ISThese faons display variabiIity, tao, as discussed in §4.6.3.
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a.

b.

2ms

zira{3

xiriim

rn-zar{3-ina

nï-xann-ma

ni-zra{3-na

rn-xram-na

Chapter 4 - Epenthesis

'give a lot'

'spend a year'

Turning now to the Cluster verbs, we know aIready that the sonority cIuster

between C2 and C3 is licensed, and we expect this cluster to he maintained in the

imperfectives. This is exactly what is found. However, for the jussives, DEP and Anchor

R predict a form with minimal epenthesis: ni-CCiC-na, no matter the sonority. But, in the

1pl jussives, there is an extra, seemingly unmotivated, epenthetic vowel between stem and

affix, so the form is ni-CiCC-ina:

(87)

2ms Ipl Imperfective Ipl Jussive

• a. t'i {3 t' ni-t'a{3t'-ina ni-t'i{3t'-ina catch

b. sirt ni-sart-ina ni-sm-ina cauterize

c. difq ni-dafq-ina ni-difq-ina soak by pressing

d. kift ni-kaft-ina ni-kift-ina open

2ms Ipl Imperfective Ipl Jussive

e. dimd ni-darnd-ina ni-dimd-ina join

f. dirs ni-dars-ina ni-dirs-ina chunk

g. at'iBq na-t'a{3q-ina na-t'i{3q-ina make tight

h. dirg ni-darg-ïna ni-dirg-ina hit, strike

•
This shows that SyliCon is once again playing a role, even to the point of admitting an

extra epenthetic vowel. In these cases, the predicted epenthesis strategy would create two
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unacceptable coda-onset sequences where the onset has higher sonority than the coda7 that

between Cl and C2 and that between C3 and the [n] of the suffix:

(88) Actual form Unattested form

a. ni-t'i~t'-ina ~t' > *t'~ * . q~ ·t' .. catch01:- !: -na

b. ni-sm-ina rt> *sr *ni-srit-na cauterize

c. ni-difq-ina fq> *df *ni-dfiq-na soale by pressing

d. ni-kift-ina ft> *kf *ni-kfit-na open

e. ni-dirnd-ina md>*dm *nï-dmid-na joïn

f. ni-dirs-ina rs > *dr *nï-dris-na chunk

g na-t'i~q-ina 13q > *t'~ *na-t'~iq-na make tight

h . ni-dirg-ina dr> *rg *ni-drig-na bit, strike

The fact that the 1pl. ni-CiCC-ina pattern has extra epenthesis but the 2pI CiCC-o

does not7 and the 1pl quadriliterals in (84) do Got, raises a difficult problem. In analyzing

cases like nit'ro in (70), l motivated the ranking of DEP > SyllCon, since if the ranking

were reversed7 we wauld expect an extra epenthetic vaweI to appear between [e] and [r].

But, the Ipl forms of the shape ni-CiCC-ina suggest that the ranking should be SyllCon >

DEP, since having an extra epenthetic vowel allows SyllCon violations to be eliminated.

This is shown in the following tableau:

(89)

n-dmd-na S lICon DEP Anchor-R

•
a. ni-dmid-na **!

lEi" b. ni-dimd-ina
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We are thus faced with a ranking paradoxe On the one hand there are forInS which suggest

the ranking DEP > SyllCon and in (89), we have forms which suggest the opposite ranking

of SyliCon > DEP. My proposed solution to this paradox is to allow the constraints to he

unranked with respect ta each other and ta calculate their violations as if they were one

constraint. In other words, the violations of bath constraints are pooled together and

collectively assessed. The candidate which has the least violations ofboth constraints is the

winning candidate. If there is a tie, it falls to the next-ranked constraint to decide the

winning candidate (see Fitzgerald 1997). So far in Optimality Theory, constraints are

assumed to be indeterminately ranked when there is no candidate which is preferred based

on one ranking versus the other. A typical scenario is that given in (90), where there is a

third candidate which violates neither of the unranked constraints:

•
(90)

a. Candidate A

b. Candidate B

~ C. Candidate C

x

*!

y

*1

z

•

The problern the Chaha data present is not of this variety. In this case, there are no

arguments which determine the ranking as one way or another. But, there is no third

candidate which fares hetter on the constraints. Each candidate incurs sorne violations. l

will show how this proposal works by comparing the extra epenthesis case with one where

there is no epenthesis, and one where there is a balance between SyliCon and DEP. In the

tableau in (91), pooling the violations of DEP and SyliCon favours candidate (91a).

Candidate (91a) has three violations of both DEP and SyliCon, whereas (91b) has four

violations when both kinds of violations are pooled.
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• (91)

DEP

n-dmd-na

SyllCon Anchor-R

Itii' a. nidimdina ***

b. nidmidna ** **!

This is compared ta a form which has equal violations of SyllCon. In that case, the pooling

of violations will result in a form with minimal epenthesis, because it has less DEP

violations:

(92)

•
n-kmr-na

a.nikirnrina

ltF b. nikminna

DEP

***!

**

SyllCon

*

*

Anchor-R

•

When there is a tie on DEP and SyllCon, it fails ta Anchor-R ta determine the winning

candidate:

(93)

DEP SyllCon Anchor-R

n-sar~tr-na.

crI 0'2
lGi" a. nisambit'na ** * ***

crI 0'2 0'3
b. nisari{3t'ina *** ****! *** *
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Anchor-R also decides in a case like nit'ro > nit 'iro. Since nit 'iro has no closed syllables, it

fatally violates Anchor-R:

(94)

DEP SyllCon Anchor-R

rt'r -0

<JI 0'2 cr3
a. nit'iro ** *r* *

<JI
~ b. nit'ro * *

Finally, this analysis can account for epenthesis between final consonant clusters,

as presented in (62) and repeated here:

(95) Chaha

• a. /srtl --> sirt cauterizer

b. /kft/ --> kift openr

c. /rt'r/ --> nit'ir melt!

d. /dpr/ --> dipïr add~

l assume that the word-final consonant in a CC cluster is an appendixl6
, since it is only in

ward-fmaI position that CVCC syllables are allowed. Appendices are penalized by a

constraint NO APPENDIX. Since appendices are tolerated in Chaha in (95a-b), this

constraint must be ranked below DEP, as shown in (96):

• 16 Altemately. it could be treated as the onset of an empty syllable. Note that No Complex Coda does not
do the trick here since we must distinguish between ward-final complex codas and word-medial complex
codas which are always ruled out.
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• (96)

srt

.m- a. sirt

b. sirit

DEP

*

**'

The data in (95c-d) suggests that SyliCon should be ranked above DEP, since an appendix

is not tolerated if there is a SyllCon violation:

(97)

str

a. sitr

~ b. sitir

• The ranking in (97) is the same problematic ranking that arose in (89) for the forms with

extra epenthesis such as ni-dirnd-ina. However, ifthere is no ranking between SyllCon and

DEP, then No APPENDIX will detennine the winning candidate:

(98)

str DEP SyllCon No Appendix

a. sitr * * *'
~ b. sitir **

•

When there are no SyllCon violations, the appendix is tolerated and the pooling of DEP and

SyllCon violations will produce the same result as in (96), a form with minimal epenthesis.

1 include a fOnIl with final epenthesis in (99c) to show that even a weil aligned Anchor-R

candidate will fail due to the unnecessary epenthesis:
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• (99)

srt

9'" a. sirt

b. sint

c. sirti

DEP

*

**!

**!

The pooling of violations analysis is therefore able to connect the ranking paradox

presented by CVCC with that presented by forms such as ni-dimd-ina. Any other means of

solving this problem would have to treat these two cases separately. One such analysis is

Local Conjunction (Smolensky 1993, 1995, Alderete 1997), in which constraints are

conjoined and ranked over independent constraints. IfSyllCon were locally conjoined with

itself and ranked above DEP, two violations of SyllCon would cause a candidate to fail.

• This would solve the ranking paradox presented by the extra epenthesis cases:

(100)

n-drnd-na

a. ni-dmid-na

9'" b. ni-dimd-ina

.,
S llCon-

However, this analysis fails to generalize to the ranking paradox created by the CVCC

forms. In conclusion, the pooled violations seems the most general and optimal way to

solve the ranking paradox. In addition, pooled violations directly captures the observation

that there is a trade-off between epenthesis and syllable contact violations.

•
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4.6.3 Variation

Before concluding, l will briefly deal with the variation which many of the split verb roots

display.l7 There are two basic types: those which disallow seemingly acceptable sequences

such as [rm] and those which allow seemingly unacceptable sequences such as [kt] or [tf].

As we saw in §4.6.2, the cluster verbs, do not show any variation:

(101)

a.

b.

2ms

kift

dimd

3ms

ya-kift

ya-dimd

2mpl

kift-o

dimd-o

3mpl

yâ-kift-o

yâ-dimd-o

open

join

•
The cluster verbs which do not show variation are roots of the shape obstruent-sonorant-

obstruent (Le. dimd) or consonant-fricative-stop (i.e. kift) as in (lOla). Thus, when the

fmal two consonants are high sonority-Iow sonority, there is no variation.

4.6.3.1 Obstruent final

•

When the fmal two consonants are of the same general category, either two stops or stop

fricative, Chaha appears to optionally tolerate that sequence. However, because fricative

stop is always judged a better sequence than both stop-stop and stop-fricative, a form

which ends in those consonants does not vary. Examples of the variable forms are given

below:

17 The variable forms come from Degif Petros (p.c.) who is from Yeseme, but my other Chaha consultant,
\Voldemariam Fujie. who is from a different village, Yemehorat, does not have the same variation.
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• (102) 2ms 3ms 3mpl Ipl

a. kitif / ya-ktif/ ya-ktif-o / ni-ktïf-na / chop

kitf ya-kïtf ya-kïtf-o ni-kitf-ina

b. sigid 1 ya-sgid ya-sgid-o ni-sgid-na worship

sigd ya-sigd

In examining the variable fonTIS ya-kitf-o and ya-ktif-o, there seems no benefit to the form

ya-kitf-o in light of the constraints proposed so far. It violates SyllCon and fares worse on

Anchor-R whereas yti-ktif-o only violates SyllCon, but fares better on Anchor-R. On the

sonority scale, we expect [tf] to be judged worse than [kt] as it climbs in sonority while a

stop-stop sequence does not. The only seeming benefit to ya-kïtf-o is tbat the basic verb

stem, minus affIXes, cakes the same shape as the 2ms stem with no affixes when kitf is

judged acceptable. In other words, the root is aligned with a heavy syllable no matter what

• kind of affIXes are attached, just like all the non-variable forms like ya-dïrnd:

(100) Anchor-L Root Any element at the left edge of the root corresponds ta

an element at the left edge of a heavy syllable.

The variable forms result from the ranking of this constraint above Anchor-R and No

Appendix:

(104) ,...--------n-----_------r-----.--------.

•
ktf

D<e a. akitf

b. aktif

DEP

*

*

SyllCon

*

*
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• (105)

DEP SyllCon Anchor-L Anchor-R

n-ktf-na Root

IrE a. nikitfina *** *

b. niktifna ** ** *!

With the root ..Jkft, either way Anchor-L Root and Anchor-R are ranked, the CiCC shape

will always he selected, because it does not violate SyllCon and has fewer DEP and

SyllCon violations:

(106)

DEP SyliCon Anchor-L Anchor-R

kft Root

• ~ a. yaIdft *

b. yakfit * *r

c.yakifit **

(107) ,.....-----""'l'r--------r------r-------r------,

DEP SyllCon Anchor-L Anchor-R

n-kft-na

~ a. nikiftina ***

•

b. nikfitna ** **r
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Tuming now to the sonorant fmal forms, when the root ends in a sequence of two

sonorants, no clusters are allowed word-finally, as seen in the 2ms and 3ms forms. But,

there is sorne variability word-rnedially with ail sequences, as seen in the 3mpl and 1pl:

(108) obstruent-sonorant-sonorant

2ms 3ms 3mpl Ipl

a. t'iri13 ya-t'ri (3 ya-t'ri{3-O 1 ni-t'ri13-na 1 whip

ya-t'ir{3-o ni-t'ir13-ina

b. siri13 ya-srip ya-sri(3-o 1 ni-sri13-na 1 spin

ya-sir(3-O ni-sir13-ina

c. si(3ir ya-s13ir ya-s{3ir-o 1 ni-S13in-na break

• ya-sifk-o

d. qimir ya-qmir ya-qmir-o 1 ni-qrnin-na killlice

ya-qirnr-o

e. qirim ya-qrim ya-qirm-o ni-qrim-na 1 insult

ni-qirm-ina

•

Leslau (1964) lists [r(3] as weIl as [rm] as possible final clusters for the 2ms, but Petros

(1996) disputes this, and allows these clusters only in word media! position, as seen above

for the 3rnpl form. The [r] does have higher sonority than [(3] as the sonorants are ranked

in the order n > m> (3 > r, so the coda-onset sequence [r-m] should he legitimate. Despite

this, it appears as if no sonorants are allowed as appendices. A special constraint to that

effect, ranked higher than DEP and SyIlCon will rule out all sonorant appendices, whether

they violate SyliCon or not:
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• (109)

qrm No sonorant DEP SyllCon Anchor-L

a. rrm

s- b. irim

This constraint accounts for two properties: 1) why Er-ml is a good sequence medially but

not rmally and 2) why fricatives are allowed as appendices following bath sonorants (i.e.

qirf) and optionally following obstruents (Le. kitl).

The variable ranking of Anchor-R and Anchor-L Root will allow variable fonns

when the sonority across syllables is not falling as with the root ~qmr. If Anchor-L Root

ranks high, the form in (lIOa) is chosen, but if Anchor-R ranks higher, then (llüb) would

• he selected:

(110)

DEP SyllCon Anchor-L Anchor-R

mr Root

~ a. yaqimr-o * *
b. yaqmir-o * * *!

This is contrasted with the the root ..Jqrm, which has the same consonants, but the arder of

the sonorants is reversed. In this case, there is no variability and aoly the 'cluster' shape is

selected. This is because the sequence Er-ml does not violate SyllCon:

•
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• (111)

DEP SyllCon Anchor-L Anchor-R

rm Root

~ a. yaqirm-o *

b. yaqrim-o * *'

However, this particular verb does show variablity in the 1pl form, unlike other cluster

verbs. This is because the sequence [rn-n] is acceptable and SyllCon/DEP cannot decide the

winning candidate. Thus, it faIls to either of the two Anchor constraints, which when

ranked variably, allow variation. In (112), the ranking Anchor-L > Anchor-R is shawn:

(112)r-------_------.------,----~---____,

• rm

~ a. ni-qirm-ina

b. ni-qrim-na

DEP

***

**

SyllCon

*

Anchor-L

Root

*!

Anchor-R

In contrast the Ipl forrns of verbs which end in Er] show no variability in the lpl forros.

This is because the geminate [nn] is always a better sequence and DEP / SyllCon will select

the winning candidate:

(113) r----------......-------.-----..,.._------r-----,

mr

DEP SyllCon Anchor-L

Root

Anchor-f

•
a. ni-qirnr-ina

~ b. ni-qmin-na

***

**

*!

*
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Finally, to lend support to the Anchor-L Root constraint as the one causing variability and

not sorne other constraint, no variability is seen with verbs in which no candidate can

satisfy the Anchor-L Root constraint:

(114)

DEP SyllCon Anchor-L Anchor-R

df Root
crI cr2

IrE a. ni-dféidf-ina ** ** * *
crI cr2

b. ni-dfâdif-na ** ** * **!
crI cr2 cr3 cr4

c. ni-diféidf-ina *** * * **~** *** *

Finally, the forms in (115) all conforrn to the expected directional pattern and do not

show variability even though other cluster verbs in (88) have the form ni-CiCC-ina. This is

once again due to sonority. Sïnce the initial consonant is sonorant, the C1-C2 sequence is

acceptable:

(115)

a. niqs ni-raqs-ina ni-nqis-na limp

b. niks ni-raks-ina ni-nkïs-na bite

c. niqt' ni-raqt'-ina ni-nqit'-na kick

In conclusion, l have argued that Chaha epenthesis shows ernergence of the

unmarked with respect to intersyllabic sonority. While on the surface, it appears as if

Chaha doesn't care about heterosyllabic sonority violations, these data reveal that that is

only true if the language has no choice of epenthesis sites. Furtbennore, l have argued for a
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method of dealing with a ranking paradox wmch involves unranked constraints and pooling

of their violations.

4. 7 Conclusion

In this chapter 1 presented new and revealing data about epenthesis in Ethio-Semitic. While

it is recognized that Tigrinya and Harari have general left-to-right directionality of

syllabification (Kenstowicz & Kissberth 1970, Itô 1986 for Harari, Berhane 1991 for

Tigrinya), the two languages have not been explicitly compared, nor has the role of

intersyllabic sonority been considered. The data presented here from Chaha show that even

in a language which has numerous violations of intersyllabic sonority, it may still he

relevant under particular conditions: epenthesis which occurs for structural reasons.
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Conclusions

This study examined several topics in a number of modern Ethiopian Semitic languages

(Tigre, Tigrinya, Harari, Arnharic, Soddo, Chaha, Muher) from a comparative viewpoint

within Optimality Theory, a constraints-based approach to phonology. This dissertation

provides a body of new data and generalizations and establishes new theoretical daims

concerning the data. The comparative approach has allowed me ta better analyze the subtle

and intriguing ways in which Ethio-Semitic languages differ from each other, particularly

within the Gurage dialect group, which the study of a single language often disregards.

On the theoreticallevet the dissertation makes several contributions. The study of

mobile morphology reveals the limits and targets of palatalization and labialization and the

functional role that allomorphy and stem altemations may play in the realization of

morphological categories. Many of the constraints required are language specifie,

suggesting that phonologieal theory should provide for both universal and language

particuIar constraints. In chapter 3 1 reject the concept of long distance geminates and

provide a number of arguments why reduplicative copying is to he preferred. This is an

important result, fust because long-distance geminates and Tier Conflation are artifacts of a

serial derivational mode!, and second, because it denies that geminates and long-distance

geminates behave similarly because of their common linked structure. By treating 'long

distance' geminates as reduplication, they behave like other reduplicants towards a new,

important generalization which l predict ta be valid in other languages of the world - double

reduplicatians are avoided, unless compelled ta appear by constraints on morphological

realization or templatic size conditions. In the study of epenthesis, the use of violable

constraints reveals how intersyllabic sonority plays a role in epenthesis even in a language

which generally ignores it. In addition, l show how a ranking paradox can be resolved by
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allowing constraints to be unranked and pooling their violations together, achieving a

balance between two constraints which counteract each other.

On an empiricallevel, this dissertation makes new contributions to the study of the

rich morphology and phonology of Ethiopian Semitic languages. While general

descriptions of many of the languages are available, in certain areas l have worked with

native speakers to flesh out the amount of data, and in so doing, have discovered sorne new

generalizations. The study of palatalization in chapter 2 is important from a comparative

viewpoint, because it gives insight into how palatalization developed in each of five

languages, and how it came to be the sole exponent of a morphological category in Gurage.

A complete description of the 2nd person singular feminine affix, including variation, is

provided not only for Chaha, but also for Muher. The study of a-final verbs in Muher and

Chaha shows how the raising of the fmal vowel is not directly the result of the floating

affix as previously analyzed (Rose 1992, Lowenstamm 1996), but is an allomorphic stem

variation triggered by a certain class of suffixes. The discussion of reduplication in chapter

3 provides new data on double reduplications in both Tigrinya and Chaha, and shows how

each Ethio-Semitic language differs in the function and forro of the frequentative verb form

and the acceptability of double reduplications. The epenthesis chapter provides the frrst in

depth study of Harari and Chaha epenthesis and reveaIs for the frrst time the role of

sonority versus that of directionality in the choice of epenthesis sites.

This dissertation adds to the small but growing body of research on Ethiopian

Semitic which is of both a descriptive and theoretical nature (i.e. Prunet 1996a,b, Chamora

1997, Petros 1996, in preparation). There is still much research to be done working closely

with native speakers of the languages. It is only through this method that we can arrive at a

deeper understanding of how these languages function, and how they may contribute in a

meaningful way to linguistic theory and to the study of Semitic in general.
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